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HONORS TO THE DEAD.

AT

THE

WEATHER.

Washington, Dec. 21.
The Indications for Maine, New Hampshire, are slightly warmer weather, snow,
light to fresh variable winds, followed
Thursday by colder, clear weather and fresh
brisk westerly winds.
For the rest of New England and Eastern
New York, slightly warmer weather, rain,
except partly snow over the interior, followed
by colder, clearing weather, fresh to brisk
westerly winds with cold wave.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., Dec. 20,1887.

|7 A M | 8 p m |10 p M
Barometer. 29.91 29.92 129.88
44.
134.
Thermometer. 26.
21.
119.
DewPoint. 19.

Buntdlty.

76.

Velocity.
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Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical

than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Royai, Baking Powder Co.. 106 wall
1y2d&wtf
Bt., N. Y.

NOTICE. NO. l

DYE HOUSE

NOW IS THE TINE TO HATE YOU
or SOILED

W

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Dec. 20,1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time
at

NO. 13 PREBLE ST.
octl7

The Remains of Governor Bodwell
Laid at Rest

Amid Imposing Demonstrations of the
Public Sorrow.
One of the Noteworthy Events in the
State’s History.
Maine’s Leading Men Show Their
Grief by Their Presence.
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Representatives’ Hall Crowded During
the Appropriate Services,
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While Thousands Gaze

on

the Face

of the Dead Governor.
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Officials, Soldiers and Citizens March
to the Grave,
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Away from Portland
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MAINE.
Bowdoln

and AU Points South and West. Kales a. I.aw,
Direct conTinrnallo.fi. as any other line.
nection with the principal Expresses at Boston,
lor all Local Points In Massachusetts. Prompt attention to all business entrusted to us, and court
eous treatment to patrons a specialty.
W. H. GREEN,
| ProDrletor,
FRANK L. PRINCE, ( Proprietors.
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BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS
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and upwards.
Orders by

mail

on

a
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or

a

2 per cent,

Specialty•

STOCK EXCHANGE,

TIIE UTIORL

JOSEPH CLEAR Y, Manager,

2$ ,Congress St., Boston,

MaSJdm

SENATE.
Washington, Nov. 20.
Senator Allison reported back to the concurrent resolution for the holiday recess and
asked its immediate consideration.
Senator Plumb objected and the resolution
was placed on the calendar.
Senator

Davis, from the committee on pen-

sions reported a bill to place Mrs. Logan, the
widow of Gen. John A. Logan, on the pension roll at the rate of *2000 a year and asked
for its immediate consideration.
Senator Berry objected and the bill was
placed on the calendar.

A bill to increg.se the pension of Mrs.
Blair, widow of Gen. Frank P. Blair, was
also placed on the calendar.

The Edmunds’ postal telegraph bill was
referred to the post office committee, as was
also the bill on the same subject Introduced
by Senator Culloin.
HOUSE.
enforce the law against
the importation of labor under contract,
witli especial reference to the proposed hirng of 2000 Belgians in the Lehigh coal regions, was referred to a committee and the
A resolution to

adjourned till

tomorrow to await
report of the rules committee.
House

Accident

on

College.

[Special to the Press.]
Brunswick, Dec. 20.—The Sophomore
prize declamation at Bowdoin occurred this
evening. The speakers all acquitted themselves with credit, and the entertainment as
The judges were
a whole was excellent.
Prof. Kobinson, Rev. Mr. Guild and Barrett
Potter, Esq., who awarded the first prize to
F. M. Gates, and the second to P. W. Brooks.

England’s Doom..Spalding
T. C. Spillaue. Lewiston.
Doom of Claudius and Cynthia.Thompson
F. M. Gates, Limtngtou.
A Day of Onr Country.Long
C. L. Hutchinson, Portland.
Pompeii.Anon.
W. H. Greeley, New Gloucester.
Resolutions In Sympathy for Ireland.Anon.
P. W. Brooks, Augusta.

Humboldt.lngersoll
W. R. Hunt, Bangor.
Reform

the

the Elevated.

New Yoke, Dpc. 20.—An up town train
while
on the Sixth Avenue elevated road
crowded witn passengers was thrown from
the track near Fraiklin street station, West
Broadway this afternoon. The cars were
prevented from falling into the street only
by the framework built for a third track. The
bepassengers were terribly frightened and
came panic stricken, but no one was hurt.
of
the
the
in
time
first
history
the
is
This
elevated roads that cars have entirely left
of
falling to
the track so as to be In danger
the street. The officials have always claimed
that such a tiling is impossible.
Henry J. Morgan’s Felony.
Ottawa, Dec. 20.—a sensation is caused
J. Morgan, Chief
by the discovery that Henry
has commitState
Department,
the
of
Clerk
of a check by
ted felony in altering the date
instead
which he received two months’ pay
•if one
Morgan is well known in fashionaat
and
Newport
Dominion
in the
ble
and Old Orchard Beach.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Dec. 20.—The visiting committee of the State Reform School, consisting of
Councillors Elliott Wood, George M. Warren and Tobias Lord, with Mrs. George S.
Hunt of Portland, will make an official visit
to that institution tomorrow.

Contagious

Diseases.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Dec. 20.—Cases of the coutagious diseases were reported to the State Board
of Health during the week ending Dec. 17,

Typhoid fever—Ashland, 1; Augusta, 2; Houlton, 1 ; Lagrange, 1; Leeds. 3.
Diphtheria—Augusta, 6t Carthage, 1; IDeering,
2; Gray, 1; Littleton, 1; Penobscot, 6; Portland,
1; Rockland, 1; Sanford, 8.
Scarlet fever—Damariscotta, 1;
Deerlng, 1;
Dover, 1; Freeport, 1: Gorham, 7; Leeds, 1;
Pertland, 2; Wales, 3; Waterboro, 1.
Measles—Canaan, 1; 8t. George, 1; Wales, 1.

a

U. S. Senator to succeed Riddleberger was
taken in the General Assembly with the foltowing results: Senate, Hon. John E- BarHouse,
bour. 20; Gen. Win. Mahone, 12;
The formal anBarbour, 31; Mahone, 30.
nouncement of Barbour's election will be
iu joint session of the
made to-morrow
House.

by

the Covernor.

Augusta, Dec. 20 —The following nominations were made today by Governor
Marble:
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—G. H. Cargill, Liberty; Cbas. J. House, Monson; Geo. D.
Parks, Brunswick; John F. liedlon, Bluelilll; H.
T. Smith, Raymond; A. Simons, Auson; Ben],
Williams, Freedom.
Fish and Game Wardens—O. B. Keene, Eastern;
Frank K. Whlteout. SeargDorl.
Notaries Public—Aroostook county, M. N.
Drew, Fort Fairfield; Hancock county, Edward
8. Clark, Bar Harbor.
Trial Justice-Elisha R. Bowdoln, Penobscot
county.
Dcdimus Justice, Penobscot county—James F.
Murch, Newport.
Notary Public, Somerset county—H. L. Kelly,
Fairfield.
Notary Public. Waldo county—Otis Conforth,

Unity.

Justice, Washington county—Newall
Kumery, Jonesport.
Court at Skowhegan.
Skowhegan, Dec. 20—The Supreme Court
convened today, but Judge Danforth being
in attendance upon the obsequies of the late
Judge
Gov. Bod well, it was adjourned.
Danforth arrived tonight and will open
Trial

eourt tomorrow at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Stuck Fast.

Biddefobd, Dec. 20.—The schooner Eva
May, which lost her anchors and ran ashore
at Old Orchard, Sunday, still lays on the
beach within a few rods of high water mark.
Two tugs and the revenue cutter came out
from Portland today and attempted to get
her off with the tide, but were unsuccessful.
Another trial will be made tomorrow.

circles

Barbour Succeeds Rlddleberger,
Richmond, Va., Dec. 20.—The vote for

School Visitors.

Nominations

A

Big

Find.

Knoxville, Tenn., Dec. 20.—The chief
of police yesterday found bonds to the
amount of $10,500, secreted under the floor
of a house recently occupied by burglars,
who

were

captured

here

last week.

The

bonds are part of $55,000 stolen in Tomokinsville, Ky., a few weeks ago, when that town
A telegram from
was sacked and burned.
Glasgow. Ky., states that the burglars exas they reach
soon
as
be
to
lynched

pect
Tompkinsville.

Skowhegau.
Bangor sent a large delegation: Hiram
Fogg.ex-Mayor E. B. Nculleyv Senator-Hoary Lord, Dr. A. C. Hamlin, Gan. John Cutler, Charles Hamlin, and numeioos other

the
about the Capitol this morning,
glittering funeral pageant at noontime, and

Woodbury.

over

the silent grave
There ihave been
more eminent than
but it is doubtful if

as

evening came

on.

buried in Maine

men

Governor Bodwell was;
any funeral ceremonies

honor of a citizen of this State. The Peabody
funeral ceremonies at Portland in honor of
the

philanthropic Englishman

were

un-

elaborate and magnificent;
but they were the obsequies of a foreigner
in whom the people of Maine had only a
passing interest. Many men not yet very

doubtedly

more

old have recalled here to-day the impressive
occasion when George Evans, the
great
Whig Statesman of Maine, was borne to his
grave in the neighboring city of Gardiner,
and the funerals of the two Morrills, Lot M.
and Anson P., both of which occurred here,
are very recent among the notable funerals
of very eminent Maine men; but all of them
were buried privately, without any of the
pomp and ceremony that have made this
One other Governor
burial so remarkable.
of Maine has died in office, and to his remains were accorded the honors of a public
funeral; but when Enoch Lincoln was laid
away in the tomb on these Capitol gtounils
nearly sixty years ago Maine was an inlaut
commonwealth hardly more than half what
it is to-day, her inhabited territory more contracted, and the State pride of her sons yet

Tbe programme was as follows:
Fxtract from Speech..Wirt
F. E. Dennett, Brunswick.
Abraham Lincoln.Fowler
G. A. Tolman, Portland.
Parrhaslus.Willis
W. B. Mitchell, Freeport.
March of Mind.Loffland
H. C. Royal, Auburn.
Pericles to the People.Kellogg
F. E. Simpson. Saco.
Defence of Hofer, the Tyrolese Patriot.Anon.
H. C. Wingate, Bangor.

BERRY,
a

Fugi-

contain pleasing intelligence.

TO BOSTON, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

Wo., a?

lHb StNAlt.

tliePress.]
[Special
Washington, Dec. 20.—The name of
Frank C. McNeally of Saco, appears in a
noteworthy communication to the Senate today. It was a petition from the American
Security Company for the confirmation of
the extradition treaty with Great Britian,
showing a list of the embezzlers now in CanThe Ameriada ana other British lands.
can Surety Company was on the bond of
about half of the exiles.

PRINCE'S EXPRESS

[Special to the Fress.l
Augusta, Dec. 20.—The sun never shone
through a fairer winter day than this has
been. From its rising in the morning to its
setting at night it has rolled through a cloudless sky, and scattered its beams without
hindrance over the crowds that gathered

over

to

by the Old Established Line,

STEPHEN
mtd
ffiook,

U. s. A.

fax to board an outgoing instead of an incoming steamer and is now on Ills way to
Liverpool to meet his brother there. It is
said that after the arrival of the Polynesian
at Halifax, a telegram was received here by
the bank officers which apparently (lid not

_Ally

YOUR

TO

MCNEALLY

sfc..

Cone to Liverpool.
Saco, Dec. 20.—The belief gains among
people here that Ilairy McNeally, the brother of the dishonest bank clerk, went to Hali-

and examine those on exhibition.

Opp. the

Montreal. ...|30.!0
16i
K. P. Jonh. Pv’t

HIs Name Appears in a List of
tives from Justice.

—

Life Size Crayon
Colored Picture

NWj ...iCloudy
Clm|.... [Cloudy

—6
O

30

Halifax.129.84

Of the cities and towns, Portland sent tlie
among whom were:
Hon. Win. G. Davis,
Gen. 8. J. Anderson,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr. Gen. H. O. Thomas,
Col. H. 8. Osgood,
H. N. Jose, Esq.,
W. H. Baxter, Esq.,
l’ayson Tucker,
W 8. Eaton,
.1.
C.
Mayor
Chapman,
Isaiah Webb,
8. L. Larrabee,
Whitman Sawyer,
Geo. 8. Hunt.
G. H. Bailey,
Jas. F. Hawkes,
C. A. Browu,
F. B. Young,
C. A. True,
E. W. Kent,
C. It. Wood,
G. W. Sylvester,
W. H. Looney.
W. H, Smith,
Kx Mayor Win. Senter,
Stanley T. Pullen,
Major H. 8. Melcher,
GeorgeTreletheu,
8. F. Bearce,
A. 8. Hinds,
Eben Corey,
A. G. Dewey,
H. B. Cleaves,
Wm. M Marks,
V.
C. Wilson.
Edwin Clement,
F, E. Richards,
J. A. McGowau,
Beal.
Charles
C. L. Bush.
Ezra Hawkes,
W. H. Mllliken,
Hawkes.
W.
J.
Geo. K. Hawkes,
John W. Dyer
N. Redlon,
Charles S. Cook.
Wilford G. Chapman.
Edgar R, Payson.
Front Biddeford and Saco there came Mayors S. F. Parcher and Willis T. Emmons, Alderman Sprague, Councilmen Etchells and
Deering. Senator Weymouth, Representative
Clark, and ex-Representatives Ira H. Foss,
K. A. Bowers and G. A. Emery.
From Bath there were Arthur Sewall.John
H. Kimball aud J. G. Richardson.
From Rockland came Speaker C. E. Littlefield, Representative Glover) aud F. Rice
Rowell, Esq., and these other gentlemen,
who, with Sp?aker Littlefield, mude up the
representation from tlie Masonic lodge to
J. S. Case,
which Gov. Bod well belonged:
J. P. Scott. William G. Moody, John M.
Newbert, William Wilson, E. H. Lowry,
and N. B. Cobb.
came
Commissioner
Thomaston
From
Counce, of the Sea and Shore Fisheries, and
from Camden Hon. T. R. Simonton.
Lewiston sent Hon. William D. Pennell,
J. B. Ham, David Holland, J. L. H. Cobb,
Col. F. M. Drew, David Farrar, Joseph H.
Auburn sent
Day and Dennis Callahan.
Mayor Penley, J. Foss and B. F. Briggs.
Besides these there were twenty-five or more
other gentlemen from the two cities, including President Cheney of Bates College.
From Waterville there were President
Pepper and Profs. Smith and Wadsworth
of Colby University, Willard Dunn, Representative P. S. Heald, Secretary Wright of
tlie Republican Club, and Dr. F. C. Thayer of
the Brigade Staff.
From Somerset county there were Senator
Flint and Representative S. J. Walton of

largest delegation,

CD

Take

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
rail.r.’ Prnusrs
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Impressive Funeral Ceremonies
Capital Yesterday.

Governors of tlie State were present.
Ex-Governors Koble, Perham, Davis and
Plaisted remained throughout the services;
the venerable Joseph H. Williams, who became Acting Governor when Haouibal Hamlin entered the United States Senate in 1867,
came to the Capitol, but on account of the
infirmities of age was unable to remain.
Neither was Hannibal Hamlin able to be
present. Tlie other pall bearers, Hons. D.
F. Davis, of Bangor. H. M. Plaisted, Frederick Kobie, Albion Little, John S. Case, John
M. Adams and James H. Leigh, were present. About one half of the upper House of
the Legislature were present; of the lower
branch a large number. Of the Supreme
Court there were Chief Justice John A,
Peters, and Associate Justices Danforth,
Libby, Emery, Foster and Haskell. Judge
Whltehouse represented the Superior Court
of Kennebec county.
mer

to be established by a long course of successSo the honors paid to
ful government.
Enoch Lincoln could hardly have equalled
the ceremonies of to-day. For not only were
the streets of the Capital filled with throngs
of people; but most of those people were
and women, representaof political belief,
shade
all
social condition found within

representative
tive
of
of every
our

State,

men

of

all

varieties

the

of

held by the people of Maine.
Prominent Democrats and prominent Republicans were among the pall-bearers, in the
procession of mourners and in the seats of

religions

Representatives’

Hall;

a

Congregational

clergyman made the prayer which opened
the memorial exercises, a Universalist delivered the address, and representatives of the
Catholic priesthood of Maine sat and gave
attention with presidents and professors of the ProtestaDt colleges of the
State.
To enumerate the prominent men who
were present would be to enumerate most of

respectful

From nearly
the prominent men of Maine.
all the cities and the towns they came, as
representatives of the municipalities, of political clubs, of secret societies, and to show
their awn personal regard for the dead. The

began to be loaded last night; this
morning they brought additional crowds.
How many visitors there were in the city it
Those who had charge at
is difficult to say.
the Capitol today, declare that there were
five thousand about the building, who tried
From early mornto crowd themselves in.
ing until the removal of the remains about
noon, a constant stream of people passed
through the draped and darkened rotunda,
by the motionless sentinels, and viewed the
still form and features that preserved In
trains

death the expression or honest and indomitable purpose that had been so marked in
life.
Here to the rotunda repaired the prominent officials, the delegations from cities
and towns, and the representatives of clubs

ushered
to the Representatives’ Hall above, where
the services of the day were to occur. The
seating of the visitors was under charge of
Hon. William D. Pennell of Lewiston, exPresident of the Senate, and A. M. Spear,
Esq., of Gardiner, member of the Governor’s
Council. This task was very difficult. The
seating capacity of the hall and its galleries
is little over five hundred, while the Capitol
was besieged by thousands, who crowded
through the rotunda, lined the approaches
and even the street for long distances on
each side of the State House. Only the
strictest policing could keep the crowds in
their proper places. The militia, the police,
and all the available force of General Harris,
Superintendent of Public Buildings, were
called into use. Invited guests and all the
delegations were kept strictly in their proper
places. No privileges were granted to any
One of the most prominent citizens of
one.
Portland, an official of the United States
service, was summarily ordered out of Representatives’ Hall by an officer who took him
to be an intruder, though he was afterwards
recalled with apologies. But such mistakes
as this were few; in general Ithe crowd was
handled well and with little confusion.
The ceremonies were to begin at 11 o’clock;
but it was quarter to 12 before all the prominent men and delegations had been seated.
was
completely
Representatives’ Hall were
full and crowds
packed, all the galleries
filled the entries and the doorways. At 10
o’clock Governor Marble had received
Governor’s
the prominent men in the
which was draped In black and
room
white; as the hour for the services approached they were all seated in the hall. Near the
Speaker’s desk sat Mrs. Bodwell, a heavy
By
veil over her face and her head bowed.
and societies; and thence they

were

her side was her son, and with them General
Tilden, long Governor Bodwell’s friend and
adviser. Governor Marble sat in the front
row at the left of the Speaker’s desk, and
behind him, arrayed in blue and gold, were
the gentlemen of the Governor’s staff and
the Brigade staff with General Mitchell.
Wit!) Adjutant General Gall vgher was Adjutant General Dalton of Massachusetts, and
Colonels Rockwell and Currier, of Governor
Ames’s staff'. Governor Ames of Massachusetts and Governor Sawyer of New Hampshire were unable to be present. Five for-

representative men.

Washington county sent Senator Goodenow, Hancock Senator Burrill of Ellsworth
and his colleagues
Frederick and Eben
Harrison Bliss of Washington, Senator
Gilbert of Oxford, Senators Wescott and
Dunnell of Cumberland, Senator Young of
Oxford, were also present.
These are a few of the prominent men
who gathered in Representatives Hall.
The exercises begun with music by the excellent baud of the Soldiers’ Home, which
pinj
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A

prayer followed by Rev. A. F. Skeele of Augusta, and then, after a selection was sung
by the Cbickering Quartette of Augusta,
Rev. Charles A. Hayden of Auburn, pronounced the following address.
God has a great Bible, and the lives of men are
text in It.
“What, as excellent as God, lives, is

permanent.”

It is my sad duty and privilege as well, to try to
do what some of you could do much better—voice
the common sorrow of our State anu country, in
the loss of one of our noblest and best citizens.
What can I say more when all the masters of
The newspapers
speecli have preceded me?
have done justice to his name, worth and work;
llieir
sentences,
have
marshaled
statelier
they
and ail over this country words of deserved and
sincere eulogy have been scattered broadcast.
It is unnecessary, even if I were able, to go over
tlie ground, which lias been covered so completely and so well, and which is so familiar to you ail;
it is better that I should call attention to the
qualities of manhood in our friend, which made
him what lie was in all the places in Life which he
was called upon to till so nobly.
So in passing I shall only briefly outline his
business and professional career, leaving it for
others to do the work more thoroughly and better
as it should be done, in some permanent form, as
au Inspiration to our youth lu tbe attainment of
without the sacrifice of moral principle;
a life worthy the study of every young
He said in an after-dinner talk at Westcommencement, last Juuc, to the young

success,

for his is
man.

book
meu:

“In your pursuit of honor, wealth or position,
accept them, if, in doing so, you have to
sacrifice your integrity.”
The speaker went ou to sketch the early career
of Gov. Bodwell, referred to his relations with his
employes and to his first hnsiness enterprises.
He then said :
I think it is true that he did as much to develope the resources uf our State as auy one man
lias ever dune. All the varied interests of the
State were encouraged and helped by him, not
only in the granite business, but agriculture, railroads and manufactures, in fact, every enterprise
that tended to the material advancement of the
people, received substantial aid from his preeminent business ability. In his political career
he has shown the same sterling qualities that have
distinguished him in other walks of life. He did
not seek office,
Quite the reverse. He had
enough to do without that. He never desired the
office of Governor.
It was urged upon him, and. in order to gratify
his friends and serve the State he finally consented; and notwithstanding ills vast business
concerns, requiring, as it would seem, best of
thought and time, he took the ship of State and
gave needed attention to the just administration
of the government; took an interest In all affairs
concerning the welfare of the entire people. He
I do not say that lie never
was a good governor.
To argue
made a mistake or erred in judgement.
tills would be to claim more than any human be
I
do
believe
that
to
fulfil.
he tried
iugcau hope
conscientiously to do right ou the temperance
a
and
insisted
he
took
decided
stand
question;
tliat the laws should be enforced, and If officials
did not do their duty, on receiving evidence to
that effect, he would remove them. His position
ou this question has been of great value to the
cause and is so regarded by all earnest temperance workers. His death is sincerely mourned by
ail teinperauce organizations In the State.
In social life the charm of his character was
revealed. He had a kind word for everybody.
Tlie children felt free will) liiin. His littie grand
son was liis pride and delight. It was my privilege ten years ago to know something of Ills
home life, apd since that time 1 have seen him
often. He was always the kind, friendly, helpful
lu ills Iiome lie laid aside perplexing busiman.
ness cares and entered into the pleasures and enjoyment of his guests with his family; a kind, indulgent father, a considerate and afiectionate
How many young men have been
husband.
helped by him to succeed! What acts of charity
continually flowed from his open band!
The best evidence of his wortli is found in the
universal sorrow seen and expressed by tlie citinever

zens ux

U1J ; me eviueuee ui ms iiueraniy
and justice to his workmen Is found in their sad
He was trusted and
hearts and tearful faces.
loved by them all. He wrought, we say, in stone,
and all over the land, in most of our cities, are
buildings and monuments showing tlie strength
and extent of his business life. But his great
achievement was in the character he bullaed,—
for the man was greater than ills work. They
said of him, "he is
ills he tune.” That
they all could see; that they praised.
People
"he
is
an
Industrious
and
excellent business
said,
man and is getting rich.”
1 respect all that for
what It Is worth. But behind liis fortune there
was rising up ids character;
stone npon stone,
brick upon brick, story after story.
It is the
man behind the work that couuts.
of
that
was
After
accom
etlort,
years
pushed, and the great angel, death, came and re
moved the scaffolding, revealing the complete
manhood.
His earthly house, so full of life and
purpose but a few days ago, now lies here in state,
idle and silent' But there does stand, resting oh
the Kock ol Ages, and reaching far up into the
heavens, a great, brave character, a mail complete iu the everlasting sunlight of (Jod—Itself as
everlasting and always as fair. This, ills noblest
His charity was as
work, will endure forever.
unostentatious as tlie dew in summer, blessing
mis

making

sixty-nlue

tlie giver and tlie recipient. Even the dally press
never accused his charity of being done foi the
purpose of notice and praise.
Gov. Bodweil wielded great Influence in this
community and wherever lie was known. What
is tlie explanation of this fact? By virtue of what
quality did his opinion always command respect?
What drew to him tlie many, who, from all classes
and in all straits of life, sought liis counsel? Was
it that ids experience and training fitted him to
speau with authority oil most practical questions?
Undoubtedly it was tills, coupled with a deeper
fact ; for his was culture of a certain kind. Not
His whole nature
mere Intellectual proficiency.
wasfbroadly based upon a moral or religious sense.
And this is tlie permanent fact In tlie mail's life.
His intellect, his affections and desires, while
they lack nothing of power in themselves, were
to his feelings of duty,—tlie Chris,
tlau in whom conscience found
through
whatever lie said or did, giving him a remarkable

always subject

expression

manhood.

Joseph Bodweil was wbat he seemed to be.
One might safely challenge any person to say that
a close acquaintance with him ever resulted in
disparagement. No one ever penetrated behind
an appearance in his life and found pretext and
unreality. Most people reveql weaknesses to
their iniimate friends, which the world does not
suspect them of; but I am told by those who have
known him intimately from Ills earliest years,
that this man exposed no more faults to those immediately about him than to tlie eye of society; a
genial, pleasant, Christian gentleman.
Tlie manhood of Governor Bodweil was genuine
at every point; thoroughly real and good In its
strength, it needed something more than business
or partial acquaintance with him to appreciate it;
a man of good
judgment, good common sense,
methodical and diligent. He was not a man of
great learning; he had not uncommon culture of
mind, but iu respect to the greater faculties of
conscience, affection and the religious element,
He
he possessed them all 111 a marked degree.
was well-horn,
well-bred, eminently well-disciplined by himself. He was temperate iu all ills
habits, never used liquors—by theory and practice set an example of sobriety.
Learning to economize early In life, he laid the
foundation for his fortune Iu the habits of economy, sobriety and honesty which marked him as
the upright man and citizen whom thousands rise
up to houor this day. He was a man who knew
E.
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the difference between the menus of living and
the true ends otllfe; he kuewttetru« use of
riches: they served as a material oasis for great
manual excellence. His use of nioney was a power
to make those dear to him happy-to feed, to
clothe, to house and comfort h*8"*
"J8#—a means
tue anectlons, and
to educate the mind, to cheer
soul.
to bless the
It can be said of him as truly It was said of one
of England’s great philanthropist*. to many a
motner he
gave a
poor boy aud to many a sad
New rear."
merry Christmas and happy
And now. In due time, God has taken him to
celebrate Epiphany and New Year’s Day in
Heaven. Is It necessary, after an this has been
said, in so many ways and by people of an shades
of opinion, the testimony from *U sources, the
over the State—to
sorrow In his own city aud all
was a deeply religious
say that Joseph K. Bodwell
man? All these traits of character constitute a
Christian, if they do not, so much the worse
a man’s
for
piety,
Christianity. We test
not by what lie
says, hut uj his deests.
them.”.
•'By their fruits ye shall know
Not profession, but Uie character is the test.
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And when

we

have said

a

mau ls

honest, Just, aud

in an the relaliving conscientiously and faithful
tions of life, we have said he was truly religious.
It
Is
whom
some
of
thought,upon death,
There are
forcible praise ito say they had no religion to
speak of,—meaning, I suppose, thatbetheir religion
spoken of,
was too vital, to real anil deep
and, It inlclit also mean that religion Is a thing not
of words but of life.
,.
It might, with perfect ti uth.be said of our friend
but 1 am not satisfied with a klod of expresslou;
I do uot fear to say of him he.had religion to
himself, never
speak of, though he rarely said It
Yet
by way of shedding any merit of his own.
he was a firm believer ami consultant believer In
the work of our church and denomination. Interested In our schools, on the board of trustees of
Westbrook Seminary, a liberal giver iu all of our
undertakings; but.he did not confle his generosity to his own sect. He was ready ever to help
I don't
every good work, by whomsoever aoue.
think he cared much for theology or dogmas of
any kind; he never discussed with me questions
of theology; his leizure hours were so few that
there never seemed to be time, but his hand
seemed to go in the direction of social humane
concerns.
I also noticed that preaching drew
ills warmest sympathies, which represented the
kindly, tender, trustful, cheerful face of life and
aud conduct. But whatever belief he held ami
whatever lie rejected, his religion was his life,
and his life was his religion—a liviug epistle
known ami read of ail men.
This being true, nothing could add to it or take
from it. When I say be was a religious man I
He had
mean that he loved Uod and loved man.
no more doubt that Uod would save and bless him
and all men than that he, himself, would make all
He reverenced the laws
men liappy If be could.
of God, morality, Justice, love; his religion was
not stern aud forbidding, but good-uatured, a man
of cheerful countenance. His piety became morality and a good deal more than tbat.
lie said tlie eveniug before he died that he was
“on the up grade,” meaning the road to health.
May we uot give a higher significance to the
words now? lie lias always been on the up-grade
and a very steep up-grade at that. As a boy,
workiug and studying and thinking, it was up
grade; as a man of affairs, be was always worklug on the up grade to see how much better he
could do as a citizen, neighbor aud friend.
His look and deeds were always upward; as
Chief Executive of the State be could keep tilings
moving on the up-grade; as a great-hearted, noble
man he has
always kept the same in view and
gone on all his life climbing the heights of moral
aud spiritual attainment; and if, in bis last
struggle for breath, It was an up-grade, it was
only because the air on the road was too heavy:
Ills soul needed the rare airs of Heaven, as he left
his house on earih to ascend a still higher grade.
And when that Great Friend ot us all said to him,
“Friend, come up higher,” he was ready.
Have you ever known what it is to look into the
desolat* night of sorrow and bereavement, and
And have you cried out, “l shall
see nothing?
see Him. but not now; I shall behold Him, but
That
is how the hungry, ibnging,
notnigb?”
bereaved spirit, always feels, I may see it, but
not now. in the far-off future ami ouly when
Gud’a anccl. with liU dusky wings comes and
gathers away all to soon those that we love, and
takes them through the portal of death. It Is
because our eyes are holden that we do not see
Him to be Goa's messenger. Death is the bell of
evening telling the over-tired laborer that it is
time to go home.
O, if we could be wise enough
aud have our eyes opened, to say I shall see Him,
but uot now; I shall behold Him, but not nigh.
Then it would be light at even-tide.
Ah, well, the world Is discreet; there are many
who pause aud wait. But here was a man that
set his feet sometimes in advance of Fate, ever
ready to redress the wrong. A worthy champion.
Shall he not hear the blessing, “Good aud faithiui, finer inr

After another selection sung by the Quartette, Kev. J. S. Gledhill of Gardiner, pronounced the benediction, and the services

twelve o’clock.
casket had been
and the procession
The procession was

were concluded at half past
It was an hour before the

borne from the Capitol
was ready to start.
formed in this order:
Platoon of Police.
Chief Marshal, Hou. Geo. D. Bisbee of Buckflekl.
Chief of Staff, Col. H. M. Sprague of
Auburn.
Aids—Samuel W. Lane, John W. Berry, Fred W.
Plalsted and Albert B. Nealey.
National Home Band.
Col. John J. Lynch and Staff.
Provisional Battalion from First and Second Segments I nfautry, and First Maine Battery, as escort.
Pall Bearers.
Hearse.
Capital Guards as Guard of Honor.
Carriages containing family and relatives, Governor Marble and Staff, Representatives of other
Executive
States,
Judiciary,
Councillors,
Brigadier General Mitchell and Staff, State Officers, Legislative Committee. United States Offic-

ials,

and resident Clergymen.
Members aud ex-members of

the Legislature,
Representatives of City Governments, delegations from various organizations, |tnd citizens, on
foot and in carriages.
y
Amid the firing of minute guns from the
Arsenal and from two guns placed on the
State House grounds, the procession moved
slowly away. The distance to the cemetery
is about a mile. People thronged the roa Jside along nearly the entire wav, and
watched with curious aud sorrowful countenances the long and glittering column of
soldiers, the hearse drawn by four jet black
horses, and the long line of half a hundred
carriages. When the van of the procession
reached the cemetery the rear had barely
left the State House.
Signal men were placed along the distance,
aDd when the soldiers had drawn up in line
and paid the proper respects, while the body
was lowered into the grave, they passed the
signal along and the guns In Augusta
boomed a final salvo.
This was all. The troops and the mourn•
ers then moved away.
The grave is in a new lot in the northern
part of the cemetery. From it the Capitol is
In plain sight, and whatever monument shall
be erected over the grave will always bo in
sight from the windows of the Council
Chamber, where tonight the chair and portrait of the dead Governor are draped, and
where tomorrow his successor will administer the affairs of State.
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The

to tlie Tress.]
Dec. 20.—It is often interesting to trace the course of rumor here
One of particular interest to Maine people
got abroad yesterday. It was printed in The
Critic, a bright evening paper here, and
was to the effect that Speaker Carlisle had
delegated to Congressman Heed the power of
naming the Republican members on the committees.
This was very llatteriug to
Mr. Reed and recognized anew his position
as leader of the minority side of the House.
But it made everybody who knows anything
about the making up of the committees
smile, and broadly. It made Mr. Reed smile
very broadly when the newspaper men began to drop into his quarters to see if there
In the first
was anv truth in the story.
place, of course, Mr. Carlisle desires to
make up his own committees, and if he
turned over to any Republican the task of

[Special

Washington,

colleagues, the patchwork
which would result would be Incongruous
enough. It might very easily happen that
of
commtttee would
have half
some
a whole State delegation among its members.

handling

his

But there is a wicked yarn afloat that some
of the new Republican members were so gullible or ambitious as to come to Mr. Reed for

good committees before satisfying
themselves that such a report was true.
Senator Hale has blocked out a good deal
His resoluof new legislation altogether.
tion calling for a committee of seven Senaplaces

on

examine the civil service and see
what the Democrats have been and have not
been doing in relation to it, will not come
In the
the holidays.
until
after
up
meantime he will get as much material together in its support as he can. He says
there is no difficulty whatever in securing
good material and what the prominent
instances of evasion or total disregard of the
law he can find are, any one who knows anything about politics can easily remember.
tors to

Mr. Hale brought In three rather interesting bills the first, few days of the session.
The first one provides bounties to Americanbuilt vessels. It provides that there shall be
paid from the Treasury of the United States
the following bounties, per gross ton, upon
all iron and steel steam vessels, built in the
United States and first presented for em jllment or registry after the first day of July,
1888, to wit: On all such vessels of more
than 1000 gross tons and not more than 2000
gross tons,' at the rate of $15 a ton; on all
such vessels of more than 3000 gross tons,
at the rate of $25 per ton; on all such vessels under 1000 tons, at the rate of $10 per
ton: provided that all such vessels shall be
constructed according to plans approved by
the Navy Department, which plans shall
embrace the hulls, boilers, engines, and all
mapliinFn;

Saitl
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shall

ha

at.

all

times, for 25 years after their completion,
subject to be taken and used by the United
States government for military purposes, at
a just and reasonable rate of compensation.
A second bill provides that from and after

the passage of this act no contract nor order
for the construction of any government
building or work of any kind shall be given
by any officer of the United States to any
person who employs convict labor in any
part of such work. The bill was before the
last Congress, but did not reach a discussion.
Another bill is termed a measure “to increase the efficiency of the medical corps of
the navy.” and fixes pay for passed assistant and assistant surgeons as follows:
Assistant surgeons, when at sea, $1900;
on shore duty, $1600; on leave or waiting
Passed assistant surgeons,
orders, $1200.
during the first five years after date of appointment, when at sea, $2200; on shore
duty, $2000; on leave or waiting orders,
$1600. After five years from such date,
when at sea, $2400; on shore duty, $2100;
on leave or waiting orders, $1800. After ten
years from such date, when at sea, $2600;
onshore duty, $2200; on leave or waiting
Assistant surgeons shall
$iooo.
orders,
have the rank of lieutenant, Junior grade,
and after five years’ service in the navy
they shall be examined for promotion.
Passed assistant surgeons shall have the
rank of lieutenant, burgeons shall have the
rank of lieutenant commander.
"Up Two Flights and Straight Ahead.”
That is the directions one follows in reaching the headquarters of Secretary Luther
Maddocks, in the National Fishery Association rooms at the National Hotel. Mr.
Maddocks is working away like a beaver,
getting out all sorts of fishery literature to
educate the American mind, or that part of
it which seems to be particularly ignorant of
the real issue is the fishery question. He
lias a geod many callers from Maine and is
satisfied that he will accomplish something
by steady digging away at his point. Hut he
The active outfinds it slow work at first.
side work will not begin until after the holidays when the committees begin to meet
and the officials of the association go to
make arguments before them.
Capt. Fitz
J. Habson, of Gloucester, the president
of the National Fishery Association, will be
the man who will do that.
The Maine dates for civil service examinations in 1888 are: Portland, May 18th
and September 27th; Hangor, September

28th.
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[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Dec. 30.—The following resolutions were passed by the [Governor’s Council
tis
■:

evening:

Council chamber, Augusta, 1
December 20, 1887. (
It
has pleased Almighty God to reWhereas,
move from our midst the Chief Magistrate of our
State, Joseph R. Bodwell, therefore
Resolved, That In his sudden and untimely
death the State of Maine has not only lost a most
able, conscientious and upright executive, hut
that we, as members of his council, deplore the
loss of a personal friend, one who in all his walks
and conversation, impressed us with tile great
worth of his character, and it is with unqualified
pleasure that we bear testimony that in ins short
official life with us his only aim and purpose was
to do

right.

Resolved. That this board wear a badge of
mourning on the left breast thirty days, and that
all State officials be requested to do the same.
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon the records of the Council, and a copy be
engrossed and forwarded to the family.
litjctu nnu

uuuuiuiuusiy uuuprou.

Ohmandal Smith, Sec’y of State.
The Council voted to publish a report of
the ceremonies of the funeral, and Council-

lors Wood, Warren and Rand were appointed a committee to take the matter in cliargeCROMWELL’S ALIBI.
A

Note Book Which Will
Clear One Prisoner.
-|8

Physician’s

[Special to the Press.]
Angcsta, Dec. 20.—As the time for the
trial of the alleged Dexter bank robbers
draws near, interest in this great case deepens.
The counsel, both for the government
and defence, have been engaged in searching
for evidence and sifting out that which is
valuable. Lewis a. Barker, Esq., of Bangor,
counsel for the elder Stain, arrived ho me
from Massachusetts this morning, where he
has been engaged in procuring evidence for
He is satisfied,
use at the trial in February.
he says, that Stain was not in Dexter on the
and
believes
an alibi can
day of the tragedy
be proved. Stain is at a disadvantage, as all
bis witnesses are located in Massachusetts
and cannot be brought here unless they are
willing; and. furthermore, he lias no money
Mr. Barker visited
to pay their expenses.
Franklin, Westfield and Dedham. In the

former place, where Stain resided for several
years past, the people gave him a very clean
reputation, and it was ascertained that he
was teacher of a class in the Congregational
Saobath School.
In Dedham the people did not have so faNo one
vorable an opinion of the accused.
any confidence in
was found who placed
Young Stain’s confession and he was everywhere given the reputation of a story teller.
Probably at the trial the counsel for the
State will endeavor to throw discredit upon
the suicide theory although it is doubtful if
the defence raises that question, and It is
learned from a gentleman in totfli today,
the
that
who is posted in the case,
State will place a prominent gentleman
who
stand
the
happened
to
the
upon
open
doors and look into the banking rooms on the
morning of the robbery, before Barron was
discovered, and lie will testify differently in
regard to the coal hod and general appearance of the apartments than has yet appeared
in evidence, he having kept this information
Mr. Barker was
to himself all these years.
told that Cromwell would prove an alibi by
visited
him
who
on the day of
his physician,
the tragedy, and made a record of the trip

in bis notebook.

Nominations Confirmed.

COUNCIL.

Washington, Dec. 20.—The Senate has
removed the injunction of secrecy from the
following nominations which were confirmed
in secret session on the 15th inst:
Charles S. Fairchild, of New York, to be Secre*
tary of the Treasury,
George L. Hives, of New York, to be Assistant

Secretary of Stale.
Isaac H. Maynard, of New York,
ant Secretary of the Treasury.

Baylis

to be

Assist-

Hanna, of Indiana, to be Minister to

W.

the Argentine Kepublic.
Alexander 8. Lawton, of Georgia, to be Minister to

Austro-Uungary.

Happy Maine Pensioners.
The .following pensions were awarded to
residents of Maine to-day:
ORIGINAL.

Janies G. Pottle, Eastport.
Josiah Weeks, Norway Lake, Navy.
Leonard Harvey, Belfast.

REISSUE.

Thompson Ford, North Searsport.
REISSUE AND INCREASE.

Leavitt, Island Falls.

Benjamin T. Sampson, North Dlxmout.
Brief Items of Interest.
Mrs. Annie M. McCorrison of Portland
was today granted a patent for a toilet lotion.
The rules caminittee will report tomorrow
In part. They report favorably the Dingley
resolution to make the shipping committee a
standing committee called ’‘merchant marine

and lisheries."

_

THE RAFT ADRIFT.
Thousand Big Logs In the
Path of Moving Vessels.
Whitestonk, L. I., Dec. 20.—The steamer
Miranda, which had the big timber raft in
tow from Two Rivers, N. S., arrived here at

Thirty

3 o’clock this morning, and came to anchor.
She reports having lost the raft on Nantuck*
et Shoals

Sunday morning last,

frightful gale

and tremendous

a
during
The

sea.

steamer itself was badly damaged.
The raft consisted of 30,000 pieces of spruce
timber, and was larger than the largest of

our

ocean

steamers, drawing

more

water,

and of about the same width. It was 580
feet long and 16 leet high, and was held together by a complex system of chains, and
required nearly six months to get it prepared
The raft cost $30,000, and was
for starting.
valued at $50,000. It was owned by a syndiTh« importance of the experiment will be
appreciated when it is learned that to carry
this lumber would require nearly 100 steamers, each carrying 100 tons.
Alarm Among the Seamen.
New York, Dec. 20.—The breaking adrift
of the great raft of timber from Nova Scotia
off Nantucket Shoals, has caused consternation among the mariners. The raft is now a
dangerous obstruction in the track of vessels approaching New York or Philadelphia.
The Superintendent of the Maritime Exthe Navy
change has asked the Secretary of
to order a naval vessel to cruise in the vicinity of lat. 40°, 16' North and long. 10°, 06'
west, where the ralt broke aw ay, and warn
vessels approaching from the east.

Heavy snows are reported from the WestStates, and trains are delayed on tho
railroads.

ern

Worthy

Master

Roble’e

Review

of

the Year’s Work.

[Special to the Press.]
Skowukgan, Dec. 20.—The Maine State
Grange opened its annual sessions at Coburn
Hall today, with a very large attendance.
Worthy Master Kobie being absent, the following letter was read by G. M. Twitchell,
on whose motion an adjournment was made
to 2.30 p. m.:
Brother* and Slater*:

The receut death of His Excellency, Uie late
K. Bodwell. Chief Executive of the State,
has been a source of general and profound sorrow
and the warmest
Is extended to his
widow, children and family, in this hour of deep
affliction.
The people
realize the
fact and testify to the great loss which religion,
education, agriculture, good morals, and all the
material interests of the State have experienced
Gov. Bodwell’s
this sudden bereavement.
character has exemplified Christian faith, purity,
honesty, a broad manhood, aud the highest business qualifications.
He was a man of constant
toll, a farmer and laborer.
We must look to the same Divine Power which
afflicts us and doeth all things well for future supand compensation.
On this funeral day,
there should be a feeling of sadness, and respeet
for Governor Bodwell's memory, and as his mortal remains are carried by a devoted people which
he loved so well to their last resting place, recognlxing the official request of our present Governor,
Hon. S. 8. Marble, 1 recommend that there he a
recess today from 11 o'clock
a. m„ until 2
o’clock p.
the
in, during
pub'le funeral
exercises of our late Governor
Bodwell at

Joseph

sympathy
everywhere

by

port

H.
that
Nelson Ham, D.
Augusta, and
ltufus Prince, 8. B. Gunnison, J. B. Hammond and their wives be appointed and constituted a committee to represent the Maine State
Grange at the funeral services; that B. A. Burr,
S. I.. Roardman, O. J. Hancock, Sisters J. Scott,
Helen A. Cuuscns and 8. H. Higgins, be constituted a committee to prepare and present to the
organization some time during Its session, appropriate resolutions on the death of our friend and
Governor, the late Joseph K. Bodwell.
Fkeukkick Home,
Master of State Grange.
At 2.30 p. in. the business of the afternoon
commenced. Reports of officers were received and appointments of various com-

Thing,

mittees made.

Worthy Master Roble’s Address.
The order In the nation daring the past year
hits made substantial galas In many of our States.

We have organized 197 new Granges, aud added
to our number many thousand new members.
Rhode Island for the first time Is represented In
our National Grange work.
The order has been
resuscitated in Nebraska, and we uow have active and efficient work going oa in thirty-three
States, which gives us the prestige and usefulness of a national organization of farmers.
The
financial condition of the National Grange Is excellent, having at the present time a cash surplus
of $70,000. The several official reports of the
officers of the State Grange, my personal correspondence with Patrons, aud an extensive personal inspection of the Granges of our State, justify me in congratulating you that the order was
never In so large aud prosperous a condittou as at
the present period.
I have recently personally examined the numerical strength of our order in each and all of the
several States of this nation, as they appear upon
the books of the National Secretary, aud I find
tuu tun/

auvu

country, and all ot the productions of a northern
latitude are, on au average, as large, and often
times larger In Maine than in any other section of
tfle country. We can, with more profit, harvest,
grass and hay. buckwheat, oats and rye, potatoes
and a large variety of vegetables; we can produce milk, butter aud cheese from our dairies,
and raise cattle, horses, poultry, mutton and veal,
and many Muds of fruit, and all can be harvested
and marketed with as great a yield aud profit as
in any State of this Union.
The recent Hooding the States of New England
with western farm mortgages at high rates of Interest. is the best evidence to show that the farmer needs more money out West than In Maine to
carry on successful farming; and from our own
experience we Dud that mortgage and Interest
have, and will always consume the profits of the
farm. We have (Mod out that the sure road to
suceess Is to get out of debt, and not borrow money by mortgages. One of the special objects of
tile Grange, as set forth in its Declaration of Purposes Is. “to discountenance the credit system,
the mortgage system, the fashion system, and
every other system tending to prodigality and

bankruptcy.’

The virgin soil of Maine suitable for agriculture
generally fruitful with mineral elements, which
give it endurance, strength and ability to resist
droughts while the soil of the West, wonderfully
productive at first, lh the process of time loses Its
power, and the farmer, instead of usng artificial fertlllxeis as a remedy, which In
many Instances would not pay, deserts old homes
and lauds
homes
farms, and
new
and
nearer the setting sun are for a season In their
turn occupied and improved.
The address contained the statistics of Maine
production—one and a half million tons of hay,
which Is the substantial crop of agriculture; Blue
million bushels of corn, rs much per acre as any
State la the Union, eight million bushels of potatoes, standing the eighth State In rank In this
crop. Oats tabulate two and one-ball million
bushels. Dairy products show fourteen and onehalf million pounds of butter, amt nearly two million pounds of eheese.
AU these productions are
constantly Increasing. We stand at the head of
the list of crops In all the productions of a northern latitude.
Is
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still continues to be the banner State In point of
numbers; it Is also conceded that our State has
no superior In loyalty and efficiency for the best
Interests of our common calling. It has been a
source of personal prule that our order has constantly Increased during my term of administration from 8,645 to over 16,000 members, while In
nearly every state outside of New England there
lias been a halt, or falling off of membership,
wlitle In Maine there are many bright spots, and
many snbordinate granges heartily at work, Increasing their numbers and efficiency, and exerting a wide-spread influence.
The Worthy Master gave an opltome of the doings of the National Grange and then sooke of
the importance of the Department of the Commissioner of Agriculture. Of the demands of the
Patrons, he spoke as follows:
DEMANDS OF THE PATRONS.

The Patrons of the United States demand such
a liberal appropriation of the public funds and
protection as will best advance the interests of
agriculture, which feeds and clothes the nation,
and is the mainspring which sets In motion and
sustains all other Industrial aud commercial pursuits. We demand that our vast herds of cattle
shall be protected from the ravages of contagious
diseases by prompt agencies, and the enforcement
We
of wise and suitable laws at public expense.
demand that our Natioual and State Agricultural
and Experimental Stations, when supported by
the government, shall be, as far as practicable,
under the exclusive control of the Commissioner
of Agriculture, and that the agricultural seeds,
etc., which are distributed among the States, shall
be tested, and only distributed when found pure
and healthy; and that such seeds shall be distributed as are pariicularly adapted to the soil and
lailtude where they are to be used.
We demand that all information and knowledge
affecting agriculture, which is eliminated and
mude positive at public expense, shall be so fur
considered tho property of the farmer as to be judiciously and generally circulated, and made
available through the printed i>age at the expense
of the government. We demand, as far as possible, In our varied agricultural productions, that
care shall be exercised and Information given, so
that each section may know for what kind of
crons the soil, latitude and|other considerations of
different sections are best adapted; therefore, let
the National Department of Agriculture impart
such Information and directions as will best develop, Increase the amouut and enhance the profits
of crops everywhere, and not lose sight of the
best agricultural claim and merit to special productions of widely separated sections of our
country.
In view of the fact that our country represents
every variety of soil, and all the peculiarities of
different latitudes under the sun. we demand that
such Investigation and experiments shall be made,
and protection given as will extend our agricultural resources so as to give to the American
farmer practically the ability to raise and sell at a
profit every article of food consumption which Is
now partially or wholly raised In
foreign lands.
In other words, may we not practically produce
for our own consumption by proper Information
and protection, not only all the staple products of
the nation, but our own sugar, fruits, tropical
productions, etc., which uow come so largely from
other countries, uud for which our people pay
vast sums of money, without a
corresponding

Marblehead, Mass., Dec. 20.—The sudden disappearance of Robert Devereaux is
the all-absorbing topic tonight. It is reported generally that Devereaux, several mouths
•go, married a young lady in Saco, Me., and

Immediately left her, coming here eight
months ago. He secured employment in a
Salem dry goods store and became engaged
to a young lady. Two weeks ago Mrs. Devereaux of Saco appeared aud produced evi-

dence conclusive to the parents of Devereaux
that she was the legal wife of their sou.
Upon the return of Robert that evening, he
was told of the visit of Mrs. lievereaux. He
confessed and straightway departed. Mrs.
Devereaux returned home.
The

Chicago

Times.

New York, Dec. 20.—A special from Chicago Bays that the syndicate which was to
buy the Chicago T imes has been broken up
and that Clinton A. Snowdon will manage
the paper after Januarjslst. He represents
a number of well known business and newsmen.
The purchase price Is a million
oilars and the paper will be entirely Independent in character.

§aper

Relieved by Auditors.
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 20.—Developments
in the investigation concerning the Lake
Erie road troubles, are increasing in Interest
AU of the officials in the passenger agents'
department, including the chief, have been
temporarily relieved, and .their desks are occupied by auditors.
Railroad Wreckers at Work.
Va., Dec. 20.—Railroad wreckers threw a freight train off the track of the
Norfolk <t Southern Road, at Tunie’s switch
last night, by placing a steel rail across the
track. They killed two men aud injured
three.

Norfolk,

CENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.

Lord

Churchill

Randolph

Hunting

After Rumors of War.

London, Dec. 20.—Lord Randolph Churchill has gone to Russia to make personal inquiries regarding the situation iu Europe.

Napoleon’s

Successor.

The government has decided to banish
King Jaka of Operbo, West Africa, to St.
Helena. The King recently caused 150 subjects to be beheaded as a warning to others
not to

permit

traitors to go into the interior.

The Pope and the Irish.
Paris, Dec. 20.—The Duke of Norfolk*
who went to Rome to carry to the Pope the

congratulations of Queen Victoria on his
jubilee, has left that city, curtailing his visit,

the Gauloisasserts.because of the absolute
refusal of the Pope to further interfere in the
relations between the Irish clergy and the
It is reported that the rope offered
people.
tt>e excuse that ills interference would cause
a rebellion of a portion of the clergy and loss
of the hold of the church upon the people.

so

Officially

Contradicted.

St. Petersburg, Dec. 20.—The report circulated yesterday of another attempt made
to assassinate the Czar Is officially contradicted.
Cossacks In Poland.

Vienna, Dec. 20.—Authentic news has
reached the city that numerous Cossack regiments are being massed in Russinu Poland.
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CENERAL NEWS.

The family of ex-Secretarv Manning deny
that his present serious illness is a recur-

rence

lPuioflltillll
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THE GRANGE AND ITS WORK.

The Worthy Master then spoke of the dignity of
agriculture, sketched Its progress, outlined the
orlgiu ot the Grange and its history, and then
passed to its organization and workings. The
National Grange, 111 consequence of Its large accumulation of funds In the year 1886. gratuitously
disbursed *54.826 among the subordinate Granges
throughout the Union. It now has a permanent
fund of *70,01)0. The annual payment of live
cents Into the National treasury by each member
creates a fund sufficiently large te pay the ex.
penses of the National session, which oiten times
reacli the sum of *12,000, and leaves a large surThe Influence of the
for other expenses.
range has done more to destroy sectional feeling
and prejudice between the different sections of
the nation than any other agency.
It has been aggressive and decided on all those
public questionsln which the farmers are Interested. 11 has always been active and influential
lu favor of the passage, by Congress, of the Inter
State commerce law, which should secure to the
great public, however situated, low rates of fare
It has favored and
and the same equal justice.
pressed to its Anal enactment the national oleoof honest butter
lu
the
Interests
law
margarine
and the great dairy productions of the country.
It has. aud continues to advocate the elevation of
the Commissioner of Agriculture to a seat In the
Cabinet of the President. It believes in such a
tariff for revenue as will give to the farmer protection to the raw material produced in this country against foreign importations.

Slus

THE MAINE ORANGE.
The Order of Patrons of Husbandry in the State
of Muine, since its first orgauizatlon, nearly fourof
teen years ago, has passed through a
■•light and shadow,” but, notwithstanding some
has
the
Grange
and
reverses,
many
opposition
steadily advanced, and today we have a larger
number of active subordinate (200) Granges,
more Pomona (46) Granges, and a larger membership than at any former time. It Is not altogether our numerical strength, but the intellectual development, the social culture, the moral
lessons, the financial benefit of the Grange which
constitute our pride and citadel of strength.
In the present condition of public affairs, we do
not need a farmers’ political parly, for we can exercise adequate independence when we fall of a
proper recognition, and when we act together the
ballot-box is lu our own hands. I would recommend that the farmers, lu tlielr own political parties, continue to nominate, and from their own
class, such a numerical strength of representatives and senators and other officers, as will protect the farmiug interests of the State by equalizing the burden of taxation, and bj votes and Influence aid in directing policy lu the Interests of
that Integrity which can never i.e corrupted by
money, corporate, or class Influence, or political

period

patronage.

OUR STATE.

The Worthy Master paid a suitable tribute to
Maine, aud said that statistics show that the acreage productlou of muiiy of the staple crops of the

STOCKHOLDER*.

Likely to Disapprove a Plan Affecting the Canadian Pacific.
Proposal

to

Transfsr the Latter Road

to the Government.
A Three Per Cent Cuarantee for Certain Valuable

Rights.

London, Dec. 30.—The Financial News
publishes an article, which Is exciting great
interest. It is headed “The Canadian Pacific Guarantee,” and refers to the current report that the Canadian government is about
to take over the Canadian Pacific Railway,
giving as a return a perpetual guarantee of 3
The proposal was mentioned In
per cent.
the Times, and Is the subject of a pamphlet
just issued by an Anglo-Canadian writer,
who strongly supports the suggestion that
the line be acquired by the Dominion, the
government obtaining six distinct privileges

exchange for the guarantee. These are:
Fifteen million acres of selected land along
the line, railway monopoly rights, free use
of telegraphs, the right to transport troops
and stores at working cost, half the profits
beyond 3 per cent and the control of the
’*
maintains
rates.
Anglo-Canadian
and the
that
both
the
shareholders
strongly
community would make an excellent bargain
in

these terms.
The News says: “No doubt ; but It occurs
to us that these six concessions are an extreme price to pay for a perpetual 3 per cent
The risk to the Dominion govguarantee.
ernment Is infinitessitual, and the return certain and rich.
Much risk as there is to the
Dominion would net come into operation for
six years, because tlm.present guarantee has
that period to run. Consequently the line to
be acquired would not be the Canadian Pacific Railway of today, but the line after six
years’ further development. The surrender
of monopoly rights in the Northwest and
the opening of the whole country to railroad
enterprise would alone almost compensate
the Dominion for a 3 per cent guarantee, entailing, ns it would, an immediate and extensive growth of trade and industry in Manitoba and the Northwest, and. In the second
Moreover, it
degree, in Eastern Canada.
would put au end to such serious complications as that which recently threatened the
peace-of the Northwest Add to this the
enormous advantage of government control
of rates, which would be an essential feature
of any purchase scheme- “Anglo Canadian”
points out that any preliminary loss imposed by a general reduction of rates to a
low level would be more than recouped by
the relief to the pockets of every one using
the railway and the instantaneous growth of
traffic.
But “Anglo-Canadian” omits to consider
that the low rates would thus be forced up-

the whole railway system of Canada,
thus greatly increasing the value of the bargain to the community. No doubt the inon

vestors in the Grand Trunk have cause

YOKK

COUNTY.

The Knights of Labor of Biddeford and
Saco are circulating petitions in the two
cities urging Congress to establish a governHundreds of signament telegraph system.

tures are daily added to the list.
The paper iu circulation for the formation
of a Board of Trade in Saco meets with the
approval of all, and has already received
the signatures of nearly every business man
on Main street.

Knights Templar Uniform.
Grand Encampment of Knights
Templars of the United States at its triennial conclave in St. Louis in 188b delegated
the subject of establishing regulations pertaining to uniforms, with the exception of
the Insignia of rank, to the several Grand
Cotmanderies.
It will be interesting to the members of
the order in New England States to know of
the following radical changes in the matter
of uniform adopted by the Grand Commandery of Knights Templars of Maryland
at its seventeenth annual conclave, recently
held in Baltimore.
The committee on uniform made the fol
lowing report, which goes into effect on
Easter Monday next. The white feather is
nd three black
abolished from the chapea
e.
The cap,
ones will be used in the ! •
The

w il be the same
in use, while the cull's will exist no
longer as a part of the Templar uniform.
The cy«s of the coat sleeves will be appropriately trimmed with silver or gold braid
and red or gold crosses, crosses, according
to rank. The baldric will be made of black
silk velvet ami appropriately trimmed with
sliver or gold braid and Knight Templar
star, according to raBk. The belt will be of
black leather, with two straps, instead of
metal chains. Ail belt plates or clasps will
be alike with the exception of color of style
of cross, i’assion and Maltese, which desigEminent and East Comnate the rank.
manders wilt wear gold braid on belt. There
fatigue,
are to be two coats, dress anil
which are copies of the full dress and
naval
officers.
An
of
our
Emifatigue coats
nent or East Commander will wear a doublebreasted swallow-tail coat, iiiue buttons on
each side in threes, buttoned close to the
chin, with a standing collar sligtitly open in
front. The Knights will wear a nine-button,
single-breasted, swallow-tail, with standing
collar. The fatigue coat or blouse will t>o
a sack trimmed with heavy braid.
Officers
entitled to shoulder straps will have same
embroidered on each shoulder and the

pants, swords and gloves
as now

blouse.

for

complaint, but this would probably give additional zest to the enjoyment of the Cana-

dians. The Grand Trunk Is not popular in
the Dominion because of its fosteriDg the
United States through business to the detriment of Canadian shippers, and because of
its determined opposition to the construction
of the Canadian Pacific. “Anglo-Canadian”
deals shortly with the possibility that the
Grand Trunk might also claim to be bought
U|>.
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simple ground that the Grand Trunks begins
and ends in the United States, its capital,
pqr mile, is three times that ol the Canadian
Pacific and It it has no great privileges to exchange for a guarantee. It is a developed
line and, in a word, there is no parallelism
between the two cases. What we suggest as
a fair
price for a perpetual guarantee would
tie thelast five concessions already named!
The shareholders snould retain their land
rights, giving up to the government the railway monopoly, telegraphs, the right to trans"
port troops, etc., the control of rates, and
hall the profits beyond 3 per cent On these
terms the bargain would be quite lair to the

and not too hard lor the shareholders. The lands would remain to be disposed ol as a bonus to the shareholders,
after being put into a marketable form to
tempt present prospective settlers to purchase, even at a valuation ol $1 per acre,
instead ol 83 to 88, at which sales are actually beiDg made. The laud warrants now give
At 3 shila bonus of 20 shillings per share.
lings per acre they would produce 63 shillings
realized
per share. This would probably be
in a few years. Then the shareholders might
valued
market
the
estimate
present
fairly
a 3 per cent, perpetual guarantee at 83, surplus rights stock, issued separately, at 13,
and warrants at 20, or 120 shillings in all per
share.
Van Horn* Contradicts It.

government

Montreal, Dec. 21.—The rumors that the
CanadianPacIfic Is to be leased by tbe Dominion government on guarantees ol 3 per cent,
is emphatically denied by General Manager
Van florae and Sir Donald Smith, of the
Vau Horne
Canadian Pacific directorate.

seated that no such action is contemplated
by the government or the railroad, and that
neither the government nor anybody else
would ever get the Canadian Pacific on anything like a 3 per cent, basis.

Foreign Notes.
In an interview at Marseilles Dr. Mackenzie said that the complete recovery ol the
German Crown Prince was not impossible.
A monument to Edmund About was uuveiled yesterday in Pere la Chaise cemetery,
Paris. M. Kerry was present, this being his
first appearance since the assault upon him.

of the attack of last year.
Dr. C. H. S. Davis, Deni., has been reelected mayor of Meriden, Conn.
Testimony was taken yesterday at Wilkesbarre on the petition to compel the Susqueequivalent.
hanna Coal company to recover the bodies of
We demand that the "Hatch Bill,” In favor of
the 29 men buried by the caving iu of the
agricultural experiment stations In each state,
Nanticoke mine.
already a law, shall be perfected by Congress:
A now telegraph line, to be used only by
that our State may receive at least f I6,<>00 each ►
action
from
the
national
This
subscribers is talked of between New York
government.
year
of Congress Is largely due to GVauge effort, and Is
and Chicago.
a grand measure.
A notorious bandit named Beruel, who
The Worthy Master recapitulated the action of
has been the terror of the Mexican States of
He
the National Grange on important matters.
Sonora and Sinola has been arrested iu New
spoke as follows of the dangers of consolidated
wealth and tlielr remedy:
Mexico.
DANGERS OF WEALTH.
A woman from Windsor, Canada, has been
There are few Indirect methods which may help
arrested In Detroit while trying to dispose
the
to ease the burdens which are borne by
peoof $38,U00 in United States bonds.
properple In consequence of the accumulation ofconstituA blizzard is reported from Wichita, Kan.
ty in the hands of a few, and there are
There is a laek of coal In the vicinity.
tional and legal ways to counteract the methods
It
and influence of overpowering monopolies.
The Hudson is open to uninterrupted navicannot have escaped the notice of the Intelligent
gation. This has beau the case at this date,
farmer, tbatjhis property bears an unjust share of
only four times in the past 50 years.
the burdens of taxation. The acts and doings
the
and
and
of Congress
Legislatures,
records of our courts show how much time and
THE STATE.
labor arc given to the demands of corpora-

Perthan to all other interests combined.
sonal property, values lu stocks, bonds, income
like
and
other
merchandize
representamoney,
tives of value, have escaped a just share of the
burdens of the government. Tub grand purpose
of the Grange Is the protection of the farmer
against the uses and abuses of special class legislation, and the power of monopolies te secure the
passage of such laws as will remove the burdens
and insure equal and the same right to every pur
suit. To this end the Grangs was Instituted, for
this purpose we are organized.

CRAND TRUNK

on

Mr. Devereaux Retreated.

The election of officers for

the ensuing two years will occur tomorrow.
The attendance is large. State Master Kobie
delivered his annual address this evening to
a large audience of patrons and citizens.
The following is an abstract :

irinrannnl

INCREASE.

Nathaniel Page, Winterport.
Daniel E. Woodman, South Norridgework.
Albert H. McCurdy, Lisbon.
Thomas Burnham, East Booth bay.
William Libby, Whitneyville.
Benjamin K. McKenney, Waterboro.

William S.

Action of Respect to the Memory of
the Late Covernor.

THREE CENTS.

PRICE

WMSim

1887.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

For those who are specially interested in
the character of Henry D. Thoreau Mr. II.
G. O. Hlake has edited a book entitled Winter,
which is made up entirely ol selections from
Tboreau’s diary. The selections range from
December to February days, and cover a
period of several years. The arrangement la
according to the days ol the month, proceeding from Dec. 21 to Feb. 23d. For a single
day of the month there are generally several
entries. For instance lor Dec. 28 there are
the entries made on that day in 1840, 1832,
1833, 1854, when he was Nantucket, 1836
when he was back at Walden, and 1838. It
Is in the entry lor 1856 that Thoreau says:
“I thrive best on solitude. II1 have bad a
companion only one day In a week, unless it
were one or two I could name, I find that the
value ol the week to me has been seriously
affected. It dissipates my days, and often It
takes me another week to get over it” This
may be taken as a sample text that will reveal to those who have not read Thoreau, the
man as he appears to the readers ol these selections. One sees in them that aspect ol
winter that appears to a solitary man, ol
original intellect, with a keen observation
lor natural phenomena, and an intense love
lor the quiet woods, fields and waters. In
these selections much of great interest is revealed, both about nature in winter, and
about the personality ol a most remarkable
(Boston:
and interesting son ol nature.
Houghton, Mifflin * Co.; Portland. Loring,
Short & Harmon.)
_

Pre-Glacial Man and the Aryan Race. By
Lorenzo Burge. According to this author,
the book of Genesis is written in allegory
and cipher. These ciphers are words whose
significations describe the character orevenU
of a certain period of time in the life of the
race, forming skeleton pictures of the period
presented. To till out these pictures, giving
light and shade, that they may be seen and
understood, Mr. Burge has called In geology
astronomy, history, and human nature to aid
the allegory. This contention is, that only
within the last twenty-five years, has it been
possible for any one to decipher and understand the allegorical character of this history.
Geological discoveries, the investigations of
the glacial period by Agassiz and others, M.
Adhemars calulations of the time of the procession of the equinoxes, Layard's unearthlug of the burled remains of Asiatic civilization, the labors of Professors Smith, Sayce
and others in making|known the literary
riches there discovered, the researches of
historians, the records of travellers, the general advance in knowledge and the religious
enlightenment of the present time, have all
been required to enable man to pierce the
casket and reveal secrets so long hidden.
(Boston: Lee A Shepard; Portland: Loring,
Short A Ilarmon.)
Toto’s Merry Winter. By Laura E. RichThe fortunate little ones who read
The Joyous Story of Toto, last year, will be
glad enough to hear something more about
the small boy and his four-footed companions, told as only Mrs. Richards can tell it.
The new book has plenty of pictures too,
and Toto and his little blind grandmother
are passing a merry winter in company with
Cracker
our old friends the Coon, Bruin,
reB*- ^rBChucky, the pig, »n<1
Richards understands children and they find
They are
her stories very bewitching.
sweet, wholesome and full of a quiet humor
such as youugsters delight in, and if anybody
ards.

thinks this class of literature does nut

re-

quire genius in the writer let him try it and
see. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland:
Luring, Short A Harmon.)

When articles are put on the free list then
know exactly how much the revenue will
be reduced. But the effect of a mere raducion is largely a matter of guess work.
But

THE PBE8S.
MEIHSENMY

MOKMYG, DEC. 21.

the administration proposes to rely on a reduction to obtain nearly four fifths of the
proposed reduction of the surplus. Is it a

do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are in all cases
Indispensable, not necessar ly for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not
We

safe reliance?

prim a
It is probably nut possible
facie clause before the Supreme Court on
Judge Wbitehouse’s ruling, but It can be got
Indeed, it
there on Judge Bonney’s ruling.
informed.

would be iudefensible favoritism.
to be some prospect that the
fish commissioner will return to

seems

Canadian

Washington after vacation less inexorable
in his demands and inclined to concede something fur the sake of a settlement of the controversy between the government and the
Dominion. What has caused this change, if
one lias really taken place, is obscure, but
very likely the home government has been
bringing some influence to bear. England
never took any more than a very languid in-

It

IN ENGLAND.

A contributor to the London Enquirer
writes that some time since he was In the
same railway carriage with the director of a
rcat trading company, who was an ardent
“Free trade was at
ree-trader, who said:
one time a necessity for England, and she
would now be the greatest natton on the face
of the earth had other nations adopted free
trade principles.
As matters now stand, as
events have turned out, free trade on her
and
protection on the part of other napart
tions will be Britain’s ruin. We manufacturers cannot now change our policy, and the
longer the agricultural population remain in
ignorance of this power, the better: but I
give Britain at the most seventy years before
her downfall, and that downfall will be due
to the transfer of her capital to protected nations, and to the circumstance that the country will be entirely unable to find employment for its population.”. The writer, in
sending the name of the speaker, quoted in
confidence, “You will see how eminent a
free trade authority he is.” This conclusion
seems warranted by the professional position
of the Enquirer and its known support of all
English manufacturing and commercial interest.

f

[Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.]
A great attempt has been put forth by the
Democratic press to make political capital
out of the report that the Chicago Tribune
had “bolted the party” on the tariff question
The Tribune, however, continues business at
the old stand, and is now and will continue
to be as dangerous a customer for the De-

Senator Blair lias Introduced his educational bill again and feels confident that It
will go through the Senate easily.
It was
passed by the Senate in the last Congress
but was stopped iu the House.
That very
likely will be its fate this session. The
measure is a well meant attempt to promote
education at the South, hut whether

will

large part of the
good that its author anticipates. Is doubtful.
The danger is that it may tend to get the
or even a

States into the habit uf relying upon the general government to do for them wbat they
Some safeought to do for themselves.

guards against this tendency the bill contains, but ^whether they are sufficient is

mocracy to fool with as ever it was. In an
editorial on its position, the Tribune states
its case with a good deal of power:
“AH the latest official utterances of the Republican partv, including the platform of 1884, call
for tariff reform, and the highest authority of the
partv is to be found in these official utterances,
and not in the opinions of any (private member of
the party, however eminent he may be. We wish
to be informed by some competent Republican
when the percentages of tile present tariff became unaherable as the laws of the Medesaud
Persians, and when it became heresy to question
their absolute wisdom. * * * It [the Tribune]
regards free trade or the abolition of necessary
and justifiable protection as wholly out of the
questing, and believes the only issue is as to
It does not believe in an
needless over-taxation.
immutable tariff, sacred even in its percentages
and maintained solely to preserve monopoly bounties and forever prevent any cheapening of the
cost of living. To say that advocates of revenue
reform and the lopping off of needless bounties
and excessive taxes and the extinction of lawless
'trusts’ are ’free traders at heart,’ and opposed to
protection, Is only Ignorant or vindictive ly

Just

doubtful._

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

The ceremonies at Augusta, yesterday,
drew together a very large concourse of people. Representative men from all parts of the
State, and from other States, were present,
to join in paying the last tribute to one who,
by his uprightness and sincerity, his conscientious performance of duty both in private
life and official station, and his pliilanthrophy, had won the admiration and respect
of all who knew' him or knew of him.
The
ceremonies were befitting the solemn nature
of the occasion and the grand character of

The Andover Review for December opens with
an excellent essay on Social Questions by Prof.
Francis G. Peabody of Cambridge. A discriminating article on Dante follows* by C. J. Wood.
The Tax on Land proposed by Henry George is
criticised by E. W. Benils, Paul’s Theology is
expounded by Dr. Lyman Abbott. There are
editorials on Church Problems In Germany, comments on current discussions, book notices, and
rev iews as usnai.
The Church Review welcomes a uew edition of
Boswell's Johnson, defines the Necessary Limits
of Revelation, shows the Defects of Charitable
Organizations, and describes the Growth of The
Great West, where an open door offers unsual
facilities for Church Extension.
The Life <>«
Bishop White, and The Law of the Church in the
United States, are also continued in this number’
and will be hereafter.

the deceased. The sorrow of the people was
In every mind the
genuine and sincere.
thought was uppermost that a good man had
departed, and that in his death the State had
lost an able and upright chief magistrate,

public-spirited, helpful, just and philanthropic citizen.

and a

ECZEMA

air. Drummond again falls to meet the
point. He had attempted to reconcile his
interpretation of prima facie evidence with
Judge Bonney’s ruling in the Guppy case on
the ground that that case was in the nature
,_of a civil action. But we pointed out that
the Judge had considered it in the nature of
a criminal prosecution so far as the degree
of proof necessary was concerned inasmuch
as he ruled that the jury must be convinced
beyond a reasonable doubt before they could
return a verdict. The only effect of the decision of the Supreme Court we cited was to show
that he could not have treated it otherwise.
If that decision has been overruled*then it follows that he could have treated it otherwise.
The material question is, however, how he did
treat it in applying the rules of evidence. If
he treated it as a civil action why did he instruct the jury that they must be convinced
beyond a reasonable doubt / If he treated it
as as a criminal action then why, if he agrees
with Mr. Drummond that prima facie evidence is conclusive only in civil actions,
did he rule that the payment of a liquor
tax was conclusive in this
case?
Mr.
Drummond’s attention is respectfully called
to these points.

Rheum, with its

Salt
agonizing
ECZEMA,
Itching and burning, instantly relieved by
hath with Cuticura Soap, and
or

a

a single apwarm
plication of Cuticura, the great Skin Cure. Tins
repeated daily, with two or three doses of Cuticura Resolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to
keep the blood cool, the perspiration pure and unirritatlug, the bowels open, the liver and kidneys
active, will speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus, Scald Head,
Dandruff, and every species of Itching, Scaly and
Pimply Humors of the Scalp and Skin, when the
best physicians and all known remedies fail.

BCZEMA.
I gratefully acknowledge a cure of Eczema, or
Salt Rheum, on head, neck, face, arms and
for seventeen years; not able to walk except on
hands and knees for one year: not able to help

legs

myself for eight years; tried hundreds of remedies ; doctors pronounced mv case hopeless; permanently «ured by the Cuticura Remedies.
WILL MCDONALD,
2542 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Hi.
ECZEMA.
Some five mouths ago I had the pleasure to inof
form you
my improvement in the use of the
Cuticura Remedies iu my case of severe Chronic
Eczema Erythematosa, and to-day cheerfully confirm all I then said. I consider my cure perfect
aud complete, and attribute it entirely to your
remedies, having used no others.
FERNAN ESENCHARDO,
3300 Peuua Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
ECZE 1A.

I have suffered from Sait Rheum for over eight
years, at times so bad that I could not attend to
my business for weeks at a time. Three boxes of
Cuticura and four bottles Rehul vent have entirely cured me of this dreadful disease.
JOHN THIEL, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Sold everywhere. Price; Cuticura, 50c; Boat,
Prepared by the Potter
25c; Resolvent, $1.
Drug and ChemicalCo, Boston, Mass.
to
Cure Skin Diseases,” 04
for
“How
jy8end
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
r L~~PLES, black-heads, chapped and oily skin
prevented by Cuticura medicated Soai-.

commercial union is but little removed from
political union, and that the dividing line between them Is so obscure that it is easily
The Liberals, on the other
hand, are in a state of consternation’
the
and are doing their best to offset
effect of Mr. Ellis's declaration on their

overstepped.

Book Sale!

Holiday

We

This is our Sixth Annual Holiday Sale and comprises a choice selection of all the leading
Illustrated, Standard, and Juvenile Works, in great variety Of bindings and editions.

Sets of Dickens, Macauley, George Eliot, Thackeray, and
others, at the Lowest Rates in the City.
All of our books are fresb and new; nothing of a job lot or shopworn nature being shown
on our counters.
Our store is also filled with Staple and Fancy Stationery, including all the novelties in
Christinas Cards, Booklets, Calendars, Metalline Mounts, &c.,
In Photograph Albums, Scrap and Authograpli Books, Plush Boxes and Leather Goods,
we offer some special bargains at wholesale prices.

OPEN EVERY EVENING THIS WEEK.

No.

37

Street,

Exchange

McLELLAN, MOSHER&CO.

Ache, Kidney Pains, and Weakness,
ISoreness, Lameness, Strains and Pain rr’lievral in one minute, by the C’utiruThe first and
ra Anli-Pain PlHsti-r:
only pain-killing Plaster. 25 cents.
W'&S&-w2w
decl5

party by vigorously denouncing its author.
The Telegraph, the leading Liberal
organ of St. John, calls upon Mr. Ellis to resign his seat in the Dominion Parliament,
telling him that by advocating annexation be
has practically violated his oath of allegiance
to the Dominion. It tells Mr. Ellis that he
has jeopardized Dominion interests in the
fishery negotiations, accusing him of saying
in effect to tile United States, “Do not settle
the fisheries question; do not arrange better
trade relations; the Canadians are ready
to give up fisheries, flag, country and all, for
privilege of annexation.” Mr. Ellis however
shews no sign of following the Telegraph’s
advice to resign, and bears up quite cheerfully under the denunciations of his whilom
political brethren. We suspect that the
chief difference between him and a good
many of his fellow citizens is that he is more
frank than they. The advantages to flow

Before The
Court
OP PUBLIC OPINION.

The progressive, wide-awake physicians
throughout the length and breadth of the
land, are awakening to a realization of
the wonderful merits of Dr. K. C. Flower’s
Scientific Itemedies, and are prescribing
them with marvelously beneficial results.
Below we give one of many similar
interesting letters from wide-awake
doctors:

_

The Administration’s Tariff Bill.

GOODS

RUBBER

Darlington, Pa., Jan. 29, 1887.
Dear Sir: I have been prescribing Dr.
B. C. Flower’s Liver Sanative, Lung
Cordial, Nerve Pills, Pain Destroying
Elixir, Blood Purifier, and Magnetic
Plasters, in my practice, with good
results. They are splendid remedies.
W. A. Sawyer, M.D.

The total amount of reductions which this
bill proposes is $62,000,000. The internal
revenue Is not touched, but the tariff on
Imports is the single point of attack.
$12,000,000 of this reduction to be made by
putting wool, salt, lumber, coal and a few

of the physician who to-day
enjoys the most extensive private practice
of any doctor in America. They are more*
than good remedies.
They are the
beat that science and skill has ever

perience

compounded.
For sale by your druggist, who, on,
application, will give you free a copy of
our magnificent
pamphlet of valuable
Household Formulas. It is richly worth]
fifty cents.

So more useful or desirable present can be purchased for Gentlemen and Boys
Our Dress
than a Bobber Coat and Hat, or a pair of Hall’s Rubber Lined Boots.
Coats are made with cloth iuslde and out, with a thin coaling of rubber between,
haring the iy>pearanee of a nice cloth coat.
For the Ladies, a Waterproof Garment Is always acceptable; our Rubber Garments with a Cloth surface are very handsome; the styles and materials are simply
elegant; and we guarantee them to be equal to any manufactured; every garment is
warranted.
For the Old Folks, or the Sick, a Rubber Hot Water Bottle or au Air Cushion
will give more comfort than any other present.
For the Children, Rubber Toys, Auimals, audallneof German Rubber Dolls
beautifully dressed.
We have a large and carefully selected stock of the liuest Rubber Boots and
Shoes manufactured In the country.

RUBBER COMPANY.

HALL

dt25th

decs

AN ELEGANT ASSORTMENT

New Holiday Goods!

SICK
HEAD-ACHE.
NERVOUS==
HEAD-ACHE.

We

can

Offer

a

Fine Selected

Stock,

consist-

of

ing

a

Both
dered

Symptoms of a DisorSTOMACH AND LIVER.

are

MANDRAKE is
Compounded

as

a

Sedative,

and

in

Dr. Schencks

Mandrake pins

Into the hands of the people. The problem
for Congress to solve is how to put an end to
the accumulation in the treasury of what
the business of the country requires should be
In circulation. There is only one practicable
solution. The income of the government
must be reduced. So the first essential of
any bill to remedy the present state of things
Is that it will reduce that income. Does the

v

WILL
PERMANENTLY 4V
CURE

HEADACHE!

administration’s tariff bill meet that requireThat must be largely a matter of
ment?
speculation. Nobody can foresee the precise
result of a mere reduction of the tariff.

For Sale brail DmggUVk Price 26 ct*. per box;
I boxes for «» ctac or sent V>j- mail, portage fr«»o, oa
A
i’Uila* a.
receipt of prices l)r. J. H. b cheuck Sou,
I

96pl2

a,'xi&w0mnriii-ce2wM

Wood

Rose,

Musk,
Heilotrope,
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

Violet,

Stephanotis,
Patchouly,

New Mown

End,

West

"Wild Rose,
WUlte Heliotrope,

Ovorcoats, Suitings, Ulsters and Reeters,

off the most

which make a very nice Christmas Present, and
which we are selling at R ock Bottom Prices.

FARRINGTON,

Caslimore

The three last odors
site

being

“

Atkins’

Lily.

exqui-

fragrance.
35 cents
per
“
“
35

Lubin’s at
■

-

ounce.

Reicliardfs Satchct Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

GEORGE C.

Exohange Street
dU

Near

At $£2 00 we will sell you a
fine Satin Lined Overcoat
worth S30.00.
At $14,50 you can secure an
AIIWool Blue Chinchilla Satin
Lined Overcoat worth $18,50;
see them,
$9.50 will buy a $13.50 Cray
All Wool Overcoat.
$3.24 buys a good Overcoat
worth $6.00.
Big bargains in Ulsters,
Youths’and Children’s Overcoats, Suits, &c.

Cases,
Writing Desks,
Manicure Sets,
Work Boxes,
Odor Cases,
Music Rolls,
Ink Stands,
Cigar Cases,
Jewel

Photographic Albums,

482

Comb and Brush Cases,
Collar and Cuff Boxes,
Travelling Companions,
Pocket Companions,
Ladies’ Shopping Bags,
Card and Letter Cases,
Wallets and Purses,
Clove and Handkerchief Boxes,
Plush and Brass

Brass

Books,
Paper,
Prayer Books,
Christmas Cards and Novelties,
Backgammon Boards.
FOR SALE AT

WHOLESALE

PRICES.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
declS_'______dt24

OFFERING

WE ARE
FOR

CHRISTMAS WEEK,

Diamonds,
Watches,
Chains,
Charms,
Rings,
Thimbles,
Spectacles,
Eye Glasses,
Lorgnettes,
Bracelets,
Scarf Pins,
Scarf Rings,
Sleeve Buttons,
Lace Pins,
Ear Drops.
Sleeve Links,
Broaches,
Child’s Button Sets,
Studs,
Collar Buttons,
Masonic Charms,
“
Odd Fellows’
K. of P.

The Prices

ating

I TNT

“

a

Sugar Spoons,

Tea Strainers,
Match and Soap Boxes
Child’s Sets and Cups,
Cheese Scoops,

Fish Knives and Forks

Soup Tureens,
Pickle Jars,
Vases,

Tooth Pick Holders.

are all marked

lively

with

at Greatly Reduced
Prices—$10.00 to $60.00.
A NOVEMBER ASSORTMENT

OF

509

decl3

CO.,

42w

Assets

FITZPATRICK &

Newmarkets.

General Agents tor Maine.

____

MY

8118,000,000.

KGUABLK ABENTN tVAJITED

Shawlsi'orChristmasPrescnts in great variety

eastmanbrosJbancroft
declG_1111

X. JOHN UTTIE & CO.
We shall keep our Store open Evenings of
This Week, commencing Mon-

NEW YEARS TRADE.
TWITCHELL, CHMPLL\ & CO’S

Ground Fancv Spices.

pleasant.

sf

OF

SALE

will be the

leading

Evening.
be

Some

put

on

attraction for

NT BOOKS,

been so successful during the
will continue
months
two

Also

rare

this

Bargains will
counter.

515

<lec7

Congress

Street.

OH

GreatBargains in Holidayfioods
Don’t fail to

choice Hoi ay Hoods, before inuking your purchases.
thing new and frosh. Our goods always give satisfaction.
see our

Don ii Skirts,
Down Quilts,
Emb'd Pillow Sliams,
Emb’d Linen Pillow Cases,

Emb’d Linen Bolster Cases,
Emb’d White Aprons,

Shirts,

Satin

Plush Glove Boxes,
Leather Glove Boxes,
Leather Haudkert hief Boxes,
Plush Handkerchief Boxes,
Plush Work Boxes,

Shopping Bags,
Knives,

Every-

The above grade of N|>ie.es bear our firm name and are c round abnet weight, the folpure. We pack in quarter pound tins,
lowing assortment: Jamaica Allspice, Saigon Cassia, Amboyna
Cloves, African Ginger, Cochin Ginger, Penang Mace, Singapore NutWhite Pepper, and Afrtmegs, Singupore Black Pepper, Singapore
Cayenne'.
F. Norton,
For sale by W. L. Wilson Ac Co.; A, L, Milieu Ac Co.; J.
G. II. McUenney. 39 Pearl
Corner Cumberland and Stone streets;
Middle streets; J. L. Bice,
street.; S. A. Maddox, corner India and
Libby’s Corner; M. Scanlon, 13 W'ushington street; Johu S. Fit*, corM. V. Be.t, 37 and 39 Free
ner Cumberland and Washington streets;
S. F. II tint. *»1
street' Stevens & Elwcll, corner Park and Vork streets;
Middle street; F. W. Shaw, corner Oxford and Mayo streets; Sawyer
149
Danfortli
Ac
street,
Bicker,
A Dyer, 574 Congress street; Small

that every customer
may receive prompt attention.

SUBJECT:

“That

French

Bolls,

RESERVED SEATS 50o.

GRAND ASSEMBLY
OF THE

Cents’ Silk

Mufflers,

Cents’ Cashmere Mufflers,
Bressintr Cases,
ShuviUK Cases,
Watch Cases,
Manicure Sets,
Smokers' Sets,
Comb and Brush Sets,

OF

—

Lncnmntive Fireman
AT

—

MECHANIC’S
Thursday Evening, Dee.

HALL,
22, ’87.

Tickets admitting Gent and Ijulies BO ceuts.
MIC

Ml

BY

CHANDLEK.

_d3t

dcell>

PORTLAND THEATRE
and

Dec. 22 and 23.

Friday,

Ghas. T.

Parsloe,

SUPPORTED BY
Parsloe & Vincent's Company of Comedians
In C. T. Vincent’s original Farce-Comedy,

A (MASS WIDOW
CHAS. T. PARSLOE

WUNLUNG,

Act 1—Attraction.
Act 11—Distraction.
Act 111-Satisfaction.
Prices 76, 60 and 35 cents; sale of seats
mence

Tuesday.

PARK

(JARDEX,

Week,

Lincoln Park.

Opp.

C. U. Knowlton,

rent me ac lag

Wednesday

com-

*>td

Manager.

fiend**, Dec.
and Malarday.

19.

—

CONGRESS

SIX
ilecl'J

—

MR. CHAS. CILDAY
and their company of Comedians in the best ot all
comedies,

COLLARS AND CUFFS
t'ISAMTAl.

DalLOta

Tlio

Paid up capital $250,000 ; 6 per cent debenture
bonds; principal and Interest payable in Boston;
call on or ad7 per cent guaranteed mortgages ;
dress LEV. I. tiOOUWIN, Heal K ■*(» te
dec2<>d2w
tgrsi. iso 1-1 tlidillrsirrn.

FOR T

ITa

M D

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.
City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
DEPOSITS

Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Jlrabm

•( the S. Y. Hurt «». kaa,c.

Pkivatk Wirk to Nsw Yobk and Boston

NKVr YORK

Gents’ 75c Neck Ties 37 l-2c; 20c Colored Silk Handkerchiefs 10c; Ladies’25c
White Hemstitched Handkerchiefs 12 l-2c: Linen Table Sets In great variety; Ladies’and Gents’ Silk Umbrellas, with Gold Silver and Nickel Handles, Embroidered, Initial, Hemstitched and Silk Handkerchiefs, for Ladles, Gentlemen and Children: Satin Cleveland, Satin Cameo, Koyal Leicester, Coruline, and Bronze Pitchclose them
ers, Vases, Urns, &c. We will sell these goods at verv Low Prices, to
out this week. Store Open Every Evening.

J. M. DYER &

AND

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

Portemonuais,
Scissors,

fOHBBSPOSDSSrs,

CHARLES HEAD & CO.
RONTON,

CHARLES HEAD&CO.
(Quotations constantly displayed.
Stanley T. J’uulsn,

Frank C. Cbockkr.

decl_sodtf

CO.,

WANTED.

STREET.
dlw

Portland City Bonds, matur-

ing November, 1887,
—

ATTENTION.
MILLETT,

EVANS

KID GLOVE DEPARTMENT.
In this department we have a full line of Ladies', Gents’ and Children’s Kid, Dog Skin
and Cashmere Gloves. Special—30 dozen Ladies’ G-iiutton Kid Gloves, Embroidered, at 60
cents; one lot of Ladies’ Embroidered Kid Gloves at U8 cent-; a full line of “Josephine Seamless,” of which we are sole agents for this city.

DESIRABLE

INVESTMENT
FOLK, FIVE AM) SIX
—

YOB

Extra bargains in Ladies’. Gents’ and Children’s Underwear; Hathaway’s Ladles’ CotUnderwear; Hathaway’s Laundered and Unlaundered Shirts for Gentlemen; Night
decs

HANDKERCHIEF DEPARTMENT.
In this department we have one of the finest varieties of LadleV.Genta' and Children’s
Handkerchiefs in Silk, Linen and Cashmere, Embroidered, initial and Plain China Silk;
lot Gents’Color I Bordered line Silk Handkerchiefs at ;il cents each ; one lot Gents’
White Chiua Silk In ial Handkerchiefs at GO cents each; extra bargains.

one

FANCY HOLIDAY GOODS.
A hue line of Ladles’ Aprons.

LINEN DEPARTMENT.

CO.,

BANKERS.
3.2 Exchange Street.

__dtl

WEOFFEK FORSALE
Canal National Bank Stock.
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co s Stock.
Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, due 1927.
We will receive Portland Water Co. 6s, due April 1.
1888, in eichange tor the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Munioipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
H.4NKKHM.:

cheap.

Cor. Middle A Exchange Sts.
oct8

M.

O-

SMITH,

U. S. Claim
7

FES CEXT.
—

—ALSO—

Wallets, Card Cases, Hand Mirrors, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Toilet
Sets, Shopping Bags, Combs, Brushes, Perfumery, Soaps, Toilet Water, Fancy Baskets, Ac.

UeclO

HY

8ALB

II. M. PAYSOW &

Shirts.

MILLETT, EVANS* CO ip

Portland, Me.

__'_dtt

octl

Securities Yielding

have a full line of Silk, Cotton, Fleeced and Wool Ilose for LaLadies’ out sizes in all grades.

UNDERWEAR DEPARRTMENT.
ton

a

linejifsecurlties.

IMS Middle Street,

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT.
and Children.

Bonds,

CO. SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,

&

We call attention of present purchasers to our several departments containing the follow-

we

—

maturing April 1,1888.
We offer in exchange,

ing bargains:

department

AND

Portland Water Co.

choice

Full line of Silks, Wool Dress Goods, and Pattern Dresses, to be closed out
We invite all to call and examine and get our prices before purchasing.

declO

—

PULLEN CROCKER & CO.

Funs,

DRESS GOODS.

MW&FGw

Sinter.”

Hoy'*

jiglOgodtf

Linen Sets, Napkins. Damask Towels, Tray Cloths, Finger Bowl Napkins, Sideboard
Cover, Carving Clots, Splashers, Commode and Dressing Case Covers; choice line of Imported Bed Spreads; one lot Lace Shams at ‘IS cents each—cheap.

solutely

Rev.i. H. VINCENT, D. 0., LL.0.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

Lined Work Baskets,
L’nllned Work Baskets,

Fine Line of Funs,

help provided

—

LOAN AND TRUST CO.

__

STORE LIGHTED BY ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
Extra

LECTUKE BY

Ressrved seats 35 cts
Admission 15 and 25 cts.
deel itdtf

FRANK B. CLARK,

dies, Gents

Monday

CTY HALL, THURSDAY EVENING, DEC. 22.

milliner

out
city
to come in are requested to
send for catalogue.

In this

A 25 Cent Counter

__d»t*

FIFTH Y.M.C.A.

Out

PORTLAND, ME.

in towns and districts where the company is not now
dec20d2w

Afternoon tree,

15 cents.

MISS FANNIE BEANE

JOHNSON,

....

repres nted.

DURING THIS WEEK AT JANUARY PRICES.

Under C. A. R. Hall.

No. 565 Congress Street,
nov‘49

securing great bargains.

STREET.

supper

dec!7___

NIOHRISON & CO., Jewelers,

The Mutual Lite Insurance Go. of New York.

Raglans,

iVIisscs’ Coats and

Congress St.

565

of

The largest Life Company In the world, having $40,000,000 more money than Its most snecessfu
competitors. The oldest company in tile United States. It pays the largest dividends of any company
in the world. After two years its policies are free from all conditions.

Astrackan Sacks and

Jewelers^

Silver
hundred presents, Including a lady’s beautiful Hold Stem-Winding Watch, il ,S*l'l'«r Set,
Oil Palnttnpketc., etc.,
Cake Basket, Castor, and other va'uable articles of Jewelry and Silver Ware,
us before the “S^re “atewho
be
customers
to
goods
will
buy
mention,
to
given
too numerous
Sliver ami 1 lattu Ware.
and register your name free. Lowe st prices in the city for Watches, Jewelry,

special view of credemand and my customers may

Established 1843.

Newmarkets,

nov22

MORRISON &

a

RICHARD A. ITIcCURDY, President.

Ladies’ Wraps,
Plush Sacks,

Free!

TO BE GIVEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS JANUAltV 1st.

Sugar Tongs,
Pie Knives,
Beriy Spoons,
Asparagus, Cold Meat
and Vegetable Forks
Rogers Bros.’Knives,
Forks and Spoons.

CONGRESS

dec 19

THE COMEDY STAB,

People living

Vinegarettes,
Napkin Rings,
Pearl Handle Knives,
Bon Bon Boxes,
Coffee Spoons,

Ice Pitchers.
Waiters.
Water Sets,

be sure of

Fur Fined Circulars,

Presents

Holiday

100

ters,

Ladles,
Carving Sets,
Salts and Peppers,
Tea Sets,
Butter Dishes,
Casters,
Cake Basket,
Fruit Dishes.
Nut Bowls,
Salad Dishes,

Tickets to Entertainment, Fair and Dance 15 oents

prices.

through the Holidays.

NntCnuka and Picks,
Fruit Knives,
lee Pails,
Cracker Jars

Supper and Dance.

l.adies* Aid Waeiety, connected with the
Portland Spiritual Temple, will hold a Fair
and Entertainment al dead Templar.’
Hall, VVedacdsy Afternoon Had
Uvraing, lie,ember 21, AT

The

Thursday

OPPORTUNITY!

GOLDEN

A

Goblets,
Raking Dishes,
Wine Sets,
Pocket Flasks,
Olive Dishes,
Crumb Scrapers,
Crumb Brushes, Trays

Bronzes,

Americau Clocks,
Card Cases,
Canes and Umbrellas,
Rutter Knives,

Entertainment, Fair,

TWO XIOHT«.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

past

WENTWORTH,
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S CLOAKS I A. M.Jeweler
and
Optician,
FROM

cut

Card Receivers,

French Clocks,

Friday Evening.
AT GILBERT'S.
dec21ritl

■

Albums!
OF ATTRACTIONS! Special Bargains in Photograph
and unable
of the

PARTIAL LIST

Society Pins,
Opera Glasses,
Silver Hair Pins,
Bangles,

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS

YOUR CHOICE

sold for #3.50.
Album, for #2.00,
formerly
“
“
n
i.
4.00.
•
2.50,
“
“
•»
ii
4.50.
2.T5.
*•
“
ii
u
•
5.00.
3.00,
Also a large variety of Foreign Wade Albums at

GRAND DISPLAY!

Box

Bibles and

PHT9GRAPHIC ALBUMS!

HOLIDAY GOODS 35
which has

Picture

Juvenile Books,

MADE

AMERICAN

C

Sconces,

Wednesday Evening.

—

il2w

Frames, Smokers’ Sets,

WALT/IMG

Brot li © rhood

PROTECTION!

Opposite Preble House.

Street.

Congress

dec!7

Brass Vases and Pitchers, Whisk Holders,

Shaving Cases, Mirrors,

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

—

ADMISSION 25c.

One

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

tlbcln. «.erri,l*r, < uodarur.

Reserved seats to members 25 cents. Reserved
scats on sale at Stockbrldge’s.
dec20d3t

Patronize Home Industry

CROWDS and CROWDS of buyers. How
very pleased and surprised they were with the
bargains, and no wonder, when $2, $3 and $5
are saved on each Suit or Overcoat. Just
think of it.

VI

—

Brought

$6.50 buys a good Suit,
worth $9.00; see them.
At $10.00 we shall sell a
Man’s Dark Mixed Suit worth
$13.50; can’t be beat.
$13.50 buys a Man’s Fine
Business Suit worth $16.50.
a great bargain.
$3.75 buys an All Wool Put*
nam Pant worth $4,50.
$5.50 represents a lot of
Black and Brown Worsted
Overcoats, sizes 13 to 16,
worth $9.50.

FRYE,

Congress and Franklin Streets.

Corner
deelc

Great Redaction Sale

r.

—

180-MIDDLE STREET-182

CLOTHING.

—

substantial increase. The first and chief object of ConIt
gress ought to be to reduce the surplus.
is not from the tariff per se or the internal
revenue taxes that the country is suffering,
but because the proceeds of that tariff and
those internal revenue taxes, or a great part
of them, are lying idle in the treasury; because a large amount of money which the
business of the country needs is locked up in
the treasury without any way to get it back
was

White

Jockey Club,

VI

Reserved Heats 7ft cts. and *1.00, mm on sale at
stoekb idire's Music Store. Halt tare on M. 0.
deelSdlw
R R. to all holding concert tickets.
To avoid disturbance the
Hrr.cui. Noth *
doors will lie kept closed during the performance
of any number on the programme.

only

in any quantity at the extreme low
price of 20 cents per ounce.

Hay,
Ylang Ylang,

and Novcltie§ for Christmas.

■

-■■■

Or sold

ORCHESTRA.

Mr. Charles Mole. Soloist. The Celebrated Flotist

ASSEMBLY

These goods have just arrived from the factories
and consequently are all new. We have marked
them very low. We have also a large line of

day,

result was that importations were so stimulated that instead of a decrease in the aggregate of the duties received from the tariff on

goods, there

Furnishing Goods, &c., &c.

Bottles

$1.50 each.

IRAT F. CLARK’S
HOLIDAY PRESENTS

These medicines are the fruit of
exhaustive scientific Investigation, of
thorough medical skill, and the long ex-

other less Important articles on the free list,
and the remainder is to be secured by a reduction on iron and steel and woolen goods.
It will be seen that about four-fifths of the
reduction is to be secured by simply cutting
dowu the tariff, not by taking it off altogether. The computation is made on the
basis of last year’s importation. Now it is
evident that if this bill becomes a law and
the imports of the goods on which the tariff
is reduced are the same next year as last the
reduction sought will be obtained. If the
imports increase to any extent then reduction will not be obtained to the full amount
desired. How far it will fall short depends
of course on the uinount of the increase of
imports. It may be so great as to prevent any
reduction at all. In 1882 the Republicans
reduced the tariff on certain goods. The

kerchiefs, Silk and Cashmere Mufflers,
Wristers, Hosiery, Gloves, «fcc., in
fact, a first-class line of Gent’s

Stoppered

One-Half Pint Glass

<lecl7__

—

Tlie administration has prepared a tariff
bill, or had one prepared, in consonance with
its views, and after recess It will go to the
ways and means committee. It is endorsed
by Speaker Carlisle and probably also by the
other free traders on the Democratic side.

of

stock,

decio

TESTIMONY OF PHYSICIANS.

from annexation must be as apparent to
them as to him. It is not likely however
that hii frankness has benefited his cause.
On the contrary the signs point quite otherwise.

these

SPECIALTIES irsi

Extracts in Bulk !

con-

Neckwear, Fancy Silk Suspenders, Silk Hand-

C. J.

HOW MY BACK ACHKS!

.Back

finely
sisting

—

SYMPHONY

selected

can offer a very

AT

—

City Hall, Wedaexday Evening, H«c. 21.
GRANO CONCERT BY THE BOSTON

PERFUMES.
EXQUISITE
Goods!
Holiday
Triple

MCLELLAN, MOSHER & CO’S New

-OF-

And Every Species of Itching
and Burning Diseases
Cured by Cuticura.

The declaration of the Don. John Ellis,
the editor of the St. John Globe, in favor of
annexation has stirred New Brunswick politics to its lowest depths. The Tories are
delighted, of course, because it tends to
prove what they have always claimed, that

*

REITCH A RDT’S 11th STOCKBRIDGE

OP

AT 87 XECHANGE ST.,

POSITION OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE.

terest in lier colony’s quarrel, and would no
doubt have been glad to have seen it settled
long ago, even at the entire sacrifice of what
Canada called her rights.

accomplish all,

says no.

[Tariff League Bulletin.]!

Senator Cameron’s bill to get certain
foreign built ships owned by the International Navigation Company admitted to
American registry ought not to pass. It is
in violation of the general law that forbids
the admission of ships to American registry
unless built in this country. Attempts have
repeatedly been made to repeal tyis law, but
they have always failed. To suspend the
law in favor of a particular corporation
Theie

experience

FREE TRADE

to get the

Is tbere,

Past

ALL BOOKS at “CUr PRICES, AN ELEGANT ASSORTMENT

CURRENT COMMENT.

used._

so we are

AMl'KKJie^W^

■lICBLUIlBBlIi-

MIRCniiAIKOVt.

niR(!ELI,ANEOVR.

we

IVIrfhiiuH-.' Huililina*

list

Agent,

D.C,
W.4»HI1V«T01V.
will carefully prepare claims for arrears of pay
bounty and peniious. Superior (acuities (or speedy
settlement of claims.
Jeauddm

Boston Produce Market.

PBJKSS.

THE

MOBSIKO* DEC.

WEDNESDAY

BOSTON. Dec. 20.1887.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 17 60®18 00;short cute 17 76®
18 26: backs 18 26®18 60: light backs 17 26:
pork tongues 18 00.
Lard—Choloe at 8V»c *> lb in tcs; 8%@9c lu 10lb pails; s%»tic In 6-lb palls.
Hams at 10® 11c, according to size and cure;
pressed hams 1 1@1 lV4c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c i> Ib;couu-

21.

WIT AND WISDOM.
said Jones to a newly
‘•So you’ve got a wife?"
married man*
don’t
know,
know,”
replied the man,
••Don't
with evident hesitation. "Sometimes I think she’s
got me. You see. I've only been married a few
mouths, snd 1 (can’t tell Just how the blamed
combination is going to turn out.”

tryjdojat 7c.

Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
29®80c; do extra firsts at 2*V®38c ;i;do firsts 23®
26c; New York fall made creamery, extra at 2 ®)
28c; Vermont extra entry 28®2Bc; do firsts 26®
27c.
The above Quotations are receivers' prices
for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l®2c

Quaker Bitters are so positively certain to reguulate the stomach, give tone to the system and
Impart vigor and health, that everyone should
lake several bottles whenever they feel low spirited or nervous. They are used aud reeommended
by physicians and clergymen, and are the purest
aud best family medicine In the world for Dyspepsia, Debility, Nervousness, Jaundice and
Liver Complaints. They brace up.the systenYand
purify the blood.
Use the Little Quaker Pills, the best pill ever
made.

higher.
Cheese—Northern choice

choice ll>®®12c; Northern
bing prices Vyc higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh 28028 -.some fancy higher:
do firsts 24®26c; extra Vt andiN H 27®28c;
choice Canada 21@23c; good to fresh Western 23
fresh 24a26u; Nova Beotia 24c;

JI24c-.Michigan
obbing price Vi@tc higher.
Beans—choice small N Y

Hay—Choice prlmehay at 17 00®18 00; fairjto

good at $16 00®$16 00: Eastern fine $12®$1S;
door to ordinary $10«$14: East swale 10®$11.
Rye straw, choice, 1750®$ 18 60, some fancy old
higher; oat straw $8®8 60.
Potatoes—Houlton Rose 83®86c pr hush ;do Hebrons 88® 90c; Aroostook Rose at 83c; do hebrons at 86@88c.

School bov composition:
It is the bright school-boy’s composition about
the human constitution, aud It shows again the
value of English, “as she Is taught;’’ “Man consists
of three parts, the head, the thorax and the abdomen.
The head contains the brains, if there are
any: the thorax contains the heart, lutura. llvei,
lights and so forth; and abdomen contains the
vowels, which are a, e, 1, o, u, and sometimes w
aud y.”

Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turdeys,

14®, 16c: do fair to good 12® 13c: Western
young (fresh killed turkeys, choice, at;Oo®12c;
Northern fresh killed chickens, choice 14® 16c,
fair to good 12®13o.
choice

Watertown Cattle Market.

Must not be confounded with common
cathartic or purgative ptlls. Carter's Little Liver
Pills are entirely unlike them in every respect.
One trial will prove their superiority.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Dee. 20,1887.-Cattle market

firm.

Market Beef—Extra 6 60®6 76 ;Urst quality 6®
8 26; second quality 6 00(g6 60; third quality (at
4 00®4 60.
Receipts of cattle 1482.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen
pair $90@$160;
Parrow Cows at $16®$32; fancy at $50®$76;
Milch
Cows and Calves 26®$48: yearlings
t*o
8 6(1®$18;
years old $14®$28; three
rears $24® $40.
Swine—Receipts 8,161; Western fat, live 6H
@5V4; northern dressed
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1260; in lots 2 26
®$3 76: extra 4 00@4 76.
Veal Calves 2%a6WiC.

Ia>ng-halred man (to bartender)—Can I leave a
few tracts in here, my friend?
Bartender—Yes, you can leave a few tracks In
here, aud 1 want the toes to point toward the
door.
The well known strengthening properties ol Ikon, combined with oilier tonics and a
most perfect nervine, are found In Carter’s Iron
Pills, widen strengthen the nerves and body, and
Improve the blood and complexion.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Doc. 20,1887—Cattle maraet—receipts 9,000; shipments 8000; strong for good;
common weak; snipping steers 2 76®5 00; Stock-

After the midday meal was over little Ethel
was observed with her head down and her bauds

clasped, motionless in her place.
“Why Ethel,” said her mother, "don't you know

now?”
talk, mamma," said Ethel.
to Uod for more pudditi’.”
She got it.

at 2 16g3 SO; cows, bulls and mixed at 1 35g
g3 00;Texas cattle 1 40®3 00.
Hogs, receipts 44,000; shipments 6000; lower;
mixed at 4 9036 36; heavy at 6 20g 5 66; light at
4 76®6 20; skips 8 25g4 60.
Sheep—receipts 6000; shipments 2000; slow;
common to choice 2 7534 75; Western at 3 253
8 80; Texans at 2 00g3 40. Lambs at 4 00@5 6(3.
ers

over

“I’m prayin’

In mining districts Salvation Oil Is regarded as
Indispensable necessity. Miners will have It.
Life Is but short, and we should do all we can to
prolong it. Check a cough or colds at once by
using the old reliable remedy, Dr. Bull’s Cough
au

Domoatic Markets.

fBy Telegraph.]

Syrup.

NKW YORK. Dee. 20 1887—Flour marketreceipts 28,832 packages; exports 18,468 bbls
and 3895 sacks; generally steady and moderately
active; sales 18.000 bbls.
Flour quotations—Fine at 2 1032 70; snpernne
Westernjaud State 2 60g8 06; common to good
extra Western and State at 8 1038 60; good to
choice do at|3 65 ®5 20; common to choice White
wheal Western extra at 4 80(44 60; fancy do a
at 4 70g5 20; common to good extra Ohio at,3 10
35 20; common to choice extra St Louis at 8 10®
5 20; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 40g4 70; cbolcetto fancy do at 4 75.46 20. Including 8800 bbls city mill extra at 4 &0 a 4 75;
1500 bbls nne do 2 10g2 70; 1800 bbls superfine
2 60g8 06; 900 bbls extra No 2 at 3 1033 60;
4700 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 1035 20;
6,900 bbls Minnesota extra at 8 1 (>a6 20. "Southern flour steady; common to Hair extra at 8 3o@
4 00. Rye Flour steady. Wheat receipts 55,Ooo
busu; exports 126,020 bush; sales 120,000 bush
spot; higher; export demaud very moderate;No 2
Spring at 90Vic; No 2 Red at 89Vi ®90c In elev,
90Vii®91 Vic dellvd; No 1 Red nominal at 94c;
No 1 White nominal 94. Barley steady. Cara—re
cetpls 36,486 bush: exports 1684 bush; sales 46,000 bush stiot; higher and fairly active; No 3 at
69Vic; steamertkic; No2at 6054361 Vic elev,
62Vic dellvd. Oats-receipts 81,000 bush.exports
692 bu; sales 106.000 bush spot; higher, closing
steady; No 8 at 37c; do White at S7Vig39V4c;
No 2 at 8744g38c; do White 39%340Vic; No 1
nominal; White do at 41c; Mixed Wesem at 363;
38c; White do38443c. Caffre—fair Kio firm at
1854C.I stagar quiet; refined erniet JC 6VsgiV4c;
KxtraCat 6Vi®65ic; White KxtraC6“4;®6%c;
Yellow 4V43bV»c; off A 6g6Vic; standaru A 6 916g844c;Mould A at 7V4 ; Confectioners A #%(®
7c; cut loat and crushed atI75ic; Dbwdered 7Vsg
7V4C; granulated 6%c; Cubes 7Vs@7 3-iOc. Molasses steady ;sales one cargo Sagua,Philadelphia,
i*cn oicn,u steadyat 24c, January sntpmeut.
united at 81. Fork quiet, mess quoted at 16 25
315 60 for year old, 14 oo'« l4 75 for two years
old. Beef dull. l.ar>l lower and less active ;Western steam 8 10,closing 8 05®8 07 Vi ; city steam
7 85; refined quoted |8 10 for Continent: S A at
8 26.
Hultrr firm
Cheese quiet and steady.
D Freights to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. Dec. 20, 1887.—Flour is quiet
and firm; choice fancy winter patents at 4 00
34 26 ]p bbl; Soul hern winter 3 60®3 86; Michigan and Wisoonsin winters 3 60g4 06. Wheat
—No 2 Spring 76Vic hid; No 2 Red at 78c bid.
Corn—No 2 at 48Vic.Oats—No 2 at 81c. No 2 Rye
at 62c. Barley—No 2 at 70®76c.
Provisions—
Mess Fork at 14 50@14 75. Lard 7 77Vig7 80.
salted
shoulders
at
5
9036
short
clear at
Dry
00;
8 00g8 60. Whiskey 1 10.
wheat.
36,OOo
123,COO
Receipts—Flour,
bbls;
bush; corn 124,000 hush; oats 132,000bush; rye
2000 bush; barley, 83,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 34.000 bbls; wheat, 61,000
tiuslicorn, 169,000.bush;oats,;il9,000 bush: rye
6,000 bush.barley 53,000 bush.
8T. LOU 18,Dec. 20.1887.—The Flour market Is

“Papa, why do they always call a railroad train

‘she’?'’

“Because It takes three or four men to maaage
her, my son,” replied Mr. Dawdle glaring towards
his wire.
No wonder the name of Burnett is so well
known; ask for the best Flavoring Extracts In
any part of the world and Burnett’s are handed
you. At last the foreigners are finding this out.
want to look at something that would
suitable Christmas gift for iny husband.
Clerk—Y’es, madams something cheap, I suppose?

Lady—I

be

a

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
FREICHTS.
The following are recent chatters:
Bark Gem. Portland to Martinique,cooperage at

private

terms.

Bark Gem, north side of Cuba to North of Hat
teras, $2®*2 25 on molasses.
Brig Gipsey Queen. Portland to north side of
Cuba, shooks and heads at private terms.
Bclir 8. L. Davis, New York to Portl&ud, coal at
private terms.
Schr Helen G. Mosely, Baltimore to Portland,
coal at private terms.
Schr Maggie Ellen, Rockland to New York,line
20c.
Schr Rosa Muellar, East Bluehill to Baltimore,
lump sum $1000.
Schr Henry, Wiscasset to Providence, lumber
M ft.
$2 26
Schr Morancy. Portland to RortoRico and back
at

private

hand picked pealat

2 66@2 80 p hush; choice New York large hand
ed do 2 40®2 60; small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 76®2 86.

_

dinner is
“Don't

at 12@12Vic; Ohio
sage at 13® 14c. Job-

terms.

imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Polynesian—260 tons
pig Iron to order 2 cs mdse to Ohenery & Co 3 do
effects to Geo E Dyer 20 do mdse to H & A Allan
130 do oranges to Cummings & Winchester.
Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by H. N Pink
bam, broker. 0 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
(CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Monday’s quotations.

UALVKBTON—Cld 17th, brig Laliaina, Allen,
Boston.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 12th, »ch Lena RStorer,
Dutch, Vera Cruz.
MOBILE—Cld 17th, sch B B Church, Kelley, for
Port Spain.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 16th, sch Harry Prescott,
Turner, Port Koval.
Ar 16th, sch Mary J Cook, Hoffses, New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 19th, sch Catawauiteak, Perry. New York.
RICHMOND— Ar I9tli, sch Warner Moore,
Crockett, Charleston.
NORFOLK—Ar 10th, uarque Payson Tucker,
Uulhert, Portland, to load for Havana; brig L Staples, Stowers, Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 19tli, sch F L Richardson. Belano, Bath.
NEWPORT NEWS-Sld 19th, sch W L White.
Whitmore. Providence.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed cut 16th, sch
Pocahontas, from Baltimore for Portland; 17th,
Katie J Barrett, do for ——.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th. steamer Reading,
Smith, Portland; sch Jonathan Bourne, Thompson, Boston.
Cld 19bt, sch Georgia Clark, Bartlett, Wilmington, NC.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 17th, schs Trenton, Colcord, Portland; Willie L Newtou, Coombs, New
York; Florence J Allen, Dunton. Brunswick
Ar 19th, sen C W Locke. Laiuson. New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, schs Elvira, and Mary
E Amsden, from Calais; Ida L Kay, Bangor; F R
Baird, Kockport; Ida L Bay,Bangor; Ada A Kennedy, Boston.
Cld 19th, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Oakes, for
Gibraltar; schs J B Knowles. Nickerson,Portland; Annie Lord, Kendall, Polnt-a Pitre.
Passed the Gale 18th, schs Wm Mason, from
New York [or Portland; Edw Rich, do for Deer
Isle; Gen Hall, do for Kocklano; Georgietta, do
for Boston; Douglass Haynes, do for do; Silver
Spray, do for do; George Albert, do for New Bedford; Emma, Port Johnson for Boston; Jennie
Lind, Amboy for Providence; Mollie Rhodes, New
York for-.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 18th, sch Wm Butman, Larrabee, New York for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, schs Eva L Leonard,
Robbins, Amboy; iCastllian, Smith, Ellsworth;
Allston, Barbour, Sullivan.
WARREN, RI-Ar 19th, sch Alligator, from
Cftlftis
NAKKAGANSET, RI-Ar 18th, schs Beniamin
Pabens, from Baltimore for Boston: Cbas E Raymond, Kockport for New York; City of Augusa,
Boston for New York.
Sid 10th. schs Annie T Bailey, (from Boston) for
Philadelphia; Alrneda Willey, from Providence

Jan.
76%
76%
76%
76%

76%
76%
76%
76%

Opening....
Highest....
Lowest.

Closing.

Feb.

May

whiskey steady 1 06. Provisions firm.
Pork—new at 14 76*16 00. I-ard 7 60. Dry salted
meats—Shoulders at 6 75*0 i0; long clear 7 6o
(ail 76;clear rlhs 7 75<Z7;HlVa ;short clear 7 B7Va
(&8 00. Bacon-shoulders 8 60; loug clear 8 60;

76%
76%

clear ribs 8 60; short clear
steauy at 12 26*12 Do.

COUP.

Jan.
a6%
48%
47%
47%

Dec.

47%
47%
47%
47%

Opening....

Highest....
lAiwest

....

Closing"....

May.
64%
64%

Feb.
48%

48%
48%
|48%

,63%
63%

OATS.

Feb.
80%

ipeulng....
Highest...

May.

Jan.
30%

33%
88
DO

I JIWPHt

closing:::::

30%

a
VJ

33%

30%

Tuesday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.
76%
76%
76%
76<*

Dec.
Opening. 76%
Highest. ...765,

Lowest.76%

losing... 76*.

LOKN.

Jan.
47

ODeUiniC.

48%

Highest.

S::::::v.v.

il%

Feb.
77%
77%
77%
77*.

May

83 fl

83%
82%
83%

Feb.

May.
63 V.
64%

48
48

%

OAl 8.

«%

May.

Feb.

Jan.

88%
8.1%

Opening.
Higuest.
laiwest.
Closing.

8.1%
83 4

[By Telegraph.]
The followlug quotations of stocks

are receive*.

Eastern Railroad.*109

•Ex-dividend.
New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]
YORE., Dec. 20 1887.—Money

call
has been easy, ranging from 4 to 4% percent;
last loan 4%, closing at 4®4%. Prime paper in
fair supply with purchasers largely from out of
town, sterling Exchange quletand (steady. GovRailroad
ernment bonds are dull but steady.
bonds very dull and firm.The stock market closed
about
first
at
to
firm
prices.
very dull but steady
sue transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 98.404 snares
aue touowing are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, ..
New 4s, ...1*6
New 4s, coup.126
New4%s, ..107%
New 4%s, coup.107%
Central Pacltlc lsts.
on

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Dec. 20.1887.—Consols 101 0-16 lor
money and 1 Ul 13-16 for the account.
oONDON. Dec. 20, 1887.-U. 8. 4s, 128%, excoupon.

LlVtKPoOL, Dec. 20, 1887.—Cottonmarket—
rather

II-16d:
scarce; uplands
Suiet;
% d jsaies 10,000 bales; speculation and

ClosIng

bid.

5

Orleans

export

6s 9d; Club wheat at 6s ad a() 9d. Corn—mixed
Western at 4s lOd; peas at|6s 7d. Provisions, f-o
—Pork 66s 6d; bacon at 4Os 9d lor short near
and 39» for long clear. Cheese 68s. Tallow 23s 9d.
Lard at 40s 9d.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
I* HUM

Open- Closlug

New York Central..107%

ing
bid
108%
94%
27%
66%
106%
73%
38%
66%
76%
20%
120%
102%
66%

107% 108%
94%
94%
28%
27%
66%
66%
106% 106%
73%
73%
38 V*
38%
66%
66%
77%
77%
20%
20%
126
126%
102%
102%
Delaware at 11.108
00%
66%
66%
Phlla * Reading.
22%
28%
Hocking Valley... 28%
46%
46%
North. Pacific, pief 40%
36
36
Pacific Mail. 36%
87%
80%
Msoun Pacific....2 87%
17%
17%
Kansas Texas. 17%
60
N....
A
69%
00%
Loiiaisvine
30
30
N. Y. & N. E.37%
21%
21%
Richmond Terminal 22%
79%
81%
81%
OH.
Stocks Dy Associated Press:
K. Xenn, new.
East Teun,.lst Orel.
Lake Sliore. 96
28%
Erie common...
66%
Cauaoa souincrnNorthwestern.. ..*..106%
St. Paul. 74%
Omaha common.... 38%
Union Pacific. 60
Western Union. 77%
Oregon Transcon... 20%
Delaware. L.& W. 127%
...

24

46%
86

86%
18%
60
30%
22%
81
lO

69

Wells.;Fargo Express.129
Lake ftrle,* West. 1*%
Northwestern preferred.139
Louisville;* Nasn—.. «0
rande,.new.. 21
16
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do| .. *|%
Houston A Texas. •*
B
Mobile* Ohio.
Chicago * Alton...
New York Mining Stock*.

[By Telegraph.]

NKW YORK, Dec. 20 1887. Thelfollowlng are
for mining stocks to-day:

closing

Coal.84
26

..

Homeslake.11

Ontario. 20

00
00
00
00

Quicksilver. 9 60
do preferred.32 00
Bodie.;3 20
23%
Con. Cal. * Va.|
Brunswick. 1 06

17

20
20
21
Pavonla.Boston.Liverpool_Dec 22
Alisa.New York..llayti.Dec 22
ltugia. New York..Hamburg ...Dec 22
Cleutuogos.New Vork..Havana.Dec 22

Allies..New York. Kingston,
Dee
City Washington .New York..Havana.Dec
Oregon.Portland....Liverpool ...Dec
Niagara.New York..Havana.Dec
Atlas.New York..Haytl.Dec
Umbria.New York..Liverpool ...Kee
Furnessla.New Vork..Glasgow ....Dec
La BourHogue.. New York..Havre.Dec
Wisconsin.»New York..Liverpool. ..Dec
Khatea.New York..Hamburg|...Dec
Aller .New York..Bremen.Dec
Finance.New York. Rio Janeiro Dec

marked

exception

to

Because its
to

way

22

22
24
24
24
24
24
27

the modern

means

clothes

wash

and

clean

labor; it

it

house;
lightens
time; it does away with the rubbing, and thus

saves

1

..

.WOO

imlm

Ueononnlo

Vniinir

it

of

the

wear

clothes

on

paint;

or

ways to prove this—best way, try it;
other way, ask some friend who uses it. You’ll be surprised to learn how many do. Sold Everywhere.
There

are

two

861|n.,,.,.
24ltie’*’m

f A

EINE

""

i

...

NEWS.

OF PORTLAND

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Ponce Nov 25, sell Auua W Barker, Sargent, New York, (and sld 30tli for Fernandiua.)
Hid Nov 29, barque Isaac Jackson, Goodwill,
lor Pensacola.
Spoken.
Nov 7. lat 13 S, Ion 30 W, ship Willie Reed,
Yates, from New York for Melbourne.
Nov 7, lat 4 N. ion 28 W, ship Lucy A Nickels,
from Philadelphia for Padang.
Nov 10. lat 8 8. Ion 34 W, ship Conqueror, LoIhrop, from New York for Calcutta.

ANODYNE
AJSTD

TTSE.

EXTERNAL

Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
of CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influence, Hacking Cough,
—

Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morhus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chromo Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

HART

THE

rfUlE Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the

A Canal National Bank, of Portland, for the
election of seven directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will bei held at their hanking house
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January, 1888, at
11 o’clock a. m.
it liii. t. ru r.ivr», tasmer.

aecuiu

are

annual meeting will be held
banking
room on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose live Directors
for the ensuing year and to act on any other business that may legally come before them,
EDWARD GOULD, Caslder.
dechdtd
their

CITY ADVBBTlVHBNTh

$23.00 REWARD.
City Marshal's Office. 1
Portland, Nov. 7, 1887. f
REWARD of twenty-five dollars willb paid
for Information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of auy person or persons guilty of
breaking glass In any public building or church in
EZRA IIAWKE8,
this city.
nov8dtfCity Marshal.

A

PORTLAND.

OF

CITY

Notice of

Hearing.

a

the Portland Water Company has
petitioned the City Council to alter North
street a Public Way In said city,—beginning at or
North
near tile corner of Walnut str et and said
street ; thence northerly with a curve to the west
a distance of about two hundred feet; thence on a
tangent about live hundred feet; thence on a curve
to the east back to said street, and whereas said
petition was referred by the City Council, Dec.
6th, A. D. 1887, to the undersigned, for them to
consider and act upon, therefore
Notice Is hereby given to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council ou laying ou. new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
WEDNESDAY, the 21st day of December, A. D.
18o7, at 4 o’clock in the afternoon, at the room of
the Mayor and Aldermen, City Building, and will
then ami there proceed to determine and adjudge
whether the public convenience requires said
street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands ou this 12th day of December, A. D. 1887.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
Committee
V. C. WILSON,
on
WM. H. SMITH.
JOHN K. RAND,
layingont
New Streets.
EDWARD W. KENT,
ROBERT A. McCLUTCHY,
dtd
decl4

LOT NO.

Leather Jackets, extra
manufacturer going out of
business, and offered at $6.00, $6.60 and $8.00.

1, 600 Men's Black, Blue and Brown

LOT

NO.

6.

quality, bought

Overcoats, sizes 34 to 44, cut single-breasted, fly-front, silk velvet collars, doublestitched seams, lined with an extra double warped
serge, and have not been offered nor sold to any
one this season for less than $15.00, and are
marked at this sale to sell for $10.00 and $12.00
each.
Moscow Beaver

of

GOO

a

LOT NO. T. 6,000 pairs of Men’s All Wool
Trowsers at $2.60, $3.00, $3.60, $4,00, $4.D0,
$6.00 and $6.00 per pair.

NO. 3. 115 Men’s Fancy Chinchilla
Beaver Overcoats, made to retail for $8.00, in all
sizes 34 to 44, are heavy, warm and good for service, and a great bargain, at $5.00 each.
LOT

BOY’S & CHILDREN’S OVERCOATS.

NO. 3, 160 fine Worumbo Mills Seal
Brown Elyslan Overcoats, just made up from new
designs, having “finely shaped batks,” silk velvet
collars, line satin sleeves, in all regular men’s
sizes, 33 to 42, and are offered at $16.00 each.
This coat is such as is sold regularly at $25.00.
In connection with this lot we offer several styles
of fine Worumbo Kerseys in Blue and Brown, regular $20.00 garments, at the same low price,

LOT NO. 8. 260 Boy’s nice, warm, durable
Overcoats, ages 4 to 13 years, at $1.85. These
are not shoddy goods, as the price would indicate
but something strong and serviceable and usually
retail at $3.00 and $3.60 each.-ONLY $1.86.

LOT

176 Boy’s All Wool Scotch
LOT NO. 9
l’lald Overcoats with full Coachman Capes, one of
the Nobbiest Overcoats in town at any price, and
Price has
a GREAT BARGAIN at $5.00 each.
been $10.00 previous to this sale.

$15.00 each.

BE SHE AND SEE THIS LOT.

1000 Pair of Boy’s Odd KNEE PANTS at 25,
60, 76 cts. and $1.00 per pair. Besides hundreds
of other bargains in every dopartment.

and
Oxford Mixed and Brown, in all regular sizes, at
$20.00 and $22.00 each.

One large lot of Boy’s All Wool Knee Pant Suits
at $3.00 each, just half price, sites 4 to 11 years;
cut Norfolk style.

460 Ulsters and Storm Over5.
A large variety and in
reduced prices.
sizes 33 to 50.
Men’s Heavy Double-Breasted Blue Suits, regular sizes, only $9.00 each, marked down from
LOT NO.

coats at

in

KEEKERS

Boy’s and Children’s
variety.

large

31 1-2 Exchange

s^®t*
1 SPRINGFIELD
i'IBE and UIA.KIN

Boy’s Flannel Waists being closed

out

at only

$1.00 each.

1 Insuraccfi

This sale we have Inaugurated FUEL THREE WEEKS EARLIER
Ilian ever before, at any previous season, simply because we haven
dispose or.
large overstock of desirable Clothing that we must
Semi yortr ordera by
Now me wlmt wc are going 10 do for you.
mail or express if you cannot come

WRING,

1
PRENTISS

CojnpRR^

ASSliH STATEMENT,

ment.

be quickly
and oint-

Bonds and

If you want to make a Holiday Gift to a friend, what is better than
such none as can be selected from our stock.

STANDARD iLOTHINB CO.,
PORTLAND,

STREET,

Brooklyn,
Y.,
Bragaw,
long standing, by Palmer’s

!

StocMO^^C0

Best BargainsYet Offered
KID

A celebrated manufacturer’s stock of 800 dozen
Embroidered Undressed Kids has been closed out
at half their value.
We have the sale for Portland; they are beautiful
goods ; all new and fresh ; best shades and most

SALE WILL COMMENCE THIS MORNING.

BROS.
_dtt

dec] 4

11 Ca[;Jtal 8tOCk*11. $1,000,000.00

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

I

{jiutstandtngi03ses.•■*
Re

insurance

FOR

SALE

IN

PORTLAND

JSii-iSKi

_

_

M. A. JEWELL & CO., Agents.

uodSni

FLAVOR YOUR

fDlilll J-Vl

Meat, Game and Poultry Dressing with

BELL’S SPICED SEASONING

MERCHANTS’ X3CHANOE.
AratMovllle 18th Inst, steamer Sarnia, from
FROM

Dirrrti.ii. far (finking n Nice Dr<-..ing: Take one pint of
soaked bread, and season with two teaspoonfuls of salt and IIkll'b
Poultry BricE to suit the taste (on account of the purity, not
more tlian a tablespoonful to the dressing for an eight pound
one taDlespoonful of butter or fat salt pork cut up
turkey), also
very fine. An egg well worked In will make the dressing cut up
nicely. ASK YOUlt GEOCKK KOK IT.

Portland for Liverpool.
Bid fin Buenos Ayres

Nov 16, barque Mary £
Russell, Nlehols, Pernambuco.
••
I. BUTTS”
ofccrino. SEE THAT
IS ON THE WRAPPER.

fc&gregM
■

35ppTjTfR«g
gflPSAltlMtCj

WM. G. BELL & CO., Sole Hanut’rs, Boston, Hass.
At Wholesale by H. H. NEVENS & CO., Portland.
octl

PILES

»nd
treated without
the use ot the
also all other dls

.,tt5,©»4.:M

5SS5S5SSl<»r“»“?i?:.
..

”’“£0"
i«w"«

..

Agent,

l. . 4 K-ha-.e *“«‘-

d3*_

~~TZ~

Food.
& Fluid
riish’S
bush
rw
kp4*t>8 In any
n
^
retained by tbe most
other meat
flfW and vltalUed
Irritable stomach.
Hth(.r preparation. Susblood faster than
tains life for months b injection. Is daily saving
^ ^
1Ue in case, of
yP

!FOR

Rmdinjbewor^^

«*»*“•_1

n^ecUoW

TbthM^

elegant two story frame
Stevens’ Plains road, in
of land, bouse has
ten rooms Including Parlor 16x32 feet, aud bath
besides
closets
and
room,
large cemented
ample
cellar, bouse was built In a thorough and substantial manner, and is one of the finest residences in
Deering. Enquire of LOCKE & LOCKE. At16-1
torneys at law, 180 Middle St., Partland.
HALE-An

FOR
house, located
Deering. with

|

FALL

further notice, FUMtf
iu
leave Portland an fwloWR:
la-wuc'eSHB*,. f„r Bridgton. Frreburg. No. Cou-

FabyaSs, Wthlehem,

Lan£“-R*C|*t, Wbltrfteld, Littleton. Wells’ RlvMontpelier, 8t. johuobory, Newport, »**•**
Kwanton,
hrooke, ht.Johns, Montreal, Burlington,
er,

Rale, of

VoMagr:
Cabin.*50. *80, *75.. Return *100,*125,*lfi0
.Return. 60
Intermediate.. .30,
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,
For

freight

or

passage,

apply

to Bartlett and In
O^ensburgaod
Wj^ortumd
with Stage connections for
termedlate

stations,
No. Windham, Standlsh, Llmlngton, Sebago. Naples, I'arsonsOeld, Keaar Falls, Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Bridgton, Harrlson and Waterford via Bridgton.

to

DAVID TORRANCE A CO.,

nov4dtf_Foot of

India Street.

Tralaa Arrive la Farilaad.

SAVANNAH

10.31 a. a>. from Bartlett and way stations.
**..1,1 p.m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.

J. HAMILTON, SlipL
0HA8. H. FOYB. O. T. A.
Oct ^7. 1887_oct7dtf

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

on

for Ladles’, Gents’, Misses’,
Boys’ and Youths’ in every conceivable style
aud pattern at |ob lot prices. Call and look them
over.
BROWN, 461 Congress Bt,16-1

SLIPPICHH

ARRIVED—Job lot fine

Em-

Velvet,
JUHT
broidered aud Plush .Slippers for Gentlemen

half price. Call and see. BROWN, 481 Oongress at.16-1
at

12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
beated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bar-

FOR

gain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Blddeford, Me.oc6tf

rAnM run oalc.
homestead of the late Captain Thomas
and modTHEcommodious
Morse, in Cray, Maine; house
barn and out buildings, all In

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

NEW ENGLAND AND SAVANNAH

WESTERN DIVISION.

Sl»n.ki|» "(1ATK Cl TV” and -<CITV
or ntcov’emr thi hsimy, ui :i
P.H.. front S1V4334H FIBK.
dongrr*. Mtrert, Ko.ton.
RICHARDSON A BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent. Central
O. O. PEARSON,
St
B.R., 201 Washlugto
Agent, 8. F. A W. R'v .11 Washington St.,

Far Hsetaa 7.80, 8.40 a. m„ It.40 8.3*. p m.
Baaiaa far Farilaad 7.80. 8.30, A m. 1.00.
4.00 p.m. (5.00 p. m. arriving Ne. Berwick at
8.00 p.m., connecting with 0.36 p. m. train for
Furilitad) Sear.r* Brack. Fi*«
M... o, Biddcford 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 A DA, 3.30.
Old Orchard, 7.30, 8.40,
•5.30,8.16 p. m.
10.25 A m., 12.40,8.30, *5.30, 8.15 p. m. Narth
Berwick,Ureal Fall., Dorn 7.30, 8.40 Am.,
Kaeler, Haverhill,
12.40.3.30, *5.30 p.m.
I.awreace, l.awrll, 7.30, 8.40 A m.. 12.40,
Altaa
Faraalaataa,
Bache.tcr
3.30 p. m.
Bay, 8.40A m„ 13.40, 3.80 p. in. Slaaekwaer
So.
a.
(via
8.40
in.,
and Caacard (via Lawrence)
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
to
Scar
boro
Dlv.
Crossing.
•Via Eastern

OK

Ocean

stock (arm, or country place for a man
in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
R. H. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms inquire of
ABA CTMHfflAN, Auburn, ffle.,
or on tbe premises.
ang22eod&wtf
dairy

or

doing business

Boons.
front chamber with ample
for 2 young men who
at 106 PARK ST.
16-1

LET—1

large
closet room, suitable
1
would like to room
VO

Steamship

A UK IV

FsljL

VIA

from Sew York.

Co.

SAMPSON, N. B. Agrnl,
401 WHahingloo Hire**!.

eod3in

uov2

■SUNDAY THAlNh
for Baaiaa 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scarboro Crossing.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
—

LINE EOR—

_

EASTERN DIVISION.

California, Japan, China, Centni
and South America and Msiico.
From New York, pier toot of Canal St., Nortb
River, (or Man Iraacuct via The latkoaaa af
Paaaat,
NEWPORT.sails Tuesday, Dec. 20, Noon.

|

Great reduction In rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Braunan Sts.
For Japan and dblna.

CITY OF SYDNEY,

all points
Tickets
^Through
Fartlaad Mlaliaa
for fale

Nov. 24.

I

|

_

Pabisian.

oct21dtf_Portland.

Rumford Falls k Burkfii'ld Railroad.

1888.

LET-Store Noe. 117,110 Middle SL, one
finest stores in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted on three sides; almost
equal to the tlrst story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON, 104
Brackett St.24-4

1881*

Leave Portland, via u. x. nan way, n.su a. u.,
lewtston u.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed trala' 10.
60; arriving at W. Minot 11.15;.K. Hebron 11.30;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford

THUBJDAT,
Dee. 15,_

12.40; Canton 1.00 d. m.
...
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; [J****0® J*9?i
Mechanic Falls 3.15; armtiig at W. Minot 8.80;
K. Hebrou 3.40; Buckfleld Sob; E. Sumner 4.0*;
Hartford 4.12; tanton 4.27; Utlbertvtlle 4.36 p.

Dec. 8.

Dec. 2u1 Polynesian,
~Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
$50, $85 and $76; Intermediate, $30; steerage,
$20.
Forpassage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, Genera]
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. MCGOWAN,
422 Congress St„ hr .or passage or freight to H.
& A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dtf
nov21

_

"'rETUENING—

Leave Canton 4.30, 9.16 a. nut
arriving at Portland 8.80 a. at.. 12.16 p. m.
STALK CONNECT IONS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Sumner
Academy ; Buckfleld 8.60 p. m. tor W. at
Peru
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving
also for
Meilco
7.00
p.m.;
6.20; DtxOeld 8.00;
Returning, leave
Bretlun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 8.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a m.; arrtylng at PortL. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.06 p. m.
oct«dtf
R. C. BRADFORD. Q. T. A.

very pleasant furnished front
bay window on tlrst floor at 161
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOU8E. 17 tf
LET—A
room with

TO

AUENTM WANTED.

MURDOCK’S

LIQUID

FOOD.

Gold Mine

Grandest Muncy .Vfahiug Hu.iA golden harvest for the next
■**mm ever offered.
Two months. 97* Per Death and expenses to

Our Liquid Food isfree front insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acUls (RXTBACT*
AKK NOT), and shows the blood corouscles. It

take tbe

ot

our

price *36;

proporpermanent bus-

tion. A rare chance to create a
iness at home. These safes meet a demand never before supplied by other safe corapauies, as we
are not governed by the Safe Pool.
Alpine Sate

Co., Ctoatonatl,

O._nov23W&83m

goods. Ne capital required. No peddling. Sample case of goods and
valuable Information and full particulars PBEE
AdNo humbug; we mean just what we say.
active

to sell

men

our

dress at once. STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.
oct31eod*w2m
Bostou, Mass’
WANTED.

you to know that we shall sell
every article in stock this week at a dls
Manufacturers of Trunks
count of 10 per cent.
aud Bags, the only manufacturers of Exteuslon
Bags In the city, the discount tells the story.
20-1
BROAD'S. 122 Exchange St._

WANTED

double

WANTED—A

or

Portland & Rochester R. Ra
TRI'NS.
ARRANGEMENTOF
October

'34, 1MT,
Tleuday,
Passenger Trains will U«« P »rtlaadi
far wtrtaler, Cllataa, Ayer Joaetlaa.
Nashua, Wiadbxa and Kpping at 7.30
On and after

Brighton, Eng., 1886;

agency
WANTED—MAN—To
safes; sizes 28x18x18 Inches; weight
other sizes In
500
retail

lbs;

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognised
By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at

By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
do. at Richmond, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, N. Y., 1886;
do. at Beer Para, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

single standing desk.

State price and where It can be seen. Address JOHN A. WALSH, No. 1 High St. Court.
10-1

^^ ^

Waters
River at 7.HO *• *•» 1.00
and (mixed) at 8.10 a. as.
....
far Oarhaat at 7..'Ml a. a., 1*00, .1,00,
0**30, at <1 (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
f er Huccarappa, Caasbcrlaod ,71111a, W*t*
Mbroak Junction and Woadfard’a at 7.30
1
and 10.00 a. as., 1.00, 3.00, 8.30 ar.d

(mixed) Nkirop.

S(,otJs

8evere

°Pe?t^troal,

I

SKYLIGHTSDwellings.
And VENTILATORS, for Mills. Stores and

E. VAN NOORDEN &
383 Harrison Avenue

■

CO.,

BOSTON.

"£We

"*r^'gg|rt

_

capi-

I.ET—No. 2

ply
Building.

ULMER,

St.,

dOm

201

LET—House No 14 Winter 8L, newly
renovated throughout and made very convenient for two small families. Apply to No. 136
JAM Kb BAIN.
Commercial St. or 281 Spring St

TO

_19-1
I.ET.—One of the brightest
and pleasantest on Commercial street, No.
180Vi Commercial street, over office of Geo. W.
True & C6. Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, 108
Commercial street.17—2

OFFICE

TO

Lower Tenement of 8 rooms,
near Elm, In good reEnquire of J. B. PIKE,
17—1
1 Union street.
TO LET—Fine front office, cenlocated
on
Commercial
Street;
trally
very
sunny, light and airy; fine view, tinted walls, call
bells, fuel, lights etc. furnished; also summer
awning; very desirable location for a salesman;
rent 8150 per year. Enquire of RYAN & KELSEY, No. 243 Commercial St._14-2
LET.—A

232 Oxford street,
TONe.
month.
rent

815

rsir;

a

OFFICE

Neajh,

1, 1885,

at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
Pert*
may be had of 8. H. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent,
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
Woodford's.
at
•Does not stop
___
oct22dtf
_J. W- PETERS Hut*.

1, 1886,
1, 1887,
1,

)\\m lEYTILiL RAILROAD

TOTAL OPERATIONS

HONDAV, Del 34, UiH7.
Pusseugrr Trains will learo
fertluad us fallows:

Oaud after

953,

For

No. 10 Park Place;

I.ET—House

TO gas,

Sebago

perfect drainage; rent low. 8. W
THAXTEK, No. 3 Galt Block.3-4
BOARD.

WANTED-A good sunny room
a private family by a gentleAddress,GENTLEMAN. Press Office.

with board, in
BOARD
man.

16-1

au

-—-——-

$bU,UUU

Old Orchard, Ida., Water Co.
FIRST MO T6A6E SINKING FUND

6 PERCENT BONDS,

st

LADIES !

The benefit of onr Free Surgical Hospital for Women is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladies suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case; from all sec-

CONGRESS ST. STATION,
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
noiuts East and West. iThe uight express wit*
sleeping car attached,runs every ulghi Sundays
Included, through to Baugor but not to odowbogan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morn
tng train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
H.io a. m.; Lewiston. 8.60 a. m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The Afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle.
Hath, Augusta and Kockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50 p. in. Night Pullman at 1. 60

tions.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin diseases,they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to oar

BEOS,

a. m.

l. oiu,-,l Ticker., Ini aad aecaad ria.., fa.
all polar, la eke Pruviarva aa .nle al reililCCl] nilTH.

have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical
C&868*
The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine pa*
tlents, and assign beds.
we

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACH'AS STEAMBOAT CO.
UNTIL, rtRTHKK NOTICE.
Blckaauad, Capt. Wm. X.
permitting, will make two
round trip* per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and taachiasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday aud Friday, and Machiasport at 4.00 a. m.
every

the Steamer City af
Dennison, weather

EVERY BEI» FREE.
MIKMITS LllllID F0UI) CO., BOSTON.

Mond^ud Thursday.

M
F. E.BC“>THBY.Gen'lPass. and Ticket
Pottlam-

am da

Slippers
buy
for Gentlemen from
NOW
Job lot counter at
60
cent, discount. BROWN, 461

Oa

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

fine Christmas

VOC can

cured without the

use

of knife

Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, Portland.Room
Refer18 every Saturdayfrom 9 a. ra to 4 |>. tn.
Consultation free. Send for pamph
ences
Hundreds
cured.
lot. 10 years experience.

given.

sep9__eodtf
V.

Congress

per
street.

Christmas. Gents,
every evening
Slippers ill great variety at prices a little
All styles of Rubber
lower than the lowest.
Boots and Shoes of the very best quality at .1. P'
WELCH’S, 421 Congress St.19 1
FEMALE HELP.
situation as
stenagrapher. bookkeeper, cashier or copyist. Address J. M. J., Woodfords. Me.. Deerlng
3-4
Center Box.

WANTED—by

a

young lady

LOST AND

a

V.
V.
will be a meeting of the Children’s
Christmas Club, WEDNESDAY AFTER
NOON at 4.16 o’clock; also SA 1 lit DAY MORNING at 10 o’clock at City Building.
PER ORDER.
decSOdtd

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of

suffocation. Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General Debility with Loss of Appetite,

DOti

near Marine
Hospital.
W. Sawyer.
Apply to J.

found,

Ac.,
Buncle marked L.
BUNDL.K,
K. B A X T E It 0 7 Do 1

e r ng

8t__20-1

Books for chlldred. The Chatterbox. only 50 cents. 100 Books, Chit Chat,
36 cents,
same size of Chatterbox, Illustrated,
loo Books, tiood Cheer, same size of Chatterbox,
Illustrated, only 36 cents. Call and see the children’s books. COLF.SWOHTHY’8 Book Store, 1)2

FOUPIO.-lOO

Exchange

street._17—1

cents from the price of Compound
Syrup of Lungwort, so you can get the best
possible cure for coughs for 26 cents a bottle.
Any PBlXltllST will get It tor you.10-1

LUST—10

St. Domin-

chrpenters’ plane,
ic’s church and Congress street, marked P. B.
LO.«*T—A
rewarded
the tinder wlllbe
between

Hughes;
leaving It

suitably

at

WM. BUBBOWKS’S mill.
31AL.B

by

10-1

HKI.P

—A drug clerk with three years’
experience; must come well recommended;
registered preferred. Address BOX 1076.
19-1

WANTED
one

gentleman of good address,

WANTBD-A
who
give good

references and who has
energy and perseverance; a good salary If suitable; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a n),
and from 12.30 to 2.3u and 0.30 to 8 p. in., to MB.
can

JOHN BBOWN, 6 Toltnau Place.

24-8

fallow*

■

rkleaga, 8.46
8.45

a.

m.

and

AKH1VAI.N,
Praia l.ewiatau aad Aabara, 8.46 a. tt,
12.16. 3.15, 5.45 and 8.45 p. m.
Brora Itarbaw, 8.45 Am., 12.15 and 8.45 p. m.
From 4'bicaga aad Maairral, 12.16 and
m.

Brora Quebec, 12.15 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeptng ears on night train and
Parlor cars ou day train between Portland and

FOUND-On

I.OiST-A young better Dog. yellow,
with one narrow white stripe in face, had on
a chain collar with small brass padlock when lost.
Kinder will be rewarded by leaving at 372 Cum30-1
berland Bt. F. H. WOODMAN.

rua a.

m.
Par Larhaa. Maairral and
m. and 1 30 p. m.
Bar Quebec, 1.80 p. m
Bar Bnrkdeld aad Caaioa,
1.80 p. m.

8.46 p.

Jc The owner can have the same by proving
property and paying for advertising. Call at 1*3
NKWBllBY STBKKT, between 13 and 1 o'clock,
2Q-1

MONDAY, Nav. SIN, INN*,

will

a.

FOUND.

Federal street, a pocket book
containing a small sum of money, a ring, car
tickets and several other papers. The owner can
have the same by calling at THIS OFFICE, proving property and paying for this advertisement.

after

DEPARTURE*.
.30 and 8.46
Pt t Ankara aad I.ewi.taa,
a. u1. and 12 45 and 5.20 p. ro.
Bar Uatbaa, 8.45 a. ui. and 1.30 and 6.20 p,

until

OPEN

aad

Ira in.

_lo-l

on

I 1 >or ligature, or detention from
I I f 1 L w business. All diseases of the
flw ■ ■ ^ m Rectum successfully treated
SSKtt. M
T.
S
IS t 1 ■ lby Dr.
| IhbVlira..

Agt.

Qct.20.1887._oct21dtr

fiKAPnOlll. RAILWAY W CillUM.

by leaving

I I

m.,

»

NOTICE—Customers

Tuesseal skin gauntlet glove,
Bo»- LOUT—A
day. Dee- Oth. The tinder will be suitably
It at TH is OKKICK. 201
rewarded

Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everyThey
where. Price lOc. a package—40 colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadFor
ing Qualities. They do not crock or smut.
sale by I). W. Ileseltlne Hi Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols. Druggist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. w.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. I, ooney,
Druggist, corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
P. Horr, Druggist, 638 Cougress street; William
i. Banks, Druggist, junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 212 Danforth
street; Cook, Everett & PennellJohn W. Perkins
& Co,; II. 11. Hay & Son. and A. W. Smith, Drug
W. W
gist, 107 Portland St., Portland, Maine.
Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square, and Wood
fordqi Corner, Deerlug, Me.jlylleodly

o.ou

4u.au, 12.60 p. in.. tValerrillr aad Mkaw-

will find BROWN’S
SHOE STOKE open eveulugs until Christ
mas.19-1

noon.__

>

i.ewi.ioa,

■■<■

hrgaa. ria I-rwiataa. 12.50, ria Aaga.ta,
7.05 a. m., 12.56 and tll.16 p. m., and tVatarBrllaat
rille Saturdays only 4.66 p. in.
12.60 and
111.16 p. m.
aad
Denier,
Baa gat ria l.ewi.iau. 12.60 p. m.; via
Augu.ia,7.06 a. m., 12.55 and lit. 15 p. m,
llitngur A Pitralnqait R. B.,7.06 a. m..
and
tll.16 p. m. BIDwaitk aad Bar
At.
12.66
111.16 and
p. m.
llarkar,
t'aualr.
Mtephra (4'alaD), Aroe.iaak
Provlaeeo,
Ml. Jeha. Hainan, aad ika
12.60.12.65 and tll.16 p. m
t,p-All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike Is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor. All brands are made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and tbe figure tbe tank. If richer. It Is
stronger 111 smell and flavor, and will bear a greater reduction, and you may cliauge tbe flavor as often as you may desire.
From

nov30_'_WH&Mtl

M1MCBLLANBOU.

tulura

»i" Bt»»
12.60 4.60 p. m.;
wick. 7 -'6 a. m., 12.66 (11.16p.m. For Hath,
on Saturand
7.08 a. (ft., 2.55 and 4.65 p. in.,
Racklaad and
days only at 11.16 p. m.
ill. and
K
7.06
a.
I.iarala
K.,
kaai aad
12.65 p. m., Braa.wick, Uardiarr liallo4.66
a.
aad
7.06
12.65.
Di.,
wrll,
Augaata,
and tll.16 p. m. Parasiagtoa ria l.ralr
Rruaawirk.
7.06
ria
12.60
ntl
Its,
p.
m.
tlanaaalh, tv taa
in. and 12.56 p.
lk rap
Kruddeld, Oaklaad aad Norib

operations each month. No hospital
London is doing any more, and ouly two
as much.
We challenge any other hospital to show such a record where our
Liquid Food is not used.

150 F

_

Depot,

our

ZE53?h"S£SSS.~£
octlO_

THERE

In the

rooms

Remington Typewriter,
and small letters, In good condition. ApTOtotals
W. K.
188 Middle
Canal Bank

^ration

ndn‘Uno''medication

LET.

aa.

far f areal A aaae (Dearlag) lO OO a. aa.,
3:00 amt 6.’30 p. aa.
The 1.00 p. u>. train from Portland connects ai
for
Ayer Juuct. with Hawse T«a.«l Haute
Ware ester, tor
the West, and at Union
all
and
rail,
Norwich
f.iae,
New Turk via
R. K
via Npriagfleld, also with 8. 1.* N. K.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) tor Pkiladelphias
Md
Baltimore, Washington, and the
With Baalaa * Alkaay B. B. (or the Wool.
Close connection made at Wesibraao Jaaes
tiea with through trains of Maine entral R.R. and

an

dlw

Nprlagrale, Alfred,

—

weekly.

are now

^ Dlw„e.

^

nnd alleviates
conditions of the
ulcerated and
l
nutrient that
stomach and «-»».
and
will permanently c
1
f
>nd
chUdr«n and their
debility. F,,‘bl*
Conwonderfully.
whatever- K

■ a

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Hhlngles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

y4

men

BMo

Mnueheaier, C'oacard, and points North

far Kechrstcr,
NerM) »n<1

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston in September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

Dec.

ktllii 1*00 P

• e m.

far

is adapted to all a ass in health or disease, as it
will make, for an adult, by the use of one tablespoonful four times daily, eight per cent, new
blood

During the year ending Sept.
we had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1HM7, we hail 2011 operations.

‘JSp

AmiBgCMeRl-lB

\\ iairr

together

TO of tbe

Kschaage "■reef
SSHce,
JAS. T. FUKBKK, Uen'l
40

Manager.^

LIt.fvmI and Fartlund Merrier.
I From Portland
From Liverpool I
KT>iu>n
»1EAMEK
via Halifax. |
| via Halllax.
TnPMMT,

at
aiaa Ticket

D. J. FLANDKBS, uen. P. * T. A
m. l. Williams, uen’l Agent,

dtf

Winter Arrangements.

I

at

ALLANLUNE.
1887.

West and South
Ticket OdBce ami

to

2 p. m.

elQ__

Far Baaiaa attl.00 Am., dailv.t9.00 Am.,ILOO.
*8.00 p. m. Baaiaa far Fartlaad 7.80, 9.00 A
■
m„ 13.30 p. m. (“7.00 p.m. dally)- Cape
heih. 9.00 a. m. (5.30 p. m. West. Dlv. Pass.)
9.00
3.00.
Hiddrfard
Mura 9.00 a.in., 1.00 p.m.
a.m.. 1.00,8.00 p. ro. Paruaaalk, Nawhavv
8.00
a.
9.00
m,
1.00,
pari, Male nr, Lyas 2.00,
6.00 D. m.
p. rn. Aoseabary 9.00 Am.. 1.00,
York.
New
Llnesfor
* Connects with Ball
with Hound Lines for New York.

{Connects
“West Division-North Berwick to Scar boro

Dec. 31,

sails Saturday,

For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address tbe General Eastern Agents.
K. A. A DATUM * CO„
113 State Mtreet, dor. Broad *1., Bonos.

;

good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central R. R. Station; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
all excellent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and (arm crops;

Maaday, Ocl. *AI, ISSf.

effect

la

STEAMSHIP CO.

new

ern

Ocl.

Uemioraciag MONDAY,

I December 23.

Toronto

ARRANGEMENT.

and until

FroVn Portland,

STEAMERS.

about two acres

Neuralgia,

Fever. Dlphthcrla.BHg
Pneumonia, Amemla, Ma
of Children. Builds

SE

_W&Btjal

METAL

detention from business,
V
Cure guaranteed.
of the Rectum.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1842) and ROBERT u
Vo*
Evans
Harvard
House,
D.
1876),
READ (M.
175 Tremont Street, Boston. References given.
Office
Bend for pamphlet.
Consul tattoo free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. (dundays aud holiday#
eases

•od

CIIRIHT.flAH

LET—A small rent of four

1183 fi26.lH

3ft2iCongre8S

BY

Geo. C. Shaw & Co., A. L. Millett & Co., M. A. Dillingham, Small & Ricker, Geo.
H. MeKenney & Co., S. F. Hnnt, G. A. Guptill, M. J. O’Connell, J. F. Norton, John
W. Smith, John S. FItz, Johnson & Lambert, Plummer Bros,, F. W. Shaw, Frank
W. Buxton, C. W. Lombard & Co., James DeWolfe & Co., H. Woodslde, E.C. Farrington, F. A. Billings, A. R. Winslow, Snllivan & Osgood, C. A. Chase, Morrill &
Koss, B. E. McDonough.
oct27

excepted.)

PREBENTM-Boots.Shoes.
Slippers, Rubbers, Overshoes, everything
desirable iu winter footwear can be fouud at
16-1
BROWN’S, 461 Congress St.

western part ot the city.
TO
Enquire at No. 40
EXCHANGE ST.20-1

165,820.64

BREWSTER, COBB & ESTABROOK,

or

Exchange street._17—1

TO

offer Ike above at 1041 aid arcraea
iotereit, aid after rarefal examiaatioa
recommend (hem for inreaimenl.

knife

will sell for *1.76. 50 Books. Samantha at
Saratoga by Josiah Allen’s Wile. Price reduced
to *1.46.
COLES WORTHY’S Book Store, 92

confidential. Address MERRITT
& RONALDSON, 81 Front St., New York.

We

ooii&wnrni

Avonm'thl

December 3d.

*6.00

be considered

Principal and Interest payable in Boston.

AND GONE SINCE

From

Maine.__17-1

Due 1907.

COME

Prom
I Prom Portland,
m..um
si*,
aimers.
| vUt Halllax.
Liverpool.
24.
Vancouver
November 3d.
(November 3d.
November 17th. Sarnia
December
24.
Decemlrer
December 1st.
Oregon
HHIMTO I. NEHIit'K, (Avomnoittli Dock.)

Illus-

decl9

surgical

CLOVES.

TURNER”

HAVE

The

uabiut*11,

The only raw
climate. Does

_eodnrmcM

4 DECADES

INORNAL.K—In

S.M.W&L'tl

popular style embroidery.
Skin Success aSCr°,n“
of
N.
T. I..
171
ra.

Chicopee, Me., bouse, store
and stable; also one acre of land; store 30x
40 two stories high; ball in second story; stable
26x30; houso 18x36; 6 rooms, good Ice bouse and
hennery; this store Is one of the best to be found In
York County ; buildings all in good repair ; post
office In store; daily mail; terms easy. Apply to
E. B. HOPKINSON, Chicopee, Me.16-1

but

ME.

Medical Profession.

cured of Eczema,
Skin-Success.
oct!3

25 Books, Stanley’s Travels Through the Dark
Countries, Illustrated, cloth and gilt volume. Published by subscription. $3.60, will sell for *1.60.
COLKSWOHTHT’S Book Store, 92 Exchange
17—1
street.

Mailing Date.:

for

Formerly Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

THE

At druggist*, ‘Skin-Success’
26c. & 75c. •flkin-SuooeiwSoap’
26c. Palmer ChemlcalCo.,N.Y.

World.richly

Canadian Pacific Westbound Tralaa
leaving Montreal same Evening.

VKHPOOI. SERVICE, via Londonderry)

WANTED—A

Dues...-*.

HIGHLY ENDORSED

FOR rough or scaly
Indispensable
Toilet. Peerless as a Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

Life

PORTLAM and iORTfcEAl. UK.
Only line making direct connections wl

Sailing between Liverpool ami Portland, via Movllle and Halifax.
1.1

Ogdensbwg R. R.

Portland and

1NNT-N

—

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY
Kraec^d^y K. H. andiBanh ,,<,300.00
the New England States. None
established
SALESMEN
having
experienced
JSSS-iiUirt'.'Rents, "*?*??.. ..B1.642.M Tea Trade need apply. All communications will We
haring
average of 100
in

PRICE.

ONE

STRICTLY

ished.

skin.
for the

Public

and

K.-26 Books, the
Foil
Services of General Grant, also His Travels
Aronud the
Illustrated. 8 vo„ *1250.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

—

Wauted

IIappiKIa T blotches and pimples removed by
IlMl I lUlti (Skin-Success aud effectually ban-

av

FOR

IMM7-N

reliable party to take tbe
management of a Manufacturing Business
in each unoccupied County In the C.
aud Canadas; the business Will pav Irom (1000 to *5000
yearly; we Invite Investigation; call from 10 a. m.
to 1 p. in.; salesmen and women are wauted at
the different points. CUMBERLAND MFG. CO.,
73 Union St., Portland.

CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

personally.

SHERIDAN S CONDITION POWDER

Soap

NAI.E-Two horses; one suitable for
family or grocer’s use, the other for express
or farm;
warranted sound and young. I. F,
10-1
SHAW, junction Fore and Pleasant Sts.

City._

STRENGTH USE

can

1

For

declO_-

Anyttkin or ticalp disease
cured by Pauner’s Skiu-Success.

NOHHAf.lt—The elegant 8. G. ('bickering
aud I Vers and Foud Pianos sold at extra Inducements for tbe holidays; also the favorite
Palace Organs for sale by C. K. HAWES, 4*1
Congress St.20-1

ha I.

DOMINION LINE.

or

1

A Day-—A
I INSURANCE ACENCY $6Agents.

PREJ0

eod&w-nrmly

te start at once,

_20-1

WHEREAS,

PRENTISS LORINC,

angl2

ready

National Traders Bank.
FORHALB
shareholders of the National Traders
notified
that
THeBank, of Portland,
hereby
NALE-l second-hand
at their

W. C. WARE. Manager.

Is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
is worth a pound of anv other kind. It Is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like It, It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth Its weight in gold. Illustrated book by mall free. Sold everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents in stamps. 2)f-lb. tin cans, $1; bv
mail, $1.20. Six cans bv express, prepaid, for fo.OO.
I)It. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston. Maas.

go to work as collector

to

-Hardware business; satisfactory
For particulars address
reason for selling.
9-4
A. N. GOODWIN & CO., Brldgton. Me.

Cleared.
Sell Eurotas, Itackett, Mew York—Portland Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Brilliant. Hooper, Port Clyde—N Blake.
BAILED—Sch Maggie Ellen.

Domestic Ports.
TACOMA—In port 18tli lust, ship AlexUlbson, Speed, for Great Britain; Win F Babec.ckMurpby, for San Francisco; Levi U Burgess,Rock,
fordo; Oregon, Pritchard, for do.
BAN FRANCISCO-Ai 17th, ship St David,
Pearson, New York; P M Whitmore, Whitmore,
aud Samaria, Snow, New Orleans.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
the Cumberland National Bank of Portland,
will be held at tb eir Banking ltooin. on TUES
DAY, the tenth of January, 1888, at 10 o’clock a.
m., for the choice of Directors and the trsnsacIon of any other business that may legally come
WILLIAM H. SOt’LE; Cashier.
before them.
Portland, Dec. 10,1887.declOdtd

hCHs
Lots
and
Job
Stocks
Bankrupt
La^
bovinine
ECLIPSED

Hallifax —passengers and mdse to 11 & A
Allan.
si'i
re ate ot Maine, Hilliard, St John, MB,
for Eastt'ori for Boston.
Sch Grace B Stevens, Stevous, Bath for Boston.

Sch Eva May. Irorn Portsmouth for Portland,
was driven ashore on Old Orchard Beach
XHtfi, remains lu same position and does not leak.
An unsuccessful attempt was made ou Tuesday
to haul her off.
providence. Dec 20—Sch Lewis King, of Ellsworth, Is stranded at Montauk Polut. Her position Is easy.
Pensacola, Dec 19—Barque Ada Carter.Ueustls,
from Mobile for Asplnwall, with lumber, was towed into this port to day full of water.

CUMBERLAND RATIONAL BANK.

Canal National Bank.

255 MIDDLE

Steamship Polynesian. (Br) Ritclile, Liverpool

which

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
10, 1887.rteclOdtd

Dec.

-OF-

The Most

via

Memoranda.

and transaction of any other business which may
legally be presented, will be held at the Bank on
TUESDAY, Jan. 10, 1888, at 10 o’cl.K'k a. m.

HTTERITAL

FOR

be

26, ’87. Apply CHAB. STANFIELD, Room 27, First National Bank Building.

over

Semi-Annual Mark Down Sale

$12.00.

LINIMENT

man

MALE.—60 Books.

year,

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

LOT no. 4. 300 Fine Austrian Elysian
Beaver Overcoats, in Black,

JOHNSON3

A
WANTEDaud solicitor;
not later than Dec.

large
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
trated Dore Bible gallery, containing
FOR
the Merchants’ National Bank of Portland,
THE
100 superb Illustrations; uuato size, published for
for the choice of Directors for the ensuing

___W&3

novl2

English Kersey

TUESDAY, Dec. 20.
Arrived.

PORT CLYDE, Dec 18—Ar, schs Eudeavor, Ini
Jogging, NS, lor Boston; Jeanette 8, and Lexington, do for do; Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Kocklaud for Portland.
BOOTHBA Y, Dee 20—Ar, sebs Z S Wallingford
Willetts, Carver's Harbor lor New York; Annie A
Booth, Wasson, St John, N B. for do.
Sailed, schs Lucy M Collins, New York for Wlnlerporl; Mabel Hall, Portland for Rockland; Geo
D Perry, Boston lor St John, NB.
Sailed 17th to 20th, sens Helen G King, Brown,
Calais for Pawtucket; Mazurka, Lane, for Bosom; O M Marrett, for New York; Game Cock,
Nutter, tor Gouldsboro; Georg lamia, Dyer, lor
Boston; Waller M Young, Ford, do; Fanny Flint,
Warren. Boston for Luliec; Mary Farrow,Condon,
do for Belfast; Saral, P, Beal, do for Machias;
Sarah Eaton, Calais for New York; Puritan, Sargent, do for Waldoboro; Shepardess, New Harbor lor Portland; Exchange, Seavy, for do.

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK.

If'llflumrttl fllf

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 17tn, sell Maud,
Robinson, Port Johnson for-.
Sailed, brie llarry Stewart; sells Lucy A Davis,
A J York, Mall, Ella. E H King, Emma Crosby,
Princeton, M L Allen. Lewis King, Palatka, Win
Pickering, Douglass Uovey, Nelson Bartlett, L F
Warren, Gardner G Deering. and Rattler.
Ar 18th, brig Geo E Dale, Baltimore for Boston;
schs Mary Brewer, Rondout for do; Lucy Hammond; Cynosure, New York for Boothbay; EL
Gregory, Weehawken for Hurricane.
Pa-sed by 17th. sch Pocahontas, Phillips, from
Baltimore for Portland.
In port, brig Geo E Dale; schs Cephas Starrett,
St Elmo, Mattie B Russell, Ella Frances, Maud,
Mary Brewer, Jas Rotbwell, Victory. Cynosure,
Lucy Hammond, E L Gregory, M E Eldrldge, and
Edward Lameyer.
EDGARTOWN— In port, schs Tlios Borden,
Conroy, Rondout for Boston; addle Wessels, Miller, do for Newburyport; Wm Butman, Larrabee,
New York for Bucksport.
Sid 1 Utli. sells Sarah L Dagess, Perth Amboy for
Portsmouth; Lizzie Carr, Brown, from Amboy for
Boston.
HYaNNIS—In port, sch Geo P Trigg. Hillard,
New York for Eastport; C H Eaton. Hoboken for
Boston; Ada 8 Allen, do for do; WM Snow, do
for Rockland.
Outside, schs Maine, 8haw, Boston for Millville;
T A Lambert, Baker, do for Philadelphia.
BOSTON-Ar 19tli, sch J M Haskell, Harding,
Baltimore.
Sid 19th, schs Anna E J Morse, Hattie H Barbour, and others.
Ar 20th, schs Jas Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; Sarah
Wright, Bath; Metropolis, Brown, Vlnalhaven.
Sid 20th, sens Win Deniing, and Mary Sands.
SALEM—Ar 17th, schs Titmouse, Shaw, PE
Island; F Nelson, Holbrook, Hoboken.
Below 17th, schs Mark Pendleton, Pendleton,
Boston lor Raugor; J R Bodwell, Metcalf, do for
Rockland.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 20th. sch Melissa D Robbins. from Georgetown, PEI, via Portland; Light
of the East, Boston for Ellsworth: Brunette,do
lor Searsport; Sultan, do tor Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 19th, schs L R Russell,
Randall. Baltimore; G M Braluard, Nutter, (from
Philadelphia) for Bath.
Sid to 19th, schs Mist, from Boston for Calais;
Lizzie J Clark, do for Belfast; Sea Spray, dolor
Eastport; Mary 8 Wonson, and Charily, do for
Portland; W U Doughty, Provlncetown for Searsport.

27

8ft3iu
8 ft 3 In

THE

produces
unequalled results, and withal is perfectly harmless.
worst

PORTLAND.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
First National Bank of Portland will be held
at tlielr Banking Booms on TUESDAY, the tenth
day ot January next, at 10.30 o’clock a. in., for
the purpose of electlug seven Directors for the
ensuing year, and for the transacting of any other
business that may legally come before them.
J. E. WENGBEN, Cashier.
drclOdtd
Portland, Dec. H, 1887.

New York; Jed Frye, Providence for do.
Sid 17th, schs FAFlke, and Alligator, Calais for
New York: Castilian, do for do; Eva L Leonard,
and Daniel Webster, Providence for do.

MINIATURE ALMANAC, .DECEMBER 21.
Sunrises.7 14 IPirh water <. 366
Sun set*.4 061*1 ,'»u waTer). 403
I...

OF

the

saves

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

THE

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 18th, schs H
TTownsend, Smith, Calais for New York; Lavlnla
Bell, Kendall, Providence for do.

Saratoga.New York..H jvaua.Dec81

Length of day',....
Moon sets .11

THE

the rule.
use

Insurance Company.

stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Compaiiy are hereby notified to meet at the Comoffice
on Wednesday, the fourth day of
pany’s
January. 1888, at 3 o’clock p. in., (or the following punioses:
1st. To choose seven directors for the ensuing
year.
2d. To vote upon the expediency of closing the
concerns of the Corporation and dividing the capital among the stockholders, or of making any other change that the stockholders may see at.
3d. To transact any other business that msy legally come before them.
Ity order of the President and Directors,
declk
_CHA8. K. FLAGG. Sac’y.

for do.

27
28
28
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.. .Dec 29
Manhattan.New York ..Havana.Dee 29

Weuver a Rio G

quotations
Colorado

FOB

Devonia.N>*( Vork..Glasgow ....Dec
Newport .New York—Panama ....Dec
Arizona.New York..Liverpool.. .Dec
Saale.New York..Bremen.Dec

..,»6%

Kansas Pacific; Consols.101
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Paclflc;il8t.I
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
rtallv bv H. N. Pinkliain, No. 9 Exchange street.
Portland, Me.:
Dec. 20
Dee. 19.

ing

are

Receipts—Flour, 2,000 hbls, wheat 9,000 bu,
cor»199,OO0*bush.oats 44,000 bush, barley;280UO
bush,rye 1000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls,I wheat 18,000
busli,|coru 41,000.bush, oats 16,000 bush, barley
1,000 bush, rye 2.000 bush.
DETROIT,Dec. 20, 1887.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 86Vic bid, 86c asked; No 2 Red 85Vic. CornNo 2 at 64Vic bid. Oats—No 2 at 33Vic.
Receipts—Wheat 17,900 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 20 1887.—Cotton is
quiet; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Dec. 20, 1887.-Cotton is quiet;
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, Dec. 20, 1887.—t'atton—nothing doing; middling 10c.
MEMPHIS. Dec. 20, 1887.—Cotton Is quiet;
middliagat u»/*c.
MOBILE, Dec. 20, 1887.—Cotton Is quiet; middling 9%c.

lsts.115,,

Open-

llams

..

Eastern Railroad ..120

Erie

07Vi.

LIVERPOOL, Dec. 20.1887—Quotations— WinWheat 6s 6d*6s 9d; Spring wheal at 6s 6d*

Wisconsin Oen*ral.10%
Eastern Railroad pret.129
06%
Mexican Central 4s.
CalUornia Southern Railroad. 46
Boston * Albany. 190

Denver * R. Gr.

8

ter

30
New York ami New England Railroad.
do oret
U. 8. * Q.. 127%
92%
Atch.,Topeka and Santa Pei Railroad.
Mexican Centra) K 7s.
Mexican Ceutral. 13%
.*09
Bell Telephone
Boston & Maine Railroad. 210
FUnt« Fere Marquette Railroad com...».. 2o

NKW

j

at

2000 bales.

Boston Stock Market.

a

raid! Vic.

83%
83%
82%
83V.

77
77

is

_

WHEAT.
Dec

Ocean

Ignorance may be bliss, but a lack of knowledge as to the proper uses of PE ARLIN E

Ktll.ttOAD*.

MTBA7IKRM.

FOB IAU.

MEETING*.

ANNUAL

anHCKLLAlVEOtW.

immucui

35 Etching* SL, ind Qeoo! Foot of India Shoot
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth June,
To Chleatlon and Danville Junction as follows
Bn, (21.00 anil (19.00; Detroit. (16.76 and
JUHUO: Kansas City. (32.60 and *28.85; St.
Paul (32.60 and (28.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
(26.00and (21.26: St. Louts via. Chicago. (28.60
and *24.90; California, *82 60 and *«3~76.

a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheuma*
tlsm, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

it is

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. TT TCHTNSob A Co.*
rice $t.oo a bottle,
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A.
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testi-

__

TiiKET omnti

(Trade Mark.)
Tie only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, O P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supi.

!

Nov. 88,1887.

monials.
For bale

by Druggists and Dc •srs in Msdicim*
Send 16 cents for “100 emergencies ami how to
them.”
_augfteod I y

islimis

h: \ iikks.

treat

llurpswell Steamboat Co.

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 Fracklln St., Portland, Me.
RKEf) treats all chronic diseases that flesh
Is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their case to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-fifths of the cases
up to die can be cured. Examinations at <t
istance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamu and $2,00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, $1.00.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

and after September 10th 1887. steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.46 a. m. j
Bailey's island 7.00; Uarpswell, 7.16: East End.
Great Chebeaguc, 7 45; Jeuk’s, 8.00; Hope Islaud 8.06) Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; I Xing Island
8.40, arriving In Portlano at 9.16 a. at.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 an.
sepindtf
ISAIAH DANIKLa. Maaager.

Ou

DR.

fiven

Diphtheria

Searlet
Preventive.
and

»

Bass’ English Ale
—Ain>—t

Fever

A harmless preventive and remedy for both
these terrible ulsodSes. It is a dlsenfectant that
keeps the blood In such a condition that the germs
in the air will not attack the persou. If the disease has already fastened upon the patient this
will destroy the germ.
liarBiir**1
A benefit rather than a harm, as it keep* the
atomach in a healthy condition. Only ‘JJ *'•*• J*
box. Full directions for use, and statement in regard to the medicine.
Address MRS.
yFRAZER, Editor of The Home Idle, Somerville,
<lecl71w
Mass.

GUINNESS’
Per

STOUT,

Bale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY &

SON,

IMPORTERS,
410
uov24

Fore

Street.
dtf

/

-M.

r.
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Yesterday’s Proceedings Before the
Methodist Convention.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Respecting Gov-

Resolutions Passed

AOVliKTINKinKNTM TO-UAV,

ernors Bodwell and Marble.

AMUSEMENTS.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For Sale-Boarding and Lodging House.
California Excursion—AU Joints West.
•J be Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
For Sale—Sewell Car Heater Stock.
Portland Theatre-Xmas Wesk.
For Sale or To Let—House.
Brown, the Shoe Dealer--*.
For Sale—Grocers I ling.
For Sale—Family Horse.
Elites Brothers-2.
Situation Wanted.

Teiienieilt

to

1-et._

WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
relieves
the little
children are cutting teeth. It
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from palu, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright us a button.’’ It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens tlie gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is tbe best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-flve cents a bottle.
laulO
FM&WAwly
Advice

>•

mashers.

MRS.

AngoMiurn Kiitrn do not only distinguish
themselves by their flavor and aromatic odor
above all others generally used, but they are also
a sure
preventive for all diseases originating
Beware of counterfrom the digestive organs.
feits. Ask your grocer or druggfs^for the genuine
article, manufactured by Dr. J. G. B. Siegert &

_deel’deod&wlw

Bona.

“Adamson

Botanic Cough Balsam seems
to give universal satisfaction, both as to quality
and price. We sell more of it than of all other
cough medicines combined, and have yet to hear
of the first intimation In which it has failed to
give satisfaction.” Rust Bros. & Bird, Boston,
Mass. Trial bottles 10 cents.
eod&wlw
declfi
s

The

Engadlne

Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation sw eetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright Jewels, ill a setting of perpetual snow.
WAS
mehSO
There Is no one article In the line of
medicines that gives so large a return for the
money as a good porous strengthening plaster,
such as Carter's Smart Weed and Belladonna
dec20d&wlw
Backache Plasters.
“Best cure for Consumption Is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’

novl8eod&w6m-cw

DON’T
let that cold of yours run on. You think tt Is a
light thing. But It may run into catarrh. Or Into

pneumonia.

Or

consumption.

Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia is daugerous.
Consumption is death Itself.
The breathing apparatus must be be kept
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there Is trouble ahead.
All the diseases of these parts, head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes and lungs, can be delightfully and entirely cured by the use of Boschee’s
German Syrup. If you don’t know this already,
thousands and thousands of people can tell you,
They have been cured by it, and “know how It Is
themselves.” Bottle ouly 75 cents. Ask any

druggist.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

The session commenced at 9 o'clock, and a half
hour’s season of prayer was held, led by Kev. Mr.
Merrill, of Knightville.
At 9.30 o’clock Rev. W. 8. Jones, Presiding
Elder, occcupyiug the chair, and Kev. Mr. BragRev. Messrs. Randall,
don being secretary,
Stackpole, Luce and Pottle were appointed a
committee to prepare resolutions in reference to
our deceased Governor, Hon. J. R. Bodwell. The
convention also appointed a committee to arrange a series of missionary meetings; and it
was voted that the first be held in South Berwick
hi June, 1888.
The first regular paper was an address by Kev.
T. Gerrlsb of Blddeford, on ‘‘The Domestic Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church.” The
speaker referred to the Southern mission with its
wide field and urgent claims; but he wished, in
this paper, to consider especially the magnitude
It comprises
and promise of the Western field.
about three-fourths of our territory, a laud with
of proc very variety of climate and untold wealth
d uction and resources. The riches of the world
arc embraced within its limits, and all nations
What a field
a re represented among its peoples.
for Methodist enterprise and for earnest and successful Christian work, and Methodists are es.
pecially called to this field and encouraged to cultivate it, because, first, the people arc especially
o pen to Methodist principles, with its proclamation of a free salvation, and its grand chorus of
Christian song; second, they have a large body of
earnest, liberal members—noble workers and
princely givers; third, there is a grand band of
ministers, eager for work and glorying in the
of Christ.
The address was earnest in tone and hopeful in
spirit, and was followed by brief addresses. Rev.
Mr. Btackpole of Saco spoke of the relative importance of Home and Foreign Missions, and
showed their intimate connection. If we had the
same earnestness in this work as we showed in
croBS

the late war for the integrity of our government,
we should, in ten years, capture tills world for
Christ.
Rev. John Collins, of Kezar Falls, followed in a
characteristic address on money, rum amt tobacco, and affirmed that rum and Romanism, and
tlielr attendant evils, were the giant obstacles to
the progress of the gospel. Let the rum power be
nesiroyeu,
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final ruin.
Rev. Mr. Atkinson of Elliot spoke of tlie need
of a fresh baptism of the Holy Spirit, and a higher
degree of personal consecration to God.
Rev. Mr. MacIntyre spoke of the need of more
money for the Wt stern mission field. Chaplain
McCabe spoke of the rapid increase of the Methodist denomination, and suggested for a watchword for the Methodists, “a family altar in every
home; a religious newspaper in every house; a
missionary prayer meeting in every church once a
month.” The speaker also stated that of all the
converts In the foreign field from the labors of the
ninety-seven missionary societies, one-third belonged to the Methodist church.
At this point the following resolutions were
adopted, in reference to our deceased governor—
Hon. J. R. Bodwell.
Whereas, in the providence of God our chief
executive, Governor J. H. Bodwell, lias been
called by death to lay down the administration of
State, leaving a State in great grief with a sense
of irreparable loss, therefore,
Jieaolved, That In the life of Governor Bodwell
we have a true type of American civilization, and
in this respect we hold him up to our young men
as a worthy example of filial devotion, of industrious habits ana generous public spirit and of
moral integrity.
Jieaolved, That we regard his elevation to the

gubernatorial office as providential in the Interests
of a higher political integrity, and especially iu

the temperance cause.
JUaohed, That we regard Governor Bodwell’s
administration as eminently able, aud that we record our most hearty approval of his unswerving
fidelity to official duties Iu tlie enforcement of the
tlie luiquitous liquor
laws of the (State agalust
traffic.
Jieaolved, Tbat we shall always hold Governor
Bodwell as one of tlie chiefest of our chief executives.
Jieaolved, That we express most hearty sympa-

the interests of
BEFOBE JUDGE WEBB.

Tuesday—The court met this morning, but
matters returnable today were postponed until
tomorrow and the court adjourned on account of
the obsequies of Governor Bodwell.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
10 o’clock tonight winter begins.
High-street bridge is being replanked.
The gift of the Congress street church for misAt

sions was $234, instead
$224.
It was a spleudid winter’s day yesterday, and
was improved by Christmas shoppers.
There is quite a display of Christmas trees on
sale in front of the Post Office.
Win. A. Now lan had a finger cut off in the big
boss planer at Burrowes's mill yesterday.
The usual gospel temperance meetiug will be
held at the Mission this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
All are invited.
We have received
the Equitable Fire and
Marine Insurance Company’s calendar for 1888.
It is a very neat and handsome one.
There were 15,000 lobsters landed here yesterday, but up to a late hour there had been no
arrivals of other fish.
Snow slides were not unfrequent yesterday, and
several persons narrowly escaped injury from the
of

falling

masses.

steamers.

The grand assembly of Locomotive Firemen to
be held at Mechanics’ Hall tomorrow evening will
be well attended. Chandler will furnish the
music.
Bemember that Stockbridge has the tickets for
Dr. Vincent’s amusing lecture, "That Boy’s Bister,” to be delivered in the Y. M. C. A. course to-

evening.
Yesterday was an unnsnally quiet day in the
and
harbor,
excepting the Polynesian there had

morrow

no

arrivals up to

a

late hour in the after-

There will be a hearing at 4 p. in. today by the
committee on laying out new streets on the proposition of the Water Company to deflect North
street, to accommodate the new reservoir.
Today the animal meetings of the Maine Cen.
tral and the Portland, Bangor & Maehlas Steamship Company will be held at Manager Tucker’s
office, and the annual meeting of the Natural
History Society at their building.
This afternoon and evening the Ladies’ Aid
connected with the Spb itual Temple will give a
fair and entertainment at Good Templars’ Hall.
Admission to the hall in the afternoon will be
free.
Officers McDonough and Williams arrested
John T. O’Day at the Boston boat last night,
charged with obtaining money under false pretences. O’Day was employed at Merrill’s spring
bed factory, and is accused of collecting bills and
retaining the cash.
The annual charity ball will take place Friday
evening, December 30, at City Hall. Special
music has been engaged, and the arrangements
are in the hands of Mrs. Longfellow, Mrs. P. H.
Brown, Mrs. Weston Mllliken, Mrs. G. M. Moore,
Mrs. Howard Gould and Mrs. J. K. DeWltt, who
have the tickets for sale.
An officer came from Lowell yesterday and removed Carey to that city. Carey said he took a
sam of money to help a friend, and that if it had
not been for his father-in-law the matter would
have been settled long ago. He says he has
endured a State prison existence the last two
years. Carey was until 1886 a confidential clerk
of W. H. Thompson, scale manufacturer, of
Lowell.
_

The

tlie great principles of reform, and to the great
loss brought upon us all. Kev. Messrs. Luce. Gerrish aud Martin followed iu similar trains of remark. after which the resolutions were unanimously adopted by a rising vote.
Rev. M. C. Pendexter of Saccarappa gave an address on "Home Missions of tlie Maine Conference,” referring to the necessity and importance
of the work to be done. The rural districts have
furnished a large proportion of the business aud
religious talent of the cities aud large towns, and
we should not neglect those rural sections.
Kev. Messrs. Woodley. Bragdon aud Stackpole
followed m remarks urging more liberal contributions and larger appropriations for the benefit of
tbe weak churches and destitute communities of
the State.
The following resolution was at this point introduced and adopted:
Whereas the Hon. 8. 8. Marble, late President
of the Senate, has by the death of Governor J. K.
Bodwell, become by the provisions of the Constl
tlon Governor of

The second, choral service of this season will be
rendered at Williston church next Sunday evenEg. Christmas music a specialty.
It is now reported that the Grand Trunk Company are negotiating with the Furness line of

been

thy for the bereaved in the home of Governor
Bodwell, and shall pray for the abiding benediction of our Heavenly Father upon the afflicted
family.
Rev. Mr, Randall spoke upon Governor Bodwell's integrity, moral excellence aud fidelity to

Polynesian.

Polynesian, Captain Ii. Wylie, of
arrived here yesterday and was
She experienced a very
p. in.
but met with no accident. She
brought a general cargo and lauded at Halifax 22
cabin passengers, 13 Intermediate and 129 steerage ;;0 intermediate and 23 steerage passengers
came t« this city. In regard to MeNeally, the
Saco defaulter, wbo was said to have sailed from
Liverpool on the Polynesian, the purser said: “I
know of no such person, certainly nobody by
It the defaulter,
that name sailed on this boat.
as you call him, did sail w ith us, which 1 don’t believe he did, he came under an assumed name.”
It is probable that MeNeally did sail under an
assumed name if he sailed at all, and accepting
this to be true a photograph of the young defaulter was shown the purser who, after examining it said: “Yes, 1 think that fellow was one of
the passengers and stopped at Halifax. That is
all I know concerning him.”
The steamer
the Allan line
docked at 1.40
rough voyage

Cov. Bodwoll’s Funeral.
The flags were generally displayed at half mast
and draped in mourning yesterday. At various
places, pictures of the dead Governor were shown.
All the public buildings and a number of leading
business offices were closed dnriug Ibe hours of
the funeral services. A special tralu left the city
for Augusta at half past seven witli the militia,
consisting of the Portland Light Infantry, Capt.
Norton. 1st Lieut. Marrows, 34 men; Portland
Mechanic Blues, Capt. Davis, 1st Lieut. Bwett,
2d Lieut. Dow,34 men; and Portland Montgomery
Guards, Capt. Hartnett, 1st Lieut. Haukard, 2d
Lieut. Began, 34 meu. At 8.80 another train un.
der the charge of Conductor Jewett with Manager
Tucker’s private ear attached, left the Commercial street station with the delegates from the
City Government, Portland Club and Young Men's
Republican Club and a large number of citizens.
P. S. M. I.
Last evening was the occasion of a pleasant
gathering of the students of the Portland School
for Medical Instruction and their Invited guestsAt 9 o'clock twenty-one assembled In the private
dining room. Among those present were City
Physician King, Drs. J. F. Thompson, C. A. Meserve, J. B. O'Neill, H. I). Averlll and W. E. Elwell. Alter doltig justice to tlie dinner served In
the manner for which the Preble House Is noted,
the company adjourned to the parlors and engaged in social converse, and were entertained by
singing by Messrs. Nickerson, Brock, Small and
Davis. The company separated at a late hour,
all expressing the wish that many similar meetings might be held.
At this meeting the students expressed ,'their
thanks for the courtesies extended to them by the
physicians during the past year.

Maine;

Therefore

Jieaolved, That we will extend to Governor
Marble our support in the discharge of bis official
duties as Governor of the State; and earnestly
hope and pray that he may follow in the footsteps
of his illustrious predecessor In the impartial enforcement of the laws of the State, especially the
law against the traffic In Intoxicating liquors. We
assure Governor Marble that be shall have our
sympathies and prayers that he may have that integrity and decision so absolutely needed fur the
impartial discharge of the duties of Ids office.
Aujourueu

wiiu tuo ueuniivuuu.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The session opened with a season of prayer and
Rev. J. Mudge
song led by Rev. Mr. {Randall.
gave the first regular address on “Modern Mis.
sions Throughout the World.” Tlie Methodists
have twenty-two missions, aud tlie membership
of tlie mission churches within the last decade
The
increased some three hundred per cent.
speaker gave a brief sketch of the four leading
eastern nations, and the missionary work in each.
In Corea, opened in 1883, there are five Methodist
missionaries, and the work is favored by the
King. In Japan there is a wonderful field. Coin.
Perry who oponed the laud to the western world,
s still held in honored remembrance by the nation. In all the arts and improvements of civilized life the whole country is making marvelous
progress, and the nation is ready for Christianity.
Space will not allow us to give the interesting
sketcli of tlie mission work in the vast kingdom of
China; ;and the magulficieut results of similar
work in Northern and Southern India.
A collection was taken up and a hymn sung,
after which Chaplin McCabe addressed the conHe spoke of the Importance of distrivention.
buting religious reading. The speaker referred
to the Iniquitous opium tfRffte which is so great
In India. After
an obstacle to Christian work
presenting the audience some of the tracts which
the
to
he wished the ministers
sell,
Chaplain excused himself till tlie evening.
the
with
benediction.
Tlie convention adjourned

At the meeting ol Casco Bay Conunandery, No,
208, the following: officers we elected for the
term ending June 30, ’1888:
N. C.—C. H. Crocker.
V. C. R. A. Eveleth.
l’.-J. A. Colley.
K. of K.—J. A. Kennedy.
F. K. of K.-N. M. Ricker.

T.—I* Pray.
H.—W. H. Jewett.
W. I. IE—Alice M. Colley.
\V. O. G.—John Durgin.
Trustees—Andrew Leighton, W. II. Jewett.
Robert H. Murphy.
Representative to Grand Commamiery—J. A.
Keuuedy; alternate, Jennie R. llieker.
CATHOLIC KNIGHTS OF AMERICA.

the annual meeting of the Portland branch
of the Catholic Knights of America, last evening,
these officers were elected:
Spiritual Director-Rev. T. P. Llnelian.
President—John E. Feeney.
Vice President—C. J. Cougblan.
Recording Secretary--James E. Owen.
Financial Secretary—George F. T. Owen.
Treasurer—B. E. McDonough.
H. McMahon.
Sergeant-at-Arins-James
Sentinel—James Burns.
Trustees For three years, P. C. Nugent; two
years, Dr. J. B. O’Neill; one year, James H.
Tobin.
At

FALMOUTH ENCAMPMENT, NO. 11.
At the meeting of Falmouth Encampment

evening the following

were

President—Jacob McLellan.
Vice President—E. G. Willard.
Secretary and Treasurer—William Leavitt.
Finance Committee—J. S. Winslow, Charles H.
Chase, F. C. White.
Relief Committee—J. S. Winslow, Charles H.
Chase, E. G. Willard, A. J. Pettengill, Johu W.

Deerlng.
Capts. E. B. Norton and William H. Gooding
were admitted to membership.
The society Is in a very flourishing condition,
having a large fuud In Its treasuay, the Interest of
distributed annually among the widows
Its former members.

which Is

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THE SYMPHONY CONCEliT.

Tonight the Boston Symphony Orchestra will
delight the patrons of the Stockhridge courseThe programme we published yesterday. In that

programme an error occurred. Instead of aria
from Haydn’s Symphony, the aria will be a song
by a vocalist whose name Is not given, and the
Haydn Symphony will be given In in entirety. The
full orchestra of sixty musicians will he present,
and the doors closed during the performance of
each number. Good seats can be procured at
WIDOW’.

Charles T. Parsloe, supported by liis excellent
comedians, will appear in “The Grass Widow” at
Portland Theatre tomorrow and Friday evonings.
There was a good advance sale of seats yesterday. The Wilmington paper says: “Charles T.
Parsloe appeared at the Opera House last night
in Clias. T. Vincent’s play, "A Grass Widow.” It
Is a farce comedy, aud its evident aim is to pro*
duce laughter, in which it succeeds admirably, to
Judge from the continued merriment of the large
audience last evening. There is a funny plot aud
a series of amusing. Incidents in which figure the
usual loving couple, a grass widow aud an aged
wooer, a lunatic and a Chinaman, are strung to-

gether by
the

means

ot

a

bright, lerisp dialogue,

aud

whole thing goes off will: suap aud vim.”
PARK

GARDEN.

Charles Gllday and Fannie Beane in “Collars
and Cuffs,” delight the audiences at Park Garden
Gilday always was an exceedingly funny comedian, aud F'annie Beane was a great favorite when
she Jwas the dashing Colnmbine of Humpty
Dumpty. Kvery one who wauts to enjoy a good
laugh should see “Collars aud Cuffs.”
PERSONAL.
Mr. John II. Jamieson, to! this city, departed
He will
for Los Angelos, California, Monday.
take up his residence there.
If. A. Brick, W. B. Johnson and W. A. Farr, all
hotel proprietors, and Judge L. A. Emery were at
the Falmouth Hotel yesterday.
Capt. Win. C. Dickey of Portland died at 6 o’clock yesterday morning, at Koekland, from injuries received by falling down stairs, fracturing
bis skull and rupturing the blood vessels at the
base of the brain. He was 72 years old.
Monday night, A.' B. Neville, of Lewiston, when
going to Ills room, fell down a stairway and it is
feared suffered fatal injuries. He is a lawyer, a
native of England, who lias been in Lewiston a
short time. He is said to have a wife and children
in the Souib.
Mr. W. H. Bigelow of Augusta, formerly Super,
intendent of Kailway Mail Service in Maine, but
for two years past connected with the Senate post
office, has been obliged by reason of ill health to
tax e an indefinite leave of absence and lias gone
to Boston for treatment. The malady is an acute
bladder and kidney trouble that has made him a

community—card-playing, dancing,
pulous press, the endless dispute over uncertain
questions. He spoke enthusiastically of the final
triumph of tlie gospel, and closed with singing tlie
hymn, “On the happy golden shore.”
Adjourned with the benediction.
The following preamble and resolutions were
adopted;
Whereas, We believe that the teacliiug of A.
B. Simpson and followers contain “strange doctrine and heresy” sucli as we are solemnly pledged
an

the

unscru-

banish and drive away, and
Whereas, his practice of rebaptising is contrary
to Scriptures and a disciple of our church, aud
Whereas. It is our conviction that “The Christian Alliance” Is essentially a church organization, and lends to disturbance aud schism ill the
churches, therefore
Resolved, That we consider it to be our duty to
warn our people against these dangerous doctrines
and practices.
Resolved, That it is our judgment that no member of the Methodist Episcopal church is at liberty to Join “Tlie Christian Ailtauee” while remaining In the membership of said church. our
Resolved, That we affectionately exhort
members who have Joined said “Al'iauce” to
withdraw at once and and no longer give It their
support. And we do hereby earnestly entreat the
“Old Orchard Campmeetlng Association” to cancel their engagement witli A. B. Simpson for anto

other

season.

Prang’s
a

Cnrlstmas Cards.

In riaug's publications for this year’s holidays,
great stride Is perceivable In the designs, but
111 tne form in which they are
decorations with which they

particularly

offered,

are cm
and in the
bellisbed. Among the cards, we find flower de
signs by Mrs. O. I£. Wliituey, by Mrs. E. T. Fisher,
combination designs of flowers and landscapes by
Mrs. Whitney, by Thad. Welch and by Miss
Nellie Llttlchale, landscades by Mrs. J. F. Mur.
phy, by Newton Macintosh, by M. von Langen,
and by J. F. Murpny.
A great novelty this year Is a new material
used for deeoratlug the mounts for many of the
cards. It is called Metalline, and is as true an
imitation of decorative inetal work as It Is possible
The effects are In old silver, old
to conceive.
gold, aluminum, nickel, brass, copper, bronze, old
Iron, etc, It is no kind of process work, but every
bit is band-made, thereby retaining the Individual

touch of the artist.

A^N

Aestcrday,^^t

arrow

Escape.
o’clock, as Mr. F. Kindriving on Commercial

about 1
ney, the meat dealer, was
street, near High, the earth over a drain at the
foot of High street, gave away under his horse's
feet, anil the animal was thrown to the pavement.
After getting his leg out of the bole, which opeaed
directly loto the drain, the horse was able to regain tils feet. Although thrown violently to the
earth the horse's
leg was not broken, a remarkable fact considering the circumstances.
Hotel Proprietors’ Association.
A meeting of the directors of the Main* Hotel
Proprietors’ Association was held at the Preble
House yesterday afternoon. There were present
JamesM. Taylor, Bath; W. A. Farr, Brunswick;
H. A. Brick, Lewiston; W. B. Johnson, Bangotv
and the secretary, W. H. McHonald, Portland.
It was decided to hold the semi-annual meeting
hi Bangor, January 19tli.
tine nature was transacted
Business of
and the me

journed.

Boston.___
The American Express Company Is the only
through all rail line from Portland to the west
and south having 5000 agencies and covering
nearly one-third of all the railroad lines in the
United States aud Canada. The American and
ational Express Companies form a through line
to and from New York and forward goods at as
low rates and quick time as any other lines. Forward goods Bom Portland by American and from
Especial care
New York by National Express.
given to shipments of Christmas goods.
this the Index which I see before me?”

(Macbeth, adapted.)
MARRIAGES.
In Biddcford, Dec. 17, Charles Whitney and
Miss Johanna Lanlgiin.
In Norrtdgewlck. Dec. 17, Chas. I. Sawtelle and
•
Miss Nellie A. Kaalelle.
In Augusia, Dec. 10. Albert II. Hartshorns and
Miss Idclla Horne.
Iu Hallowed, Dec. 15, Chhs A. II. Beady of Boston and Miss Lizzie M. Howe of Hallowed.
Dec. 11, Win. H. Merrill and Miss AhIu Etn
tie Tarr.
In Itocklaud. Dec. 13, Beuj. T. Elwell and Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Fleming.
In Itocklaud, Dec. 12. James Cochran and Clara
Ulmer.
Iu Friendship, Dec. 10, Sheldon A. Simmonsol
Wahloburoaud Belle Henderson ol Frlndsblp.

a year past.
Seth H. Crabtree, who was formerly well known
in Maine, disd recently at Rohnervllle, Cal., at the
age of 67. He was born In Hancock. iMe., went
to Boston, and afterward went to California during
the gold excitement there, going around by way
of Cape Horn. He became well known in San
Francisco, and settled down in Rohnervllle, where
be engaged in the bouse furnishing business, in
which he was very successful.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART

HANDKERCHI F
DEPARTMENT.

ed Handkerchiefs, our former price 7c,
4c
marked down to
One lot Children’s Plain White Hemmed
Handkerchiefs marked down from IOc to 5c
One lot Children’s Plain White Hemmed
from
down
marked
Handkerchiefs
7c
12 l-2c to
One lot Colored Silk Handkerchiefs marked
12 l-2c
down from 25c to
One lot small Silk Handkerchiefs, hemstitched, in light blue, cardinal, yellow,
12 l-2c
old gold and Nile green at

hereafter.]
[Notice
Dec. 20. Capt. Win. Taylor, aged 84 years.
In Bocklaud, Dec. 2o, Win. C. Dickey, of Tort-

land. aged 72 years 8 months.
In Itoekland, Dec. la, Lucy A., wife of Johnson

63 years.
In Augusta, Dec. 16, Chas. M. French, of Itockland, aged 35 years 3 mouths.

Silk Mufflers at 75c,

$1.75 and $3.00 each
We invite you to call and see for yourself whether or
not our stock justifies the report that our
line of Handkerchiefs stands ahead
of any in the State.

AMISSION 10 AND 20 CENTS.
RESERVED SEATS IN

COMMENCING

_

Colby University.
Prof. Matthews has refused a flattering call
from the University of Indiana, to fhe chair of
rhetoric. Ills acceptance would have deprived ub
of a kind aud efficient officer, an instructor, who,
without previous experience in leaching, has
gained the admiration and affection of the students, aud has made his studies pleasant and

profitable.
Repairs in the “gym” are now completed. The
whole building has been thoroughly renovated.
The walls have been painted and the floor oiled.
That section occupied by the bowling alley lias

S.

JOHN

Great

Great Artists!
The

Case!

Celebrated

iiyspepsiajJ
wr-g$
Dlzai-Hg
X)rowr!-S|
in

Heartv Bating. A
feet remedy £or

ness, Nausea,
th“'..,J
neas. Bud Taste
Mouth, Coaled Tongue,eg
Pain in the Side, &e.H
Tlicy regulate the Bow-Sj

;
and prevent Const i-M
nation and piles. Tilesmalleutauil cBeiesttouUo -ii
a vial,
<10
in
doae.
Only one pill a
BurclyVcg-gl
eSable. Price 85 cents. Bvinlaby LnailforJl.OOJB
CARTER MEDICINE CO., .tttffit, Mew York. H

WHAT IS THE “INDEX,” DO YOU ASK ?

POINTS OUT.”

BEST KNOWN, HOW-

EVER, AS THE NAME
OF THE BEST FAMILY SOAP MADE.
dec 14

Christmas cantata at Smith Si Warren’s Hall, SatMisses
urday evening. Mrs. Flint and Mrs. Snow,
of
Otis, Jameson and Ayer, are the committee

arragements.

Oxford County W. C. T. U. held its annual

meeting at the Congregational Church in Hiram
Presiyesterday. Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, State

dent, delivered an address in the evening. Among
those in attendance from the Cornish Union were
Mrs. Jameson, Mrs. Wedgewood. Mrs. Snow and
Mrs. Smith. They were entertained by Mr. and
Mrs. John Fearle.

Business at South Paris,
The shoe shop which has been idle for the past
It is reuted to
two years will start up Thursday.
Haden Bros., of Haverhill, Mass.
Paris Hill may have electric lights, the power
being supplied from Norway.
In
<i, F. Cushman lias started a candy factory
Wilson's drug store, lie will manufacture for the
trade.
retail awd wholesale
F. A. sqmrtleff, formerly with A. 8. Hinds & Co.,
of Portland, Was one of tue best drug stores in
this vicinity.

dU

following dates are announced for the Union
Ticket Office Excursions to California and other
Jan. 9th, 43d, Eeb. 14th,
Western Points:
97th, March 14tb, 46th. Only excursions at
rates named through to Pacific coast in first-class
For price and further particulars, call or
cars.
send for circular to

Ticket

VJnion

OHIce,

EXCHANCE STREET,

dec21

NAI.K—Near Park Square and Common,
smartest boarding and lodging bouse in city;
fifteen well furnished rooms; nice dining room;
feeding 260 daily, net weekly profit 60 dollars;
this is no humbug and to a smart man and wife
will prove Itself a bonanza. For further particulars address PUTNAM & CO„ 11 Court St.,
21-1
Boston.

FOR

pmenITbed

NAI.K OK TO LET
hot
No. 10 Deering street;

For

—

Brick

FULL SIZE
well. The Phoenix Furniture is so well
and favorably known it was considered wise
to place their name upon the article that has
so favorably impressed our people with their
work: and well may they be proud of this
most excellent Folding Bod, for in all of our
experience we have never seen its equal as a
as

THIS

Ready-Made Clothing
—

AND

—

FURNISHING GOODS,
AT

ONfK,

Come early and

see

iny

prices.

GEO. W.
Corner
dec!7

DAVIS,

Fore and Exchange Sts.
lw

FOR THE

HOLIDAYS

SURANCE POLICY.
If vou will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information In regard to the Company
and its plans.
UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of

large sutexperience, strong, financial condition,
and conservaplus, equitable and attractive plaus
tive management.
ItlMKCTOB*.
Hon. Josiah II. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pekcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino. Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Kockuort, Me.
Georoe L. Dkhlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kouik, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

inetioarm ami C'omtoixsiiin Merchants
Salesroom IN Exchange Street.

LAMSONS,
177 middle St.

I am going West a'ter Christmas, and previously
am going to give you bargains.

COME AMO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS EARLY
I have

an

elegant line of all classes of

from

Jewelry !

and

Watches

OFFICER*.

which you can choose

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR I.. BATES, Secretary.
J. FRANK LANG, Ass’t Secre ary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

A4a.1133, Easter

Sale !

-OB'-

HOSIERY
50 dozen Ladle*’ all Wool Seamless Hone at ‘25c pair; worth S»c.
50 dozen Ladle*' Wool Howe nt

19c pair.
50 dozen Children’s all Wool finished Hose at SOc and *2*c pair.
50 dozen Dents’ Camel’* Hair
worth SOc;
Sock* at ‘25c pair;
slightly imperfect.
‘20 dozen Denis’ Cauadu Dray
Heavy Hose ut 37c pair; worth
•$04*
50 dozen Dcul*’ pure Camel’*
Hair Shirts and Draw er* at $1.00
each; marked down from $1.50.
*25 dozen Dent*’ Blue Hlbbed
Shirt* and Drawers at 03e; marked down from $1.00.
I case of Ladies’ Vest*, Lamb’s
silk finished, ut SOc
Wool and

each; worth 75c.

50 dozen Ladles’ Scarlet Pant*
marked down
and Ve*l* ut 97c«

from $1.50.

lOO odd Shirts and Drawer* for
Ladle*, Dents, and Children, at
Stic each: les* than half price. In
order to close the broken lots.

CHRISTMAS GOODS NOW OPEN.

SHINE’S

NewYorkStore,

opir m n

SJNKINSON

JAMES

itl

Special

WILLIAMS,

of

c. vc. Al l.n

UNDERWEAR

every

Maine for their especial patronage, because
THE
It is a HOME COMPANY, and because of Its age,

prices,__declodSt

-AND-

Manager fur* City Ageucy, Portland.
O'"11

div..

novft

_

Association
p Tlie Stagnation
vs.

section.

ator, the Bonanza and the Revilo
shirts the past seven years.
We are going to double the amount

Kings to
styles of
Diamonds and Precious Stones, also Plain, Oval,
al
St
and
Gents’
Kings,
Flat, and Engraved Bands,
all at prices to defy competition.
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’s Gold, Queen. Vest and
Kutenslou Chains, neat pittern, tine uiiallty and
low prices.

and wife, without InBy
cumbrance, a situation of any kind; good
In
the
be
had
can
references
city. Address, or Inquire at 74 MIDDLE STREET.21-1

WANTED

LET—A first-class tenement of 6 rooms on
Green street. Also, for sale, 30 houses, sevof them near new depot.
Euqulre of J. C.

TO
eral

WOODMAN, 106Va Exchange St.21-1
big Job lot of Christmas Slippess
Just arrived, at BROWN’S, entire lot selling
at prices that surprises everybody. BROWN, 461
21-1
Congress St.

shlrt-trade-tag concealed
the fourth button of .his

beneath

single-breasted vest.
And why shouldn’t he?

FlllWn HOTEL, PORTLAND,
French and American Clocks*

THE IAYIM OY OF HAMS.
He Is acknowledged to be the most Remarkable
Healer of ancient or modern tlmei.

multiplies constitu-

ents almost as fast as a Political Pro-

Consultations

hibitionist contradicts himself.
While the merit-list of the "Revilo”

*50 cent

shirt

Is as long as the shorter catechism.
We have organized ft “Staccato

Club” for the swift sale of these
three famous dress shirts.

The “Senator” is

We

are

an

absolutely

decao

OPERA CJI-AMMEN.
line line of the best Imported makes in fancy,
black and pearl mountings, with gold finished
trimmings, We are making a specialty of these
goods, and selling them at prices lower then ever
known before. Now is your lime to get a pair for
a lifetime.
A

We send these shirts

age free

to

by

mail post-

all parts of America.

461

Congress St.

nA E.K

and sold by
FOR
40 Exchange

—

U

aIHa

H

I

\
U

|

Unnnnr
till IIII HI

HU U MU I

Sewall car heater stock bought
N. S. GARDINER, Broker, No.
21-1

d%

The sole agency ;of this world renowned Instrument.

|

UUUIIOl

There
is
probably no
kaswa article of miiiiufuclure (hot i<s nuneeptnble of
much adulirratiou us
no
Rubber, and there are uo
**
——*o°,u
«bieh no little m Laowu of
the quality, by the uner, an
of Rubber goodn; but reliuble Rubber i(oo«ln eau be
had, for see manufacture
B“- *air® them for Mile.

SAMUEL THURSTON, HALL RUBBER COMPANY.

Streets,

Ho. 3 Free Street Mod, For:
JvlGTUN IMP

TO

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY OF MAINE.

OKDBB.dtf

CENTS.

E. B. ROBINSON & CO.

21 doz. Tidy Towels at only 5 Cts. Each. Steinway, Hardman,

Lindeman, Jewett & Prescott

ltlMMM.UTlON.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the firm name of
by
Ryan & Kelsey, lias this day been dissolved
mutual consent and Washington Ryan has retired
from the business which will hereafter ho con.
ducted by Samuel It. Kelsey alone, under tbe
name of Ryan & Kelsey,
Mr.Kelsey will sign the firm name In liquidation
and collect all amounts due and pay all liabilities
outstanding against the late firm.
Washington ryan,
SAMUEL B. KELSEY.
Portland. Nov.
NOTICE OP

THK

apply

to the Ticket

Commercial street
poluts West and
dec'-'Odtf

South.

EAGLE SUGAR REFINERY.
Stockholders of the Engle Sugar Ketlnery
are hereby notified that tneir annual meeting
lor choice of Directors, and action upon any other
business that may come before them, will be held
at the Refinery office, Fore St.. Portland, Maine,
on TUESDAY, January 10,1888. at 8 o’clock p.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
m.

Discount

on

TENDERS
spans of

Palace, Worcester Organ Co.
and Ft. Wayne

Specifications may be seen on anil alter Wednesday. the 21st of December, at the Engineer’s Office of tile saiu Company at 0 reeuvtlle, Me., at the
office of Messrs. Wilson * o oodard. solicitors,
Bangor, Me., or at the Superintendent’s office, in
the City of Sherbrooke, guebee.
HUGH D. LVMSDEN,
Supcrlutenilen. 01 Construction.
P.
14th
December, 1887.
Sherbrooke,
Q.,
tleclO
d2w

USEFUL
—

DEERINC.

IN

ORGANS!
TUNING

AND

"removal.
HENRY

S.

no. 5 PKKIII.K

311-2 Exchange St. to 191 Middle St.,
CAMCO HANK HI II.DINO.
nov28dim*

REPAIRING!

To Vessel Owners.
Port

Marine

now

lias beeu thorreadiness to

repairs.

12$

Ceugre.s Street.

I

EXCHANCE

SJ.

Daily.
atr'

m.

(II weather is lair at the last of the week s
give a few fur

We have thus far been able to keep up wllh our
work, potwithstanding the large quantity we have
bad to do, which still gives those who wish to sit
for presents

A Last Chance Defore it is
TOO

—

LATE.

''

>

gOOJVAV
Photographer,
514 CONGRESS STREET.
declO

HOLIDAY
at

dtf

GOODS

Popular Prices.

We have the largest stock of Baskets
anil Work .Stands to be found In the city.
Mantel and Hearth Urushes, Plain and
Fancy Whisk Hrooms. Frame and Clipper Sleds. Children’s Sleighs, Snow
Shovels Bird Cages, Wood and Wire
Plant Stauds, Lup Hoards, Folding Tables, anil Choice Popping Corn for the
Christmas Trees.

KENDALL & WHITNEY
d3w

deed

EMBROIDERY
We hare

one

of the finest lines of Fan-

cy Work we hare erer had, and would
lurite the Ladles of Portland and riclnU

ty to examine before going out of town

One lot of
to make their purchases.
t'reuel and Fllloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
Mo. $8 Elm Street.
dtf

octU

PAYSON W. C. SAWYER & CO.,

Kailway
In
rebuilt, and Is
THKoughly Clyde
take out all vessels iu need of

PETER PETERSON,

PRESENTS
FOR THE

Willow and Rattan Work Stands, Reed and Fancy Scrap
Baskets, Lunch and Satchel Baskets, Dog Baskets,
Wood Baskets. &c. Lap Boards, Work Tables, Frome
and Clipper Sleds, Wcoden and Wire Plant Stands,
Flower Poti, Brackets, &o.; Biass and Japanned Bird
Cages. Popping Corn and Poppers, Wringers. Pampas
Plumes, Grasses, &c.

REMOVED FROM

Roses !

construction of a number of
various lengths of Howe Truss

for the

Bridge Superstructure required for tne above
Hallway fu the Stale of Maine will be received
by the undersigned at the Office of this Company
In the City of Sherbrooke. Province of guebee. on
or before noon of Wednesday, the 4th day of JanPull particulars with plans and
uary. 1H8H.

Taxes

■VOTICE Is hereby given that the time allowed
ll for the payment of Taxes for the present
■year, under a discount of 3 i>er cent., will expire
SATURDAY, December 31st, and t; per cent
tl. It. WEBB,
charged after January 1st,
Collector of Peering.
decisnjanl

PIANOS!

dlt

ALL LINES.

Tenders for Bridge Superstructure.

dec20dtd

ACSENTM FOII

BROTHERS,

WEEKJIA.

For tickets and Information,
Agent, Boston & Maine K. K.,
Station. Lowest rates to all

TUE

NUCCEMMOHM TO

ALSO LIMITED TO SIX TOWELS.

EVERY

8 p.

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

.uia.

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA.
WOODWARD
& SUMER,

dt26th

decO

Hl'KItKT'T OHUAN

A. H.-A.k for ike

dlf

m. to

MADE

COMPANY”

RUBBER

/§ I I
I I if I I

St._

street._

LAMSON’S Jewelry Store.

It Is next to the corner of Exchange street, near
Out of town customers ran take
the Post Office.
the cars at the depot and be landed at my door.
decld4w
Open every evening until Christmas.

n

21-1

SALE-Grocers' Pung, first-class, built
J. 1.
never used, for sale low.
21-1

bv Robinson,
FOR
16 Preble

Ladies’ aad Reals’ Drc»*in|g Cases, in
Plush and Leather, useful and beautiful presents
at any time. It will pay you to come down on Middle street to buy. Inquire for 177 Middle Mireei.

HALL

examine and be convinced that you

Free from 9 a.

Christmas.

Maine.

Portland.

Street,

are

ALL SITTINGS

we can

sole owners and sellers of

HORATIO STAPLES,
Middle

is daily Healing the Hie*, and Kestorlag
the Lame, Deaf and Blind.

-BY-

ocrat is of free trade.
The “Bonanza”

where l«i

MERELY AND SIMPLY

The “Senator” Dress Shirt is as
saturated with excellences as a Dem-

In,
Christmas Slippers at Brown’s 25
COMEbuy
cheaper than elsewhere: Remember the

place. BROWN'S,

■

our

ANOTHER

can
per cent,

-THE-

is still at the

Has

a man

—

FRITZ,

this year, however. Even'now, most
every clean-wholesome-looking citi-

just

FORENOON.

OiS

Rings

One of the best assortments of Finger
he seen auywhere. includlngail the latest

the Senator, Bonanza and Revilo.

21-1

830

-ALSO

Uec6d3w-

Ladies’ and Cents’

PAIRS fine hand made Christmas Slippers in every style and kind, just received, at
BROWN’S, 461 Congress St„ entire lot to be sold
one-half the original price,21-1
at

Gen. Manager.

Roses !

monopolize my slumberantique, we have sold only

tor, price 75 cents.
The “Revilo” is close upon the
heels of the others, and is only 50 cts.

NAI.K-A

barguiu.

Roses !

pro-

good family horse, sound and
kind; also a good sleigh, harness and
phaeton and one good cabinet organ. Apply to

FOR

We shall offer THIS FORENOOX 100
dozen exceptionally handsome All Ljnen
good size regular SO cent Damask Towels only SO cents for two.
They have the most varied assortment
of borders and are a geniune bonanza

dt‘c21

Stagnation Association

Portland, one large
Just half price. BROWN’S, 461 Congress SC

F. W. STOCKMAN, W, L. W1 l-SON & CO.

NOT OVER HALF DOZEN TO A CUSTOMER.

RIMES

STACCATO CLUB.

THE

SOLID SILVER and SILVER PLATED WARE. SILVER

at

50c. Handsome Damask Towels
25

My stock of I-AIM K»' k.OI.O WATCBM
is unusually lino. They are fully warranted by
the manufacturers and my successor will sec that
the warrant is made good. The beauty of the engraving and the time-keeping <iuulitlea of the
Watches cannot be surpassed.

THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS, FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Our Roses are now coming in line condition, including that line Mareohal Nell Ninhetos, Lamarque, and many other well known kinds. We
respectfully Invite lovers of the rose to call in and
see them. Open from y a. in. to a p. in.

...

CONVERTIBLE

ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
THEPOLICY
desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE IN-

bja.

per-

22,18S7.__dim-

REGARDLESS OF COST.

THE

the window of Brown’s Shoe Store

TOWEL SALE

The undersigned has decided to close out
his large stocK of

carefully
and Offiunques-

L Sawyer. 537 Cwnqmss St., Portland

fect shirt, price $1.00.
The “Bonanza” is its close competi-

In

for the finest display of Christmas Slippers
LOOK
lot choice patterns selling
In

PORTLAND,

To Bargain Seekers.

are

Directors
are

ability

wise provisions of tlie Maine Non-Forieiture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
insurance is provided for In case of lapse.

house

and cold water
throughout; perfect drainage; possession given at
once.
Inquire of K. DEERING, 300 Commercial
street, or No. 2 Deering Place.21-1

Is not so called because they exist single,
for they are made

Corner Pearl and Middle

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN it CO., Apothecaries.
15th Street and Fourth Avenue, New xork.
Price 10, 35 nml 75 Cento*
For sale by all the beet Druggists,
mhgi
eod&wlynrm

integrity

whose

eod2W*

Portland, Me.

co„

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.

has

The

ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING

BEST REMEDY FOR CURINC

Its affairs

liberal

Its Board of
IT managed byplans.
and

/COMMENCING TUESDAY MORNING, Dec.
L/ *Oth, at 10 a. m„ and eoottoplng n.orntng
and afternoon until sold, about 160 Daghestan
ami Persian Grigs, llaudlutr and Ouchak Carpets,
Ae. This will positively be the last sale of the
season ami oners a nice opportunity to purehaae
real lmi>orted hugs at less than halt the usual

zen

PRRNONALLV CONDUCTED.

THE

introduced
More than twenty years ago
for Coughs,
thronghout New England as a remedySince
its introColds and Pulmonary complaints.
duction it has constantly won its way intu public
that
universal
decision
is
the
favor, until now it
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

are in

Twenty-one thousand of the Sena-

West!

Points

Ollier

L1BBV,

was

Sle«»*r»pkf.

Mis^A.

ous

AND

$40.00 to $200.00.

it

Portland Nchool of

YT pays Its losses promptly. Its policies
contestable aiter three years.

more

cently occupied by

BAII.RY.
nuurl4

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send tor circular.
Agent fort he V'aligrapl >.

to-day

No. 5S7 middle Street, reW. P. Uos,.

Store

V. O.

has paid to

that this

We don’t

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS!

dec21

a

London

or

OF WE AT.** OPfclV FBIUAV MOBSmC AT KOX OH-llH.

We are the Sole Agents for New England,
and can sell at bottom prices anywhere from

Prima Facie Evidence Again.

Q

Rugs and Carpets,

tests against our monopolizing the
White dress shirt business of this

Saturday Matinee—To be announced.

chusetts.

4lhptf

available

Ilian SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards ol Maine
and Massachusetts.
has

The

London !

in

by Night!

The carving and finish are admirable, and
the full length bevel plate Mirror, extending
from top to bottom, completes a most elegant
and useful piece of furniture that would never be suspected of being “a couch for the
drowsy godsbut such it is, and the adjustment is so perfect that strength sufficient to
lift a four pound weight will open and shut
the bed.
We can and will be pleased to send cuts
and descriptions of these Beds to any one,
and will prepay freiyht to any station in
Maine, New iiampshire, Vermont or Massa-

IT IS

Daughter!

Oliver Twist,

Twice Married, or the Dark
Deed In the Wood; and
The Dead Shot._
HALE

Romantic Play,

Saturday Night:

Wednesday—Double bill:

PARLOR BED.

DEFINES
WEBSTER
IT AS “THAT WHICH

"

or

Friday:

Lost

Ticket-of-Leave-Man

dec21

lireat

Another version being "The Duke’s Motto,” and
lately run at Nibo’s Garden, N. Y., under the title of "Lagardere.”

Monday Niglit:

The

1

Duke’s

The

T

To the Editor

The

Lass!

Lancashire

ISAAC C. ATKIXSOX,

Cornish News.
The Congregational Sunday school will give

Thursday, the

yfl
Indigestion audTooif

26.

Plays! Overflowing Houses!

Monday Matinee:

40

Jtress'Vr'jm"

“

members $25
6
10
“
3

com-

CO.,

DRAMATIC

MOULTON'S

Under the IT!anngnafnt of C. H. MflITB.

Tuesday:

been torn out, and is |now used for a base ball
cage and dressing room. Besides the old apparatus, Sargent chest weights, ot all kinds, an abdomen weight, travelling parallel bars, a new horizontal bar, dumb bells, Indian, clubs, mats, etc.,
etc., have been added.
Compulsory attendance commenced this week.
The Seniors and Juniors exercise at ».16, Freshmen at 2. and Sophomores;at 4.30.
Chari es H. Pepper. '88, intends to make a voyHe will
age to the Azores the last of next month.
be away from home about six mouths.
Ed.Matthews, '91, had his broken leg encased
In a plaster cast Monday, and is now about on
crutches.
The students, on account of Christmas, will
have no recitation next week till Wednesday

oj the Press.
I have no occasion to trouble you further except
Suupon one single point. It is true that our
the ispreme Court formerly decided that where
was
sue Involved a breach of the criminal law. it
necessary tiiat the party having the affirmative
should sustain it by proof beyond a reasonable
doubt; but it is also true that those decisions have
been overruled and arc no longer law in this
State, and the rule in civil cases is uniform that to
maintain an issue, the party having the affirmative sustains it by a prepondrance of testimony.
“In the trial of civil causes, the court will not
first determine whether the facts stated in the
plaintiff’s declaration constitute a criminal
or
offence, and then require lof the plaintiff more
conclusion
the
to
less evidence according
reached.”
I will remind you, too, that the prosecution cannot except to Judge Whitehouse’s charge, and.
therefore, the case caunot go to the Law Court
J. H. D.
on any ruling ayainstthe State.

DECEMBER

SALE

—

One visit will convince you that it is the Best Popular Priced Chmpany in America. Grand Uala Mat
inees Xmas Day and Saturday at 2.30. Elegant Souvenir Presents to ail.

A

imously passed:

Voted, That the thanks of this association be
extended to the Pennsylvania Fire Insurance
Company for their prompt settlement and donation of tne one per cent, discount! and to Rollins
& Adams, agents, for their prompt and liberal
adjustment whereby the treasurer received a
check for full amount of policy five days after
loss.

PARQUET“AND
MONDAY,

ENTIRE BALCONY 30 CENTS.

d&wlynrm

_

"

“

The evening class has been arranged expressly
to accomodate those whose occupation or engagements prevents their attendance on the day class.
The only dtflerenees lu the classes (excepting OIL
Painting of course) Is In the number of hours
for work. Those who Intend to become
members of either day or evening class, or to furnish scholarship for friends, And who have not
already given notice of such Intention, will confer
a favor
they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard,
97 Emery St.. Immediately or leave word at the
Society Rooms. Dcerlug Block. For moreof comthe
plete information, apply to any member
committee In charge.
E. E. Fierce, C. F. Davis, J. C. Stevens, Inez A.
nov17eodtf
Blanchard. Committee in charge.

Company
you
their representatives more
ABEpolicy-holders
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

BEN

XI!AS WEEK-6 HAYS, MONDAY and SATURDAY MATINEES.

>00 Doses One Dollar.

kfe
S’ E*
£!
f„ V4
naan C
V i S-fcO.

non

RESERVED SEATS 30 AN) 50 CENTS.

Sarsaparilla

■

Day Class, Life and Antique, $20,
6,
B) the month.
10,
Even g Class.
3,
B) the month.

a

THBATHB. Suparmtanaent

r*OR.TXjA3NrD

this old and sterling

realize that

RINES BROS.

Sold by all druggists. 81; six for *f>, Prepared
by C. 1. HOOD «t CO.,Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
dec8

of P, 8. of A. or any
member of their families.

you
HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
DO
pany Is
In 184S under the laws of Maine?

NEW MAINE IAW

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50,

...

IE

each

at 91.0/,

Handkercmets

OE POUTLAND, ME I

tioned.

—

Duchesse Lace

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

cers,

White Brocade Silk Handkerchiefs,!in a variety of styles and regularly sold for62c,
50c each
Qt

tles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla tliau from any oilier
medicine she has taken.” Joseph F. Cueene,
Dayton, O.
“We value Hood's Sarsaparilla very highly in
our family.
My wife lias been a severe sufferer
from dyspepsia, and lias found great relief by takA. Nelson, 88
ing this excellent medicine.”
Walnut Street. Portland. Me.

_

each

“

We Submit Facts
In regard to Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a remedy for
rheumatism, and ask you If you are afflicted with
this disease to try tho medicine which has so
greatly benefited others. Hundreds of people
who suffered the tortures of rheumatism, eveu In
its severest forms, have been perfectly cured by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier. It
corrects the acidity of the blood, which Is the
cause of the disease, and glv es strength and vigor.
•‘My wife has been troubled a long time with Inflammatory rheumatism, and was so bad last
spring tuat it was hard work tor her to walk.
Sue derived more real help from taking four bot-

Union Mutual

1

One lot Men’s China Silk Handkerchiefs*
87c each
regular $1.00 goods, at

aged

00 years.
in Bath, Dec. 13, Miss Florence Jackson, aged
23 years.
At Cape Nedick, Dec. 11, Mrs. Sarah Bragdou,
aged 7o years.
lu South Thomaston, Dec. 17, Annie B. Kobinsou, aged 21 years 6 months.
In ltockport, Dec. 5, Frances L. Taut, aged 43
years 6 mouths.
In Tliomastou, Dec. 16, Charles A. Floyd, aged

Are You Familiar witli k Plans

IT

each

or

nadCrilic.

aware

each

These have been sold uulii very recently at 25c each.

56 years 2 mouths.

In Saco, Dec. 18, Charles W. Boothhyjaged 64
years 11 mouths.
lu Old Orchard, Dec. Id, Hiram Foss, agen 70
years 6 months.
Iu Kenduskeag, Dec. 0, Mrs. Hannah Colley,

Hood’s

each

—

Tuition Fee* to members

■

of funeral

Staples, aged

we

AUCTION

DRAWING SCHOOL

Three lots Children’s Plain White Hemmed
3c each
Handkerchiefs at
One lot Children’s Plain White Hemstitch-

I—mww

WOODFORD'S.
At a meeting of the D. V. 1. A. Executive Council held Monday evening, the following was unan-

Morning

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

_

AUCTIONEERS

•

Will foanuarucr Ore. I, IHH7, and ruulanu*
P. W. Hea*on. af Hwlvn,
five uionlhw.
Hale of I'ari*, Frnuce.) lawlrnrlar

OF TH*

shall offer the following
Attractive Bargains in Handkerchiefs.

This

DEATHS.
In this city, Dec. 20, Katie Agnes l.eddon, aged
17 years.
In this city, Dec. 20, Mrs. Mary Driscoll, aged
74 years.

AUCTION SAMS

EDIJCATIONAIi.

IHM KI I, A V KOI *.

$1.50, $1.87, $2.50, $3.50, $3.75 and $4.75 each
Cashmere Mufflers at 38c, 50c, 75c and $1.00 each

great sufferer for

EVENING.

The closing exercise of the evening was a short
address by Chaplain McCabe. The speaker had
for his theme what he would do If he were the
devil. It was a sharp and effective arraignment
of the indifference of the church over the sins of

James Harlow, Esq., was yesterday cured of
deafness of twelve years standing by I»r. Fritz—
in less than fifteen minutes could hear the tick of
a watch.
Captain Hathaway—the doctors callad it spinal
complaint—laid aside Ills crutches and walked
one
away from the Hotel entirely restored, by
treatment, simply by the laying on of hands.
The doctor’s rooms are thronged with patients
from morning until night. Those wishing to see
him should call early—as his stay in Portland is
drawing to a close—ho will remalu here but a few
weeks longer when he will return to his home in

“Is

RECITAL.

The recital at the lecture hall |of Shaw’s Business College last evening was largely attended
and all who were present were highly pleased
with the entertainment furnished. Miss Willis
and Mr. Adams were warmly received and the
scenes from Shakespeare, in wliich they appeared
The musical part of
were admirably produced.
the programme was quite as interesting as tire
recitals. The coruet solo by Miss Kvangie Pearsou, and piano solos by Miss Mabelie Cobh were
greeted with hearty applause.

GRASS

Fritz.

Dr.

Society, held yesterday afternoon, the following
officers were elected for the coming year:

A

The Grand Councilor the Good Templars of
Maine representing over twenty thousand members of the Orderin the State, cannot refrain
from expressing their profound sorrow at the
death of Gov. Bod well which came so unexpected
our citi
ly and which is received so sadly by
zens of all classes.
As the
upright, charitable, large-hearted,
fear*
thorough business man, and as the practical,
less, commonscnse chief magistrate, we honored
and appreciated him, but it was as the true and
noble defender, supporter and champion of prohibition aud the cause of temperance that we had
learned to love him and depend upum him. lie
who acted from
was a practical temperance niau,
principle rather than policy, ana was thoroughly
to secure the
in
endeavoring
earnest
honest and
enforcement of our prohibitory laws.
of
his
death
the
news
While
may lighten toe
hearts of the saloonists, the rumsellers and the
in the State.
interest
of
the
liquor
sympathizers
It is received with deep, sincere, unfeigned sorlover
row by every true temperance worker and
of humanity. We are not yet able to fully comhis
to
henor
memory,
All
loss.
our
prehend
great
and may we Inn tat:- his example by proving our
siucerety in works rather than words.
Guo. E. Bbackett, G. Sec y.

last

PORTLAND MARINE SOCIETY.
At the annual meeting of the Po 1 Hand Marine

Btockbridge’s.

well.

chosen offiers:

Chief Patriarch—John J. Ryan.
High Priest—L. W. Payson.
Senior Warden—T. C. M. Jenks.
Junior Warden—George I. Audersou.
Scribe—George S. Stetson.
Financial Scribe—P. W. Stonchain.
Treasurer- Sewall Lang.
Agent Hall—Sewall Laug.
Trustees—Merrill Place. A. G. Sterling, F. H.
Gammon.

of

Bod-

Tribute to the Memory ef Cov.

GOLDEN CROSS.

___

(I*W

COOD TEMPLARS.

OFFICERS ELECTED.

MINISTERIAL association.

flKW ADVKUTIMKHlENTfl.

declOdOw

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowprices from our stock on the wharf, or
our Southern Pine Mills, and In the
quickest possible time.
est market
direct from

DEEHinu, wmsi.on a co..

All work

dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
W. O. 8T1MPSON. JR.,
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
declduti

MTKKKT,

1st tloor from Congress Street.

J'J.t

Commercial

octlO

Street.

Portion*,

d2w4tbp

declO

To

_

SniplwSs and Owners.

desirous of reducing otir large stock of
Western Pine Masts, we are prepared to
offer them, either rough or manufactured, at

BEING

greatly reduced prices.
mo

eodlirn

noviiSdliu

W. II. SIMONTON Si SON.,
*2tl Commercial St.. Portland. Me.

